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CRAF-TER I
THE PROBLEM AND TilE LEGEND

Legends started when and where man began to search
for the meaning and strive for understanding of his
and the pooplte in it .

wo~ld

Sometimes these legends came about as

a result of man • s attempts to ·e xplain nature , but in othel'
instances they began with bits or history that were passed
on by word of mouth until they became a part of a tradition and were finally recorded in the literature of a
people .

As man developed conscience and started to

establish standards for moral, ethical behavior , he re ...
interpreted these basic stori0s to ex.pres.s what seemed to

him to be signifi·c ant to all men.

These early l egends

have stayed alive generation after generation in accordance
with their adaptability to the changes that have occurred in
the structure of society.
I•

THE PROBLEM

Stit&mQnt 2[ ]b! 9rop*!D '

It was the purpose

or

this study (1) to discover the similarities and dissimilarities in th:ree ancient Greek plays that used the logend of
the house of Atreus as

the basis for their plots; (2 ) to

discover how these similarities and dissimilarities illus ..
trate separate. polnts of vie\T concerning man, the universe

2

and man's place in that unive:rs ; and (3 ) to discov&:r
what relationship if any e:x·ists between tha points of view

expressed and the particular moment in history at whieb
ea.ab playwright wrote .
The plays considered were the
~+.e~Qh~"l\\$

f:t.rst presented about

S.ophpq!J.es~ proh~l;>ly :pr~sented

1.~?8

Ores:t~ia ,

B.. c.;

a trilogy by

Jl~st.:t;a

by

first sometime before 413

B~C.;

and llJe;tta. by Euripi<iea 7 first :pres$nted in 413 B.. c·. · Sinee
the purpose of the study was to compare ideas and points or .:.·
view expressed by the three great tragic dramatists of
Greece, no attempt vras made to justify the plays selected

as works of art nor their authors as m.aster craftsmen,
Uowever, in cases wher·e translators disagree or left out

portions of the manuscript whieh seemed to be mistakes in

copying or lapses in artistry on the part of the playwright,
the investigator adopted the attitude expressed by H. D. F.

Kitto:
If you will trust the dramatist , if you will consider
the form oi" his play patiently and with some imaginatien as b~ing pl'-obQbly the best possible expression of
what he meant, you will be giving y·o urself the best
chance to appreciating what impact he was hoping to make
on tbe audience for whioh he \\ra.s writing .1
All the plays were read in translation , but where more than

one translation was ave.ilable at least two translations

f!ni

lu. D, F. Kitto, [o~pt
Meaginf in ~ram~
(Lo.ndon; Melhuen and Company, L mited, ~9-;b), P• vii.

3
'\orere

r~ad,

one 11teral- and

pe>etic ; in some oases as

0110

many as thref9 were · read in an

~ffo:rt

I!lJ2el:tsnce ,gL the §tUdl •

to in.sut>.e accuracy.

On the

su~f ace

there

seemed little justification for adding anothet- discussion
of the three

gr~at

Greek w:rit\lrs of tragedy; however,

research revealed no d.etailed comparison and contrast in

Bnglish of the t:rea.tment . of the At:reus

l~gend

in all the

~.

< '

plays considered; also , the investigator joined with '
,..

Gilbert Murray in his comment,
The few very great books of the worldt the books
· wh:J.oh at the end of over two thousand yeaTs have still
the power to stir our puJ ses with their beauty and.
1n.s p1re our m:l.nds with the validity of their thou~b.t,
have a special value for humanit y and arost not be
all~wed to die, yet they will die unless generation
after generation , they are studi~d , loved and
reint&rpreted . 2

Through the detailed comparison. . of these ancient plaYa in
relation to historic events the ·u val1dity of

thought~· tr1~th

its u·special value for humanity" could be tested .

These

men , who are widely separated fr·om the mode:rn tv:orld 1n time

and mode of life,

xpr&ssed idaas, as they adapted the

ancient leg$nd of the house ot Atreus for the audiences of
their day , that ros

above thei:r particular time and phil ..

osopby to present ideas tho world still finds significant,

4

I.bi Rli.n

Q,t

.tb!

~1!~§11•

Since each of th$ thre

playwrights was oon.s:ldered s«tpa:rately in relation to tlie·. ·
historical events that ocourr d during his li:fetime and in

relation to the intellectual clime of his time. a ahrono)o.
logical order seenteld appropriate.

were use.d to present a sketch of
the current ideas that
infl.u onc

The succeeding chapters
thE~

timos, an account of

to have had the greatest

seem~d

on the individual poet • s thinking, and a detailed

· account of the play v1ri tten by the poet un,der discussion,.

The detailed account of the play was used in an effort to
giv$ tbe reader somothing of the feeling engender-ed by the
play as a whole creation.

The detailed aceount of each

play individually seemed the best way to sustain the reel ing of

aeh plaY yet enabl$ const ant and sometimes minute

consideration of variations in the use of the legend and

variations between each poet•s

t:r.ea.trn~nt

ot the legend. As

each event wa$ viewed in relation to the individual poet's
total effort and con1pared wi.th the corresponding event 0f

the otho:r plays, each
ascertained.

po~t's

emphasis could be accurately

Too often a part that has bElen separat0d from

the whole i.e op$n to misinterpretation .

The final chapter was us&d to draw toget her those
ideas that seamed most significant in terms of each poet's .

contribution to thought.

The signif'iea.nce of their contri•

bution to modern man could be found at almost any religious

service held today.

II.

In

~~ti'

Ili§!d•

THE LEGEND

So.me of the characters of' the plays

firet appear in. Homer • s lliilQ,. ·· 1'here is no mention of the
curse that enveloped... the house of Pelops, 3 t he curse that

has fascinated playwrights and their audiences down thrG>ugh
the $g<U3 ,. for in the Xl:Lad the scepter is passed peacefully

from

P~lops

to Atreus and from Atreus to Thyestes and

finally to Agamemnon •.~
.. The I*~§.d does contribute tbo pic ...
.
... ~

,•;

., /~?(_'

tul!"e of a royal, majestic Agamemnon , the

s®!lle

kingly figure

that appears in Aeschylus • drama.. 5 There is only brief
mention of Agam.emnon ' s home , a :f'ertress ... palaoe at

~~ycenae

3charles- M. Gayl&y (e4.), Q!Qs§ic M)!;~h.s, !n flflish
1-4-ter·ttyr~ (Boston: Ginn and Company, 19.11), p. l2indi ....

cates that the curse b$gan \tTith Tantalus, King ot Pbry'lia .
son of Jupite:r,. had b$en ree ived a.t the table of
the gods, but through conceit and ingratitude he betr ayed
the secrets of the gods and tried to disp:rove their omni ...
~antal:us ,
sc iene~

by attempting to deceive them inte eating

roasted f'lesh of his ovm son Pelops •

th~

The god s were not

d.e.eei'\ted ; PelQps 'Was restored to life; and Tantalus was thrust

into th$ bowels of the ~arth . Richard c, Jebb {trans.),
EJ,egtra ( Part. VI of @ophsae;t.es, the l?lQX,~ ~ ,Fr~,,menj(§ . 7
parts; Cambridge; at the Univ$rs!ty Press . 192 ·. p . 74·
eites a version placing the origin in an !noiden! involving
King O$nomaus Who offered his daughter, HippG>da.meia , to the
suitox> whe could defeat him in a chariot race , The penalty
of' :failure was death. Pelops offered to compete.
H1ppodame1a or Pelop$ pGrSUfided Myrtilus, the kingts ehari. ..
oteer, to bet:ray Oenomatts • So Pelops \oTon thE} r oe, but
Myrt11us ineulted Hippodameia, and P$10ps threw hi.m into the
sea fOl' his trouble; as be sank he invoked a curse on the
house of Polops •

4Will1a.m lh Smith and Y.Jal ter Mill~r (trans.), The
Iliad 2.1 ijomer (New York a 'l'he Macmillan Company, 19tt;r;-

P731+.

'Ibid .' P • 63 .

6
whe:re his ·wife Clytemnestra, ·his da.ughtors, Ohrysothem1s,

taodiee, and lphianossa., and his son Orestes, who is juot a
child, wa1 t :ro:r hi.s . retu:rn. 6

ln tJa.e

0d¥§SO:Z•

The OdYS§$Y tells

h0\1

Aegisth.\Hi,

first cousin to Agamemnon, went to Clytemnestra while
Agamemnon. fought at Troy, irJooed her and took her to h1 s

horne. 7 When AgMlenm.on returned :from Troy • Aegisthus lured

the king to his home te> celebrate the victorious re-turn;
once tho;re Aegisthus slew Agamemnon.8

Olytemn.estra thcugh

obviously in sympathy with the orime did not really take
part in it .

Later in the .Qdy§sey the soul of Agamemnon

tells how Clytemnestra slew Cassandra , but Ae.gisthus slew

Agamemnon without help , 9
The yoURg Orestes fled to :return eight years later

to slay Aegisthus. 10 Clytemnestra. died at the same time,
and although the text does not tell hew, the implication is
that she died by her own band..

6
T£!~

From the point of view

or

!bid •, P• 185 •

'7srunuel Butcher and Andrew JAane {tt-ans.) ~)mers
OdYS§§l (New York; The Macmillan Company, 194 ·, p. 36.

el!l!!l. ,

PP •- 58-59.

9tb1d., pp . 169-70.
10Ibid . , p . 3?.

7
the Qsly§sex,

Orestes • deed "Vras nothi ng monil tha.n a simple

act of retribution.
Oth§f ;tn.fJ..uesstri.•· The

2:Y:Pti~h

one of the t::yelic

epics credited to Slasinus of
Cyprus in 776
.
'

:a~o•

added t he

·).

'

sacrifice of Ipbigeneia to the cumulative story, thus

providing additional mottve for Olytetnnestra' s behavior.

In another epic, tbe Nf.l§t2! by A ias of Troezen,
Clytemnes.tra helped Aegi sthus in the murder and PYla.des
was introduced as OrestQs• aid. 11 Th• Or~§t1a 4>f

Stesiohorus was popular in Athens in the fifth century B.C.
The most notable changes

mad~

by

Stesichorua were that he

had Clytemnestra kill Agamemnon by inflicting blows about
the head with an axe·; that he introduced a nurse, Laodameia;
to save the child Orestes from ClytemnQlstra, and that
Electra appears as a central charaeter. 1 2
The final necessary eleme·n t was added to the legend.

with the rise of

1nf~uence
....·-

of the Delphic priesthood.

~h

·~

aspect of the :relig!<;>n of Apollo that ultimately tran.s ....
~·-·

formed the primitive le-gend \1)f Orestes was the as}3ect that

llJebb, .2.12•

ill• :'

:p.

x11.

12~., pp. xviii-xix. Jebb suggests that
Stesieho:rus might have adapted the '-.ha.: raot\U' FJ.ectra from
an earlier lyric poet named Xo.nthu.., 1~h.o said that Electra,

originally Laodice, was so
unmarried.
.

nam~d

because ahe was so long

8

Telated to. blood ..guilt. · It was during this

tim~

that the

Greeks became acutely aware of the degrees of moral guilt .

:Formerly if a man received . a divine me.ndate to avenge th$
death ot a kinsman he oould hope :for:n ct;hing more than to be
hounded to death by the supernatural Erinyes tvho sought

revenge fer every crime within the family
the kinsman•s

un~ess

he killed

But Apollo t the god of light and

ruurde:re:r ~

purity, could determine the deg:rae o:t' guilt and empowered
his $e:rvants to administer rites under ee:rtain eircumstances
wherGby a defiled person might be absolved of stain, thus
px•oviding a kind of justice.
A§.

i\e.m<t!1:£;\U§

Aeschylus probably

~

kne~

the leSvoJ!S...

it

~1~n h~

wrote his trilogy,might

be su:mmarized in the following manner.
Trojan war,

Atr~rus

Long' before the

and Thyestes, sons o.f Pelops, both

claimed the throne · of Al'gos.
Otl$

The l$gend as

It \ora.s agreed that ttrhichever

could show a. divine sign should become kll\g.

lamb with golden

fl~ece

When a

appeared .in the tloeks of Atlt'aus,

his wife, Aerope, gave 1 t to '!'hyostes her ).ov$r
.•l3
.; ·:.

Atreus,

13Gilb$rt Murray (trans . ) Electri (In f!v~ *'a~~ £1
NGw Yo:rkt Oxford University- Pres..,, 193 , p. 91 .
'fl1~ s story is looked on as the story of he flrst sin of the

Eufin!de§•

· entire world.. After the theft of the lamb all the world
changed and beontn$ the poo'r plac;e th:~t 1 t !s now. Etlidently
the magic l.a.mb was bt"ought by Pan f:r.om the gods and given to
At:reue as a special Si€n of his right to :rule a.s lt.1ng.
T.hyestes and Aerope· who stole he lamb and claimed the right
to rule committed the first sin that turned good to evil and

love to hate.

9

for revenge, threw Aerope into the sea, and in the great
palace at Argos slew the children of Tpyestes, his brother,
and served their flesh to their father at a royal
Thyestes and his only remaining son,

Aegisthus~

banquet~

fled from

the palace swearing vengeance on Atreus and M.s tv1o sons,
Menelaus and Agamemnon.
I n the years that followed, the sons of Atreus
married sisters Helen and Clytemnestra.

It was Helen who,

yielding to the might of Venus, went with Paris to Troy
thus setting the scene for the Trojan \tJar.

Agamemnon was

among the Greek heroes who went with his brother to battle
the Trojans for Helen ' s return .

But on the way to Troy,

while the fleet lay idle at Aulis, Agamemnon, following the
decree of an oracle, was prevailed upon by his forces to
sacrifice his daughter I phi genia to Artemis so that the
ships that had been becalmed might sail for Troy.

Hearing

of this deed, Clytemnestra, his vJife, vowed vengeance.
She gave her infant son, Orestes into the care of the King
of Phocis, and in the palace at Argos nursed her consuming
hate as she waited for Agamemnon ' s return .
Hate brought the queen and Aegisthus, sole survivor
of Atreus ' treachery, together; they became lovers as well
as plotters in crime.

I t is with this story as background

that the playwrights of the ages worked out the themes of
doom and revenge that purged the house of Atreus.

CHAPTlnR !I
AESCHYLUS AND THE: BOUSE OF A'XREUS

I.
Th~

THE TIME$

fir.st ste:g§ t2lfat'S}.

S!tmoprt.~~~

tess than one

hundred years before the birth of Aeschylus; his ancestors
took tt1e first steps from the savage alan as the unit of
society into the eity... state which lead finally, by the time

of .Aesohylus• death, to complete d$moeracy.

The members of

the claJl.s, who were the aristocracy, traced their 4escen..
dants baok through the mythical heroes and in some casas
even to the gods .

The$e fiereely proud aristocrats w-ere

the ones '\olho united Attica under a single government 1n

the seventh century

B.c.

dueed, and peasants

t-ThQ

A money economy had been introborrewed mcney

~J'iV:tmg

themselves

as security often found that they had lest their land and
their fre$dom as well.

In '94

B.c. ,

Solon, one of thea

aristocracy, tried to b:ring about a reform by canceling

· somG debts and laying down rules for the borrowing ef money
that made it impossible for a debtor to beeome the slave of
his creditor .

But it was not until 561 B.C. when, after

the third attempt, PGis1stratu,s finally •stablished himself
as a tyrant, that the machinery of governmont instituted
by

Solon was really secure .

ll

Peisist:ratus was not the typical tyrant, :t'or in

addit1an to maintaining the !'efo:r.ms already instituted for
the

betH~fi t

of tha peasants, he gave s.mall holdings of land

to many p$aSants .

Since many of the aristoeraey had been

killed or exiled during the struggl e to gain supremacy,

Peieist:ratus was in tho enviablG position of' being able
to dispose of their land.

He encouraged the .f'armere to

produce Wine and oil; and although this put an end to their
self aufficieney since they had to import wheat, th¢ land
was better suited to the othel' crops and much of the oxtrom.e
pove:rty was allevia.teca.
As a fUrther bid for popularity, Pe1sistratus
established thE> eult of Dienysus. in Athens.

Dionysus, one

Gt the younger gads , was a favorite of the common people
since they had no anee·stral family cult.

Xt w.a s only

natural that the people "rould be drawn toward D1onysus, tbe
god wb.O vras closest to those for ces which most directly

affeet ed their existtl)nee •

It was through the anc:LEmt rites

to Dionysus that they sought to guarantee fertil:l. ty, ensure
a bountiful harvest, and control the forces of birth and
death ,

ln 534

B.c.,

Aeschylus, the first

just nine years before the birth of
stat~

festival with the

p~rformance

of a play took plaoe , l

------··-

>t.

l Francis Rii B. Godolphin (trans. The Gz::te!$ ii1§j;.O~ ...
!.in§. (New York: Random Bouse , 194·2), I, t>?7.

12

!thi, ryl:e Qt

tb~

IZ:i§t2QtiaSl

re~ tsrrd,.

Aft~r

the

d&ath of Peisi.st:ra.tus, the Spartans , at the instigation of
Cleisthen~s,

leader of an exiled alan, overthrew Hippias,

Peisistratus' son·.

Hoping to establish a friendly and sub•

servient government; the Spartans restored the rule
aristocracy.

or

th

The aristocrats, distressed by the numbeT of

men of' le$s than n<>.b le birth '\<lho had become c1 tizens,

started a purge fo:r the purp0$0 of rastoring pu:rity,

This,

naturallY, was a most. unpopular plan, and Cleis~henes used

its unpopularity to gain personal power for himself by
"taking the people into partn~rship .• u2 Under his loader•
shj.p

the Athenians overthre'" the go·vernment the Spartans

had tried to set up and demanded the right to choose their
own leaders.

Cleisthenes affirmed hia partnersllip of' the

poople by fratDing a new constitution,

~he

new eonstitution

established a complicated o:rgan1zation which limited the
influenee of the

gr~at

clans and assured the position of

· the more reoently enfranchised citizens.

Although the

goverrunent was still in the hands of the moneyed, from
this point on Athens was unquestionably a democracy .

13
tl;l_~

rgf·o1'mi

121

,Ql~1sthgnem.

There were two outstand-

ing results of the reforms of Cl0isthenes,

T.he first was a

tremendous burst of enorgy and enthusiasm-.. Fifteen years

later at the battle of Marath())n , it was this anergy and
enthusiasm that enabl ed them to demonstrate to their world
that a. free citizen • s inf'a.ntr,y

1111 th

nothing but the law

above its head vras far superior to the r egular troops of

Persia, subjects of an a.bsclute king.

ing result of the

refC~rms

The second outstand-

was that it was pe>ssihle for a

citizen of less tha noble b:tx-th to hold high Qffice.

Had.

this not been true Themi stocles, a man of humble birth,
would not have been in a position to persuade the Athenians
to build the strongest fleet in Greeee .

It was t his fleet

that defeated the Persians at Salamis ten years after
lv1ar a thon •

fer§i(l

g~~e.1ted .

ThG victory over Persia marked

the end of an epoch for Athens .

She had established herself

as the military equal of Sparta; the t:ra.ditiQnal leader of
the Greek states , and since the Spartans declined to

become ~a1lors , 3 Athens became supreme in the league of
3spa:rta was dedicated to the supremacy of the aristocracy · and they wished to avoid the dangers o:f' possible
eorrupt!on :from what they considered the interior mentality

of' other Greeks which would be the inev1 ta.ble result of
long abs<Jnees from home.
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maritime states which '\oras fo:rmed as protection against

Persia..

Athens was by far the most powerful city in the

le&gue, and it was only a matter of time bQfor<;r the league
became her empire.

lt \'las a time of tremendous vitality

amd expansion, eco:nGmioally, geographically , and soeiall'V:

Piraeus , their Meditar:ra:nean

S~a

port, had become second

only to Carthage; they bad driven the Persians out of

Thraee and the oi tie~ o.f Ionia and subjugated their
reluctant allies; and the tri butEH:l they collooted went in

pa:rt to pay for the social change$ they made at ho:me..

The

Athenians built a society which has intrigued the world
ever since.

The Athenian society was based on the unquestioned
validity of custom and the law, a law which was over all
individuals , low and high. 4

In 462

B,c. , t:t~nty

after the battle of Salmis and four yea:r$

b~fore

yoa:rs

the

Ores tei& of Aeschylus was produced • the po\v0r of the ancient

council of the Al'eopagus t-1a..s reduced .

This. reform marked

another step to't-rard complete democ!•aoy, since it Elf'fectively

4mven Peisistratus t-Jhen tyrant paid tribute to the
law by appearing before the counci l of the. Areopagus to
face his aocuser. George Thomson, ,Aejch~ll!.§ ~ A.tP.!!l.i
(New Xork: International Publ~ehers, 195 5, p , 9.

•
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controlled the power and

influ~noe

of tha aristocracy.

The

Areopagus had been eomppsed of ex-archons .~1ho held off'1ce
.!,

for life; the reform provided that m~n be calected

by· lot,

and the council ceased to be a col ecti()n of '*elder states ...
'

men ."

Alt hough he aristocracy bitterly opposed the reform

and e·v en murdered the leader of the democratic party, the

reform held; and tho principal concern of the Are.opa·gus

was 11mi. ted to tna. hearing ot horrtio1de c~urtHh 5
Pericles eame to po'Wer ircnnodiatolr after the reform
of the Areopagus .

It was during his thirty years in . pol-rer

that he introduced the idea of pay for publie sE!rvicos which
enabl ed evf})n the poor to hold office.

13y

45'6

B.c.,

the

year of Aeschylus • death, !l.lt;! citiz$ns were qualified to
hold offices of state.
II.

AESCHYLUS (52;

}3,c.-...456

B.C.)

THE MAN AND HIS IDEAS

m&

~ife.

Aeschylus was bo:r.n in Eleus.is o£ a noble

and probably wealthy family .

Bis life span covered the

overthrow of. the tyrants , the

vi ct ori~s

over Persia, and

the f ounding of the Athenian Empire, as well as the

~Donald w. Lucas, :J:Iqe Qt!.ik Tragig Poe]! (Boston:
The Beacon Press , 1952), p . 12.

•
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realization of .full democracy for Athens.

It is p:t·ohable

that Aesohyl.u.s was inclined to x·ogard the 'Orld as a placo
wba~e

the better cause might be expcctod to

p~evail~

L:t.ttle about the personal life of Aeschylus is
kno,.m, but he was in tr e prime of life at the time or tho

battles of Marathon and SalamiEJ.

It is probable that he

fought in both• for it. is the common victory over the
Persians tha.t is mentioned in h1.s epitaph. 6 While it is
not possible to give a daily account of tho happen:i.ngs in
tho life of Aeschylus, it is known that he visit.cd SicilY
.twi.CHh

The fi r st visit , around 470

tion of Hiero, Kini of Syrac •se..

s. C.,

1'h~re

1as

at the invi ta...

"lrrere a munbf)r of

stories c l"ront at the time to expl in his ret irement from

Athens ,

One said that he had been

unner~ed

by

the collapse

of tbe wooden benehes during one of his plays; another said

it was beeause he

ad been defeated in a competition to

"lrrri te an epi t aph fer those who fell at Marathon; still

another s id it was chagrin 0ver a dramatic v.iotory
Sophe~les won at his expense .?

A fourth stol'y said that he

6uAe sehylus , son of Euphorion, an Athenian , lies
here; of his t ried valour the grove of Mar at hon could speak,
or the long.-haired Mede who knew i t well.u Ibi£1, , P• 232.
7Gilbert Norwood 1 Greek X.r~geS&x (tondon: Met huen
and Company , Limited , ly4S
5, p. -l o.

l7
'\>t&S exiled ~n pain or

c

e a t h for having d vulged the

ileusiniall·, fl~steries in one of his

plays~

B:i$ life was in
danger until he pJ~oved that h~ had never been initiatad. 8

It may

ha:v~ be~n

t hat tho info:rmation was so generally

known that Aeschylu$ (lid not
Th.e second visit
the

Orest~ia.

\'la,s

ealize t hat it was secrot.

mado after :he had won the prize f'or

He naver :retux·ned. from Si cily; t e story was

that while he 'Has s1 tt:l:ng on a hillside, en eagle flying
\.Jith a tortoisa in .ts claws, d:ropp<:)d the tortoise on the

po!#t 4 s head and killed him.9
I..~~

gl,·

tb~ ti~e.§ .

The facts about

Aeschylus• life are meage:r but much more can be said about
(the ideas that must have influenced his thinldng,

Sooiety

had just emerged from the clan where there was little or
no feeling of individuality; aaoh person was irrevocably
connected witb all those of the same blood.

Responsibility

was oolleotive so that punishment tor sins might be exacted
from any or all members of any generation of a clft11•
.,.;,

As

the unit of society changed from clan to community, the idea
of contamination of the whole t hrough the actions of the
8
·
Ha.:rris . Rackham (trans . ), T~i ~9om~~hea11
(New York: c. P. Putmru1's Sons, 192 1 , P• 12 · .
9Norwood, 22• cit . , P• 11 .

~thic§!
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1n41v1.d ual pers isted long enough to have a marked influenae

on the pl ays of Aeschylus and even those of Sophocles .

Biood..-guil t · and the family' s sacred duty of' vengeance. lTe::re
by no means dead 1s·Sue$ , even though the rise

or

te> pro1YO.nen:ce

t:he worship G:f Apollo had previded rites ot purification

from shed blood..

1'he:re \-tere, hotvever, no :r:t tes oi'

purifioation ·:ro:r one WhG had shed a

ki~sman 1 s

blood,.

il.nothei• idea 'that 1nfluenoel.il Greek tbought was the
idea that the:re is a ugolden mean'' in nature .

This

principle o:f' the mean was the fundamental philosophy of the

Pythe.goreans whose patl"on god was Apollo.

"'i th

Closely assoeiated

Pythagorean theolegy w.a s the Orphic ou.l t vtho worshipped

Dionysus .

This fusion may be attributed to the fact that
Apollo sh&r(:)d a shrine with the younger god ,1 0 'l'hEa O:rphie
cult of holines$

~;as

almost antirel.y

1~1 tua.listio,

and

while they were o.ontent to re no nee t h& v10r.ld, the

Pythagoreans had an elaborato code of social and moral
conduct .

Orphism bad drawn it$ foll()wing from the politw

i<!ally unorg.a nized peasantry \-Ihile the Pythag0r$ans

r epresented a

mot·e elj:t (l.\ 1 pCDl,itically

aotive

gr~u:p,

men of

money, merchants who may have t'u$ed with the Orphic group
10Jane E!llen Harrieo:n, fJem;is (Camb:t·idge, at the
University Press, 1927) , p , 1+4· •
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as a possible m.Qans of thwarting t h0 hereditary landowning
·oJ.igarchy. 11 Both of these groups were eonneeted with

Eleusis, home of the !•1ysteries, which consisted mainly in
ritual but involved no general doetrina.l 2 Sine$ El0usis
was th& birthplaoa of Aeschylus it seems certain that be

was familiar with all of these ideas.
There were tour elements invQlved in Greek religion.
First, there was the Olympian hierarQhy headed by Zeus

-

which was the object of the state religion in Athens and
elsewhar$. .
powers.

The second . element was the

t<~ership

of earth

The third element was the concept of Fat$, a

vague, impersonal f ot<ce ineomprehensible in terms of
morality~

And fourth there was a great yearning for holi-

ness 'Which resulted from a f eeling that. sin polluted the

soul not morely the hands of the wrongdoer .

Aeschylus

sought to purify and unify the beliefs ot his fellows
through his plays~l3

llThomson, ~· ~., p. 212 states that Aeschylus
was a Pythagorean and a democrat, but since authorities
disagreet and he does not substantiate the statement, it is
perhaps unwise to accept the statement without reservation.
l2tucas, 2ll• <:it.• , p . 53 states that th$ My steries
were said to reveal a certain pictur e of the world beyond
the g rQV<t)•

l3Norwood, !Ua• c*t., PP• 130·31.
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Aeschylus belonged to a period in t..rhieh. l1t.erature

and philosophy were not yet separate; he chose to exprElss
himself through. the us' or mythology,
Objeotively :regarded., myths are symbols of realit.y
• • .. •. !t follows that to the p:rimi ti ve mind .. • •
1•
th~ symbol and the reality are indistingui$.hable ~ • ,.1..,
Since the stol"ies of the gods ws:re consicle:red t:ruet, if they

failed to satisfy a progressively higher moral standard,

the solution was sought in a more profound interpr etation
rather than a rejection

or

the legend whieh, within the

of customary belie f 1 seemed to allow injustice .•
Aeschylus wr0te then in tn period of milite.ry triumph,

f:rame\~TO rk

economic pr@spe:rity, and unparalleled freedom for the
individu$-l-.

H$ '\OIS.S free

11

to live out the life of his own

spirit, nl 5 .and his generation untroubl0a as 1 t was

b ;Jr

doubts about traditional values was pr epared to consider his
interpretations.

III.

THE

OR~STEIA

The last trilegy that A;esehylus wrote was probably
the Oresteia; it is the onJ.y example of a whole t:rilogy
that has survived ,

EVen though eaeh. play of the series is

l4""h
;~. . omson, .!J2•

ill.•,

·· L
p , 2?De
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complete in itself , the feel i ng of the trilogy viewed
together is o:ne of elose unity such as one might find in

thE~

thr$e act play of tho modern theatre.
Aeschylus was extremely interosted in the problems
of the world, and his d:r.ama is based on human will and moral

conscience as man struggl es to justify h1m,s elt in terms
I'

the, . universal law of DtJSe;

1\

~~ ' ~·bt1!

or

and the like ,

Aeschylus used the gods to symbolize worlo. order, and as in
the case of the C,tramte~it the order is shown in evolution.l6
Tho conflict of the gods is sho\>m through the hu:cnan conflict

in the house of Atreus; by the end of

he t ril ogy the

conflict is resolved into a unified world order .
beeomG the lord of all

pett~ers ~tho

Zeus has

derive their prerogati ves

from him , 1 7 Through the a$Soe1ation with Zeus the laws of

the universe take on a moral tendency, and man ' s striving
for righteousness finds vindication as f aith affirms that

he wi ll punish the guil ty and reward the good . l8

Aesehylus

16u. D. F. Kitt o, form~ ¥0@PiR&~n Dram§ (London:

Melhuen and Company , Limited , 1956 , p ,

23 •

17This is truE~ of all deities, of course , but specifi cally tht1a f.'llt*1.es gi ve up the:tr traditional moral functi ons
· a s spirits that require vengeance f or all deeds against the
family to become the spirits of fer t ility.
18

Norwood , OD • sit .• , P• 131.
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wae perhaps the last writer of his time to make a serious
attempt to · describe the universe as just and rea$o:tlable in

terms of the traditional mythology .
The first play of the series is the

A:he A£U&memnon,.

Agamepmon.

'!'here are few actual events in the a,gami$JinnO!h

but the significance of the events that do occur are so
overwhelming that the audience would need a great deQJ. of
emotienal preparation,

fll

This preparat .i on is accomplished by

the dialogue and the songs of the Chorus; but the Chor s
;;

does muel1 more than this since the ma jor port.i on of their

speaking is conoGrned with the significance of what has
happe~ed

or 1t1ha.t is illbout to happen,

finally does corne, comes in a rush .

The action when it

The characters are

symbols of pride and catastrophe sot on a path that can
lead only to destruction and chaos.

The s¢ene is laid in front of the palace of

AgillJll$mnon in Argos .

There a:re statues 0f gods and altars

prepared for sacrifice .

It is night; on the roof of the

palace the audience can see a watchman.

As he speaks• the

audience learns that he has beon stationed there to v1ateh
ro:r the signal-fire that will announce to Clytemnestra the

outcome of the battle at Troy.

Aeschylus tells his

audience almost immediately that the Clytemnestra of this
play 1s no ordinary woman for he has the Watchman describe

23
her as, "Shq in '\>Those woman t $ breast beats heart of man . nl9

He· goes on to bemoan th<!:l faot that all is not well here;
the.ro is a ''woe" that broods upon the house, a house

110

longer guided by honor.
He sees the beQeon light; there a:re

thr~e

lights;

Agamemnon has beon successful, and Troy has fallen,.

He

leaves to tell' Clytemnestra tho glad news as the Chorus of'
. Argive Elders enters.

During their song Clytemnestra

appears in the background lighting the saorifioial fires
at tho altars.
The Elders begin their son \lith an account of the

ovents that preceded the war,

They tell the a:udi$nce that

it has been ten years since Agamemnon and Menelaus, whom
they compare te two birds whose hom.e ha.s been defiled, sQt

out for Troy at the command of Zeus , who was the guardian
of tho

h~a:rth

and board, ttto buy back !ielen 1.n war and

blood•"
But lQt Apello from the sky,
Or P$n or Z$us, but hear th~ cry,

. ' . ... . . . ' . .. . . . .
.

Of birds from whom thEtil' home i s to rn-On those who wrought the t-apine fall.,
UeavGn send the vengeful fiends of helJ..20
; :·•·

l9n:, D. A. M¢rshead (trans. ), !&ilm$mng,n (Vol. 1 of

Tlle PQmplete G;reek f:r.iAmsa, eds. Whitney J. Oates and Eugene
O"iNeill, "Jr,
2 vo .s.; New York: Random House, 1938), p , 167.
20;tb1d,, p, 169.

'!'hay see the al tar-fir..~s burning and ask Clytomnast:ra

for an. expl a.nat:1.on, but she doEJs not answer,

heir speech

empbas13es the mul ti.p lic1 ty of t he gods just as the preceding q o ta :ion does • .

Each god "'ho doth ou:r city guard
Arld keep o' er Argos watch and ward

From heaven above, from ear th below-The mighty lords who rule the skies ,
The ma:Plret ' s les ser dei ti os ,

To each and all the altar glew,_2l

The confusion and seeming turmoil of the heavens is
parallel to the feeling of unrest projaotad by the ChQ:rus.
'l'he world and heaven both s.aem to be ruled by a committee,
a committee that indulges in independent action without too
m~ch

regard for unity.
fr~m

Since the Elders do not reoeive an answer

Clytemnestra, and it is almost as if the burning of thQ
altar-fires reminds them, they begin an aecount of the om:en
tha:t appeared as the

GI~$eks

prophet interpreted it.

prepared for wa.'r and of how the

'l'wo eagles appeared d.ev0uring a

, har$ in the last stages of pregnancy •

The

eagl~s

were the

king.,. Agamemnon and Menelaus, and the har0 was Troy,

destined to fall in the tenth year, j¥st as the ha:re was to

have been delivered in the tent h monjh•

I.t is . interE;st1ng

to note that the r oles have been r~er sed, that the birds,
t. J"c·fl"""
\. 'Jw' .y'•"'t:A~
:il I ? I
~

------

21Ib1d., p. 170.

~-
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Agamemnon and Nenelaus , 'ftthose home ·Tas destroyed when Holen

vtas stolen , are now the oppres.sors of an innocent vic tim,.
Th~ p:roph~cy

1ndica.too that

th~

end

'l.t~ould

be well. but

ncrossed with evil too ;. u
Artemis, angered by the

~agle's

a sacrifice, "a 0urst Unhallowed

f0ast , will demand

sacrifi~$ . u

The trad1-

. tional rei $on tor Artemis • anger was that Agamemnon had

killed one of

h~r

stags , but t his story could not suit

.At1lsobylus' purpQse for two reasons .

First, because the

hare more aptly symbolizes Troy and, second , that for
Aeschylus the real reasen for Artemis' anger is not sonte ...
thing that Agamemnon has done already but some·t hing he is

about to do , wa..ge war for a wanton woman . 22

The prophecy

ended Qn a l.1.o.te they did not understand then, nor do they

understand it now.
At home the:re tarries lik~ a lurlcing snake,
aiding its time , a wrath unr0conciled ,
A wiley ~at che:r, pa$s1on~te to s~ake; . . ~· . 23
ln blood , ~f!Bi!Rfi.lt for a muHie.l 'ed ehJ.ld .
The dt•amatio tension has begun to mount .

A.esehyllUJ used a

technique that can be effective only Wh'(!}n the audience

knows more than the

221<1 t to, 2n•

chara~ters involv~d.

ill.• 1

p•

4.

23Mo:rsh®ad, ~ · ~. , p. 172.
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The Elders
actions Vlill be

11

t ho hope t hat t ho re sult s of past

~xp r esa

They mov¢ on t h en to vlhat amounts

f air ."

t o t he thesis of the whol e t r ilogy,
Zeus · -... if to · The Unknovm
That name ot 'many na:mes seems good""zeus, upon Thee I call.
~

•

'

•

•

•

'

•

f

'

'

f

'

•

•

. .. He that : W£it$ Lord of old,

•

•

•

.

•

•

In :full-hlown pl"ide of place and valour bGld,
Hath .fallen and is gone,

~ven

a..s the old t al e toldl

And he that next held sway,
By stronger gras.p o' erth:rown
Hath pass' d a.tt1ayS
And whoso now shall bid t he . triumph~ohant arise
Te Zeus, and Zeus alonE~,
He shall be found the trulv wise.
' 'Xis Zeus alone who sho'\>1$ the perfect way
Of knowledge: He hath r uled,
k

Men shall learn wisdom by affliction schooled . 2 ·

The verse begins with reference to th$ concept of'
the "'Third Saviour.u2~

battl e and brute

F1:r·st came Uranus, who 'VIas all

strE~ngth.

The second was Cronus, who

overthrew U:t*a.nus in a wrestling rnateh a.nd cast him into
oblivion._

The thi~d is Zeus,26 vrho was not lilte h.is p:re ...

deoessors , vrho could onl:r strike and be stricken,

f~:r

Zaus

11

2

'r u4• t P• 173 •

25G·1lbert Murray, J15!12£b~lus 1:;h~ G,rf.a:~: o.r.. .2! Tragegy:
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, l9i+O), P• SJ.~ e1tes the idea

as coming directly trom the tear-c lts .

F1rst is the

existing/ year, god or king, the life of the world blooming.
Then comes the enen~y 'Who is thtll Second, the cold; the
drought, or the reaper, t.rho $lays the First and lea.V$S the

world d$ad, without hope. The Third then :ts the new Spring
o:r Sav:tor who :rescues ·the \'rorld f:rom dtitath,
~

2€-Norwood,

om.• ill• , p. 127 •
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could think.

J3 causo he could

hinlc, Zeu s could l e" n by

e .p er1ence, by s ffering , nnd con ne qucntly could
v.orld.

ave t he

Zeus lear11ed of a st:rongth t at is groater th&n

physical strenr th; it is a strength that comes through
suffering and ends in vri.sdom, "the perfect \vay .. u Under the
rule of tranus and Cronus suffering had led to nothing , but
Zeus established the la

that o t of suffering comes under-

standing. In so doing ho opened the way for man to become
w:tse. 27 It i.s thj_s c~ncept of a Zeus who co ld grow and
develo p that Aesehyh1s presen. ed in his Prometheus. 28 The
purpose of the Oresteia , then , is to show man ' s growth

through suffering to a kind of wisdom.

27K1tto, _sm. ill•t p . 81 .
28promethaus helped Zeus to defeat the Titans • Then
Zeus , in eQnsolidat1ng his empire , decided to destroy man ...
kind and create a n$w rae~ . Prometheus , out of love for
men, saved th~rn from destruction and gave them the gift of
fir$ which he had stolen from Heaven . Zeus , in anger,
eha1n$d h.im. to a. rock and caused him to endure many tortures
t hrough the years . Prom~theus foretold the overt hrow ot
Zeus by his own son, and 1 when Prometheus refused to rev al
the whol e fat al secret , zeus Vi$ited even more terrible
t ortures on him. H rcules finally reconciled. Prometheus te
Zeus, who promised to release the Titan on hearing the
secret of this :fatal :marriage. For Aeschylus therG. wa.s a
progress in the history or Beaven, just as there is prog:ress
in the civilization of the '"orld. · Zeus learned his lesson
that the rule of might divorced from wisdom can, lead only to
cha0s and destruction. Prometheus acoepted the authori t y of
Zeus and beoa.me a local Attic deity and Zeus in some mysterious way assimilated the ~ternal wisdom which Prometheus

symbolized .
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In the next ant1stropho the Elders take up the story
of the events leading up to the wu.

Agamemnon, obeying

the prophesied will of Zeus, conmtand.e d the Grecian fleet to
collect at Aulis ruw prepare for war.

Artemis becalmed the

fleet and, through a seer, demanded that Agamemnon sacri ...
fice his daughter Iphigenia before she would allow the

winds to blow.

This, then, was the saerifiee referred to

earlier .

Agamemnon sacrificed Iph1g4Dnia and in so doing
started on a path Which must inevitably

l~ad

to his

destruction, through the wrath that his actions would create.
With this monstrous act he had committed himself to an

unrighteous war; he had branded himself as a man of blood
who shed his own daughter•s blood that he might go on with

ua war for one false woman ' s sake,n a war that must involve
thG destruction of countless innocent lives.

The Chorus

g:tves a detailed account of how Agatn(lmnon, f'lusting fo:r

war , "'

~.ealed

his daugh.t er' s lips that sbo might not utter

a cur$e against the house of Atreus and then brought down
the sacrificial blade .

They close w:i th the hope that

however dark the story of the house may be, the fUture may
be bxi ght,

They turn to Clytemnestra, who has left the altars
tmd

~om.&

forward.

The Leader of the Chorus asks her the

occasi(!)n for lighting the altar ...f'ires, and she tells them

29
naturally, are

~hey,

tbat Troy has fallen that day .

1neredulous, and she explains hov1 the message came ·by thE>
beaeon fil'e .

t ·a .le,

'l'hey are convinced but beg her to repeat the

In.ste 4 she describes the probable activities at

Troy and :J.neludes a warnin

against any aet of btbris that

could bring destruction upon them even before they reach
home:
Yet let them r$verence ~Jell the city• s gods , ·
The lords of Troy.1 tho' fallen , and hfifr sh
. r1nes;
So shall the spoilers net in turn be spoiled.
Yea, let no craving for· forbid4en ain
Bid conquerors yield before the darts of greed,29
Clytemnestra exits into the p.a la.ce, and the Chorus
Then they entor into a

sings a song of praise to Zeus.

contemplation of' sin which leads them to consider the acts
of Paris '!trh-en he stole Helen from Menelaus .

They turn then

to the bitter consequences that have followed these acts;
War 's mon~y...ehangert giving dust for gold
Sends back, to hearts that held them dear,
Scant ash of warriors, wept with many a tear,
Light to the hand, but heavy to the soul;
•

•

•

•

.. •

~ -r

•

•
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•

•

•
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The death·of honour, rolled in dust and blood,
Slain for a ''tttoman's sin, a false wifets shamGl
Sueh muttered words of bitteF mo0d
Rise against those who went forth to recla1m;30
Aeschylus emphasi zes again the unjust nature of the cause

of the war and for the first time points to the res ntmant
felt by the people toward the WQ.r-lords who ordered all
29Morshead, ~ c~t., p . 178.

30tb1d . , PP• 181-82.

30
tl}is bloodshed.

So the attention of the audience has been

skillf'ully shifted from Paris, who, swollen with excessive
prosperity, trampled

o~

inviolate sanctities, to the rancor .

felt by the corr.mon people,

The Elders

conclu~~

with a

\

prayer that they may be permitted to lead the middle life, )

neither conquerors or slaves.

The sentiment expressed is

reminiscent of the Pythagorean golden mean and reflects

Aeschylus' sense of the evil of war for th.e contllue:ror as
well as the conquered,

•~ on

him that doeth it shall be

done."

S·e veral days are assumed to have passed.

A Herald,

the advance messenger from Agamemnon, enters to announce
that Agamemnon and bis force have just landed.
his native land and bids the

Cho~us

lie greets

prepare to welcome

Agamemnon in a manner that befits
Him whose right hand hewed down the towers of Troy
With the great axe of Zeus who righteth wrong.And smote the plain, smote down to nothingness
Each altar, every shrine; an.d far and \vide
Dies from the whole land•s faee its offspring fair.3l
Agamemnon has added another crime to the list; this time \

the crime is a

crim~

against the gods.

The desecr tion of

the altars and shrines of Troy draws the net of vengeance
more tightly about him.
~;1 th

The Herald finishes the speech

an aeeount of the fate of Paris.

'
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The 'Leader of t.be·- . Chorus greets the Herald, and they
ex~hange

amenities.

'!1~ ·

Herald tells briefly and ve:ry

generally of the miseries of wa:r.

He g;t.v es the impression

t.h$.t even he felt t he price of viotory was too high, but he
brushes 1 t aside as he rejoices that th$ d.e ed is done end
they are home at last.

The Leader directs the Herald to Clytemnestra, but
at this moment she comes out oi' tbe palace and
$peaking.

She tells

his message is.

th~

b~gins

Herald that she already knovts what

She dismisses him abruptly, telling him

that she will hear the details from Agamemnon, .then with•
draws into the palace.

The Leader detains the Herald long

enough to ask about Menelaus and to learn that a storm had
separated the fleet and that no one knows t he f a¢e
Menelaus and his fo:r•oe.
'

f

_i~.:t(.~~

',,~,. ,~ ~

1

•

The Herald departs and the. ~ Chorus once more mus$s on

the sins of Pari s.
Zeus tarries, but avenges still
The husband's wrong, the househdld's stain'
He , the hearth's lord; brooks not to see
Its outraged hospitality.
•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•
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bloody reoompense repays·Rent flesh of kine, its talons tare:
A mighty beast that slays, and slaYs .
And mars wi!h blood the household fait-,
~ go d -setnt pefstf· it. nvi:ndc1hble i ..,
a m1n 1 s er o
a . e an
e 1 . • 3· «
Mld

32~. t PP• 190-91.
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But t.his time the parallel

bet~reen

the acts of Paris and

the · acts of Agamemnon are overwhelming.
that though Agametonon ac ted as

And so it is seen

a,., "minister

of fate 11 ordained

by Zeus to secure justice, it became a ''ju.sticeu enaoted in

blood through hYptis, and, therefore, a justice which must
entail a. similar justice on him .who execut;ed it,

The Chorus starts to attribute the woes they hQve

just spoken of to the old idea that the godswere jealous
of a man that '\l'as too mtl ch blessed, too prosperous; too
ha.ppy and would send him and his children great sorrow.

But

Aeschylus shifts to a new interpretation as he has them say:
Alone, alone, I deem far otherwise;
Not bliss n(!)r wealth it is, but impious deed,
From \'lhich that after-growth of 111 doth use l
Woe springs from wrong, the plant is like the seed-While Right, i{J. ho. our's ·house , doth its 0\.Yn likeness
breed.,.:S3

Aeschylus vTished to make it clear to his audience that
Agamemnon 1 s destruction

'\>Tas

brought about not because he was

\vealthy and successful but because he had sirmed.

It is on

the man who is successful and unjust that retribution
descends; sooner or late nlot checks lotn allC>\•t1ng nothing

to have more than 1 ts due share. 3~·

33 Ibid., PP• 191•92,
.
34This passage is rm.1eh disputed and is left out of
many translations. For a complete discussion see Kitto,
2.S.• cit. , p • 26.
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Agamemnon is seen riding in a chariot and accompanied
by

a great. procession.

Cassandra, Agamemnon•s

his concubine; follows · in another chariot.

pri~a

of war ,

The Chorus

sings its welcome, but it is not of joy unmixed for they say
that all who vtelcome him may not; be ·true friends.
Agamemnon makes a rather stiff and pompous speech ,
first a tribute to the gods , a description of the utter ruin
of Troy, and then a comment to the Elders att.r ibuting the

muttering of some of his people to envy of his position .
As he prepare.s to enter thE! palace ., Clytemnestra f:ollovred
by

ma.io.ens bearing crimson ro1,es enters from the palace and

begins an effus:1.ve welcoming speech .

h$:r great love for

Agam~mnon

endured in his absence,

She spealts first of'

and of the mental anguish. she

Next she makes hast e to explain

the absence of Orestes as a move to protect the boy from
possible harm in his father ' s absence .

She launches again

int o a description of hers$l f as the faithful wi fe , tho
uwat oh-dog of a fold , u and ends on. a note charged with

double meaning,
Wit h suoh salute I bid my husband haill
Nor heaven be wroth therewith1 for l ong and hard
! bore that ire of old .
Sweet lord , step f orth ,
Step from thy car , I pray -- nay , not on earth
Plant . the proud foot , 0 king, that trod do"m ~~roy 1
vlomenl why tat-ry ye , whose task it is
.
To sp;rea.d your monarch ' s path with tapestry?
Swift! swift , with purple strew his passage fair,
That JUs tice lead him to a home , at last
He scarcely looked to see .

34
.
·
For what remains,
Zeal unsubdued by sleep shall nerve rny hao.d
To work as right and as the gods comm.and,.j5
To ,a n audienee that knew what was coming, as . they all did t

the effect of t his dramatic irony must have been powerful.
F·or Agamemnon to vralk upon the tapestrie$ Clytemne stra had

spread for him would symbolize to the Greeks an overt act
of pride and arrogance, an honour reserved for the gods
Clytemnestra's purpose, of course, 1s to lure him

alone.

into an act which will symbolize the sin he is about to
expiate.

Agamemnon refuses to walk on the embroidered robes

at first, 'bllt with a little effort, she convinc.e s him to
~-:t

yield to ho!'
but

will~

...

Re bids the slaves unbind his san.dals,

before hEiJ steps down·· ~ he prays brief.~·Y, ntet none among
~~];_q,:u~

the gods look dovm with
•

eye on me," and then• one

I

more final insult to Clytemnestra, he calls her attention t0
Cassandra, and he bids her be gentle to Cassand:r.a , u'tbe
prize and flower of all v7e won .. "
chariot and moves toward
another speeoh full

o~

th~

He descends from the

palace.

Clytemnestra gives

double meaning, vibrant with tension,

llhioh ends

"Zeus, Zeus, Fulfilmel t' s lord 1 my vows fulfil,
And

'"hat soe• er it be, wo r k forth thy will\u36

35Mor.shead, .2.12• cit., P• 196.
36Ibid., p . 199,
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She follows Agamemnon into the palace .
Th~

Choru s sings a song heavy

'Hi th

recall the old blood - guilt theme; from all
is $Otne release,

th~

fore boding ~
otb~ r

They

woes there

ship may be saved from a storm by

parting with some of the frei ght , the famine-stricken fiel d
is saved by the n.evr year • s yield

nut blood of man once spilled,
Onoe .at his feet shed forth , and darkening the Rla1n , ... Nor chant nor cha.ru1 can eall it back again. 3'I
And so the Chorus has its t·u.rn at double meaning.

Cl yt emnestra. co es out of the palace and speaks to
Cassandra, 'Who has remained motionless in her chariot .
Clytemn ~ stra

into the

o:r·ders her to descend from the chariot and come

pal~oe

and

share in the sacrificial duti 0s -vrithin ,

. Ao. if :ttot hea;ring, Cassandra sits motionlass while

he

r.ead r of tha Chorus and Clytenn'lestr·a attempt to persuade

he:r to enter the pa.laee,

Clyt<:>mnestra thinks at first that

she must not undet'stand the language and then , at last ,
deciding t.hat she is mad , re-entors the palaeo without

h~r .

After Olytenmestra is gone Cassandra begins t o speak .
It is a long · speech 'L1h i c h is broken he:re and there by shoi•t

speeches by the Chorus and their Lsader , as they sometimes
understand her prophecies and sometimes lose the thread .

Tradition has it that Cassandra was beloved of Apollo and he

36

gave her the 'gift of prophecy, b'ut she tricked .him and
married another.

Apollo, in his \vrath, cursed his gift so

that her prophecies

\'lOtt ld

seem fal s e to all wl'10 listenod.

She beg i ns h er speech vli th an appeal t o Apollo that ends i n

hor naming hj.m "Destroyer. u

Then, hor pr ophecy begins '\>1
' 1th

a reference to tho palace , this uhome cursed of Godl ... ,
spattered o • er w-1 th human blood, the reeking

floo~ . 11

She

tolls of the grisly feast prepared by At .ous fo:r- Thyestes38
Which the ·Chorus understar ds , but as she tells of
• • • another crime-Worse than the storied woe of Glden time,
CUreless , abhorred •• •
A shaming death, for thos~ t hat should be

dear~

and bemoans the fact that uhe L.OresteJ.7 t hat should helpn
is far away in a. foreign land , they cease to grasp her
meaning .

She goes on to describe in detail Agamemnon's

:murder by Clytenmestra, building in intensity as she refers
to the deed as
a net, a snare of hell,

· Set by her hand ...... herself a snare more

fell ~

A wedded wife she slays her lord,
Helped by another handt39
Ye pewers, whose hate
Of Atreus • home no blood ean satiate
Rai S$ the wild cry above the sacrifice. abhorred l4o

38yid!!, p. 9.

39she is referring to Aegisthus, only surviving son
of Thyestes , and Clytemnestra's lov~r~
tt·O};for shead , SR.&.

.Q.!t.., pp . 20J·20t~ .
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Even the sacrificial blood rites of A

ollo ~ could

not

cl eanse the murderer o:f' the shed. blood of his own kinsman.
Cassandra is telling them, if only t ey could undGrsta.nd ·,
.t he.t no a.moi..mt of shed-blood can ever still the curse that

haunts the ho se; it must como about in another way,

The

words "sacrifice abhorred" :recall another sacrif:l..eet

hG

. aorifice of lphigenia , which

~et

the -wLole process in

m tion, a process lthieh for Agamemnon could end only in the

kind of death he hlmself had metod out.

But she cannot make

the Elders understand and at last begins to prepare herstalf
for her

vm f ate, death by th ~ "double ... bi ting swo:rd. n

tries once mo

0

She

in a calmer voice to make them understand.

She tGlls them that because she was false to Apollo, be has
made her seem a false prophet to all.

She refers again to

the evil past of the house of Atreus and to t he Grima that
even now Clytemnestra umoving like Ate" is about to con:u:nit.
Still unable to make herself clear, she tells again of her
own death .

Lo, how the woman-thing, the lioness
couched with the wolf ...... her noble ~te afar- ...
vlill slay rna , slave forlornl •• • • ·1
Aesohylus has made it abun.dantly clear that Clytemnestra
and Clytemna.s tra alone , in direct variance with the legend,

is

~esponsible

for these deeds.

38
Cassandra removes the "wands 11 and

11

ttJreaths'• that

proclaimed her a prophetess; sbo spGaks of the distant
future , vJhen the acts of vengeance committed today shall,
in theix· turr.. , be avenged .

Yet shall the gods have hoed of me who di0
For by their vtill shall one recrui te rn:y doom .
He , to avenge his father ' s blood outpou:red,
Shall smite and slay with matricidal hand.
Ay , he shall come -- tho• far awQy he rorun ,
A bandished wanderer in a stranger 1 s land ......
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

~

•
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Called home tQ vengeance b~ his father •s f~ll:
Thus havo tho high gods sworn , and shall fulfil . 42
Resigned at last , she enters the
very smell revolts her .

palac~

oven though the

Cassandra, caught in a 1r.reb not of

her ow-.n making , is tho symbol of a suffering humanity
wai ting fo:r a Dik~ that t-1111 bo more bearable..

Aeschylus

ha s given tho audiemce an example of man progressing through
suffering toward wisdom .

Cassandra sees the march of

events, events she views with a lofty indignation for their
seaming injustice, but she has yet to understand the
significance , the tltimate plan.

The Chorus sings a short song after Cassandra has
gonQ i nto the palace; then the voice of Ara.memnon is heard

crying out in mortal anguish .

The Elders cannQt decide

what to do; one would call for hel p , others would themselves
act swiftly but know not how ; theyfinalJ.y dGoide to wait

)+2Tb-f A

~·' P• 210 .

39
unt i l they kno\-.r · tvhat 1a.s raally happened .. . Clytemnestr a

ontors;

""h~.

is smeared 1trith blood and the body of

Aga.memnon. ~ .....~. Si\.tJathed in a long robe , can be seon ,43
·

proclzaj.ms her deed as one de servi ng prai se .

wgu:Ld
drive. hEir out
, but she taunts them as
'
.

She

The Chorus
n

just rnenn who

had no voice whQn Ag amemnon took hi s daughter ' s life .

She

wa:rns them that if t heir thl' eats contino , t hey may learn
humil i t y later .

They .. poi nt out t hat Fate ; not t h ey ,

prepares her lot for her , and
no t expect to be

af~aid

sh ~

tells t hem t hat she does

as long as she has Aegi sthus with

h r , fo:r h0 is as l oyal as Agamero1on was false t o her,
It seems t hon that f):t l east part of hl;!)r motive invol ved her
joal ous:y of Cassandra ; in j ured

p 1"'id,

played some part i n

h ~)r crime ~

The El ders: t ·a pse i n t o a song bemoaning th~ loss of

thei r ki ng.
d ~ ed 1 '

They berat e Clytemnest ra again f or b:e:r "i mpious

and t hen ask who vlill

tel ls t hem tha t the deed wa s

r i tQs will

b~ h~:rs ;

p~rfo x·m
h~ rs

thq bur ial r ites .

She

alone and hi s burial

Agamemnon ' $ only mourner shal l be

Iph1genia as she spring s to hi s side in Hades,

The El der$

ars horri f i ed that the normal bur ial r i tes are t o be denied
l;-3~I'he details o f Agamemnon • s murder ar~ accurate in
every detail, fmr tradition states that he was killed in
hi s bath , wrapped in a l ong , heavily embroidered crimson
reba and that he had previously walked Gn a very l ong ,
crimson embroide ed r obe , r-1ur:ray , .2,S-. ill• t P• 234.
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and prophesy that ttnone can wrench t'rom oft the
the clinging grasp of fate. 11

hom~

of sin

Clytemnestra prays that this

aet of hers will put an end to the *'blood lust," to the
f

inborn .f renzy" of the house.

1

be seen

Clytemnestra's vengeance can

on three levels , On the mo:ral, l:'eligious level,

Clytemnestra looks on herself as an incarnation of the eurse
that envelopes the house of Atreus; she is the emboc'Ument

or the blood-vengeance idea that ealls for blood to cleanse
blood.

On another level she has avonged for society the

slaughter of the innocent sons of the Greeks and Trojans in
an unrighteous war.

On a personal level she has avengeg

the death of Iph1gen1a and punished

Agamemnon,

'-' ho had

a.lready cc,nvicted himself of arrogance and sacrilege .
A.t this point Aegisthus and his armed attendants
enter.

With swaggering insolence he proclaims himself the

pla.nnor of t h e ''rightful vengeance."

The Leader proclaims

their scorn of him and warns him that thG people in their
wrath may stone him,
to induce submission.

Aegj.sthus threatens them with measures
They call him a cov1ard because he

neither fought at Troy nor felled the blow that killed
Agamemnon but depended on a woman• s hand, and warn that

Orestes will come to slay them both.

The Leader of tho

Chorus gives the word to start a battle, but Clytemnestra
stops them.

All the exaltation of the vengeanee is gone

from Clytemnestra; she begins to fear that t his was only

41
another senseles s, sordid crime, and , ha.rrassed and
depressed, she

for peace.

plead~

She sends the Elders home

and, soothing Aegisthus• ruffled pride , assured him that
together they ttw111 rule the palace and \<Till order all
/

things \olGll, n as she a>nd

Ae~ i sthus

move tot•Nard the palace,

and the Chorus sullenly withdraws .
~1-e-thi-ng
l.ea~n;

m:tght end he:re, bot man h as moi'G to

aetu.ally from the standpoint of the trilogy only the

setting of the scene has been accomplished; the events
I

that follow in the wake of the £i!memnon are th® events that
have truG significance for man, significance that can lead
to wisdom..

The world of moral violence presented has

ended in social and political

v1~1enoe,

a violence involving

even the gods .
The

~.oaJ:2poti .

( The second play of the trilogy is

Thi Qhogphori or The Lib§.tion »eir§!r:a .
Orestes• vengeance ,

'This play deals '"ith

It mu :st be remer.nbered that Orestes•

vengeance is a vengeance that took place at a time when the
blood feud took the plaee of law-

His act is not an act of

passion but a grievous duty performed to save the honor of
the injured dead .

The Greeks would have

look~d

on his

f'allure to perform this duty not as charity toward the
murderer but as l aek of pity for the murderer ' s victim.
To Orestes, the avenger, the charge coul d only mean hat he

mu$t live in. bardship and constant danger, forsaking all
pleasures in lifo until he had brought dovm tho triumphant

WTongdoer.4~·

The outeome or the. play is inevitable .

The

interest is derived from discovering ho\v the daed totill be
accomplishe.d.

The play opens by the tomb .of Agamemnon near the
palace in Argos.

Orestes and Pylades, a friend, enter

dressed as travelers.

Orestes, placing two locks of his

hair a.t the tomb as a. sign of mourning unfulfilled, begins

a prayer to Hermes that Agamemnon may hear of his grief .
The prayer is interrupted when he sees a. group of t.zomen
11Tith Elect(ra bearing libations and coming towax-4 the tomb;

with a hasty plea directed to Zeus that he be allowed to
avonge his father's murder, he and Pylades withdre:w.
Th~

Chorus enters singing that they bring libations

for the dead from the royal palace and at the command of
someone highly placed .

Clytenmestra has had an evil dream

and the seers have told her that it is the re.f leotion of the
ire of the dead against their slayers ,45

Clytemnestra has

t._4lJai.sl• , P• 196.
4'The Gree·k s believed that the souls of men foullY
done to death be~ame spirits of V$geanoe that found no peace

within their tomb . They pursue their murderers and terrify
them with horri d ' d:reams . These same spirits as Erinyos
affect even their neat'est of kin\ vd. th both mental and physi·
cal torture if they fail to enact the sacred von.gea.nce.
Herbert W. Smyth, Ae.~Hlh~ew }:r,!dl (Berkeley: Uni vex-si ty
of California Press , 192 ), p . 1 o,

sent them out in an effort to pacify tho sp:i.rit *'Lest one
crime bring anothor. 1'

But tho Chorus points out the

futility of her gesture when. they say,
Ill is the very word to speak , f or none

can ransom or atone
For blood once shed and darkening the plain •.4 6
'!'he line s are reminiscent of the lines of the Chorus of
Eld.ers from the A&aa.me.mnol} after Agamemnon has gone into the

palace with Clyt~mnestra,47
'!he song of the Chorus end"' as they point o t .that
as

sla~es ,

innocent victims of Troy and numb with hidden

pain, thGy can only restrain the spirit's bitter hate,

wailing the monarch's fruitless f ate.

glectra speaks; full

of doubt, she asks tho 01orus to advise her, for she is
unwilling to make the of'feri ng in her mother• s name,
loath to pour them on the earth \d thout \>rords or reverence,

and hesi ta.nt to pray for •1Ful l recompense--of ills f or acts

malign .• u

In a dialogue thEl Leader lea.d.s her to a decision,

and she of fers the libations praying not for vegeanee but
f or a way that she and Orestes may "rule thine halls again,"

and for herself, na purer soul than is my mother's, a more
46 E. D.• A. Morshead (trans .); 'tfi~ Cb.osu~nor!\ (Vol . I of
liB! ComElet• Greek Drama, eds . VJhi tney J. Oates and lmgene
O'Neill , Jl'. 2 vols; New York: Random House , 1938), P• 230.
4

?~, P• 33.

l.t4

stainless ht:U1d 11 u48
t'or cefu'l until she

As t he prayel' continues sho becomes more
a~tually

pray s f o:r thE} sla,yer • s d0ath .

W;tth t he act ot pr onouncing the cur se Electra has reluctantly given herself over to the at~ that haunts tha house

at Atreus, and it is this reluctance that emphasi zes her
gentle natur e as it throws her into di eot contrast with
Clytemnestra.
As Electra is about to l eave t he tomb she notices
t he locks of hai r .

Sho, i n d:taloPue \otith the Leader of the

Chorus , remarks how like hers the hair is; as they discover
footprints that match her
Pylades enter suddenly.
answer to her prayers.
0~

O\ffi

and then others, Orestes and

Orestes declares himself a$ tho
1Uootr·a is not convinced that he is

stes until he calla her attention to a robe she herself

had woven tor htm.

Af'ter Electra has assured herself' tha.t

i t is really Orestes , they spealt confidently and , with a
kil'l.d of :t'ervor , of' the time when the honor of their ttraeeu

shall b¢ Tf.J stored.

The Lcaader cautions them to bo

mol~ e

careful so as to asoa.pa deteetio.n , but Orostes tells hez>
he cannot fail for he has com.e at Apollo' s command, a
command he dare not ignore lest he suffer a grisly death,

·5
alone and exiled,

Orestes goes ott to say that the BOd ' s

command is only one of three rmasons that he must do the
deed; the second :reason 1s the deep gr:lef ho feels for his

father, and the third is so

hat those fho showed sueh valor

at T:r.oy ube not left slav-es to two and each a woman.n49
Here again is the insulting reference to a \<Tomanly

Aeg1sthus •
.After Orestes ' declaration of purpose, Orestes,

Electra, and the <:Jhorus g ther around the tomb, and,
speaking al terna.tely, begj. n a ldnd of incantation in ih1ch

they evoke the gods and the spirit of A amem:non to assist

them :tn thei :r vengeance,

The ritual ends as Electr refers

to the inborn curse that haunts the hou.s e; the nstaunahless

orestas assures her that it shall be staunched;

woundlt'

ttby kindred hand.*'

Undet' tne :trresistible force of the

curse Ii1lect.ra has become a second Clytemnestra and Orestes
the diVinely appointed purifier.

Orestes asks why his mother sent

off~rings

to the

tomb, and the Leader of the Cho .. s tells him. of the queen ' s

She dreamt she bore a sorpent , and suckling it, it

dream.
bit hs:r.

o:restes s·e es himself as the serpent and deter-

minos that it is he that must slay her .
49l.hiQ. ., p 4!' 240 .

He makes his plan

for accomplishing the slayings.
~

'

;,..

c, ~ ~

He and Pylades w:tll pre ...

i:end to be Phonicians, gain ontr- nee to the palace as
. ~UP,plta.nts, and onee ,.,1 thin tho palace 1

11

The fu.ry of the

house shall drain once more a deep third draught oi' .: rieh
unmingl@d blood . u

Orestes bids

ltlectr~

return to the

palace to see that everyt.hing 1. s ready for the fulfillment
o~

the plan; he asks silence from the Chorus; tben with one

final plea f .o r a:!.d

f~orn

Hermes he t :PYlades, a.rtd tnectra

l~ave.

The Chorus remains a:rd s1.ngs of the passionate
crimes of women, and the cr:lme at nthe summit and crown of

all crimes*' \'\'as th.e crime that destroyed Troy.

The song

ends on a forceful note as they a:x:press their confidence in
the universal law;
But justice hath planted the anvil end Destiny
forgeth the sword
That shall smite in her chosen t:i.rne; by her is
the child restored;
And, darkly dovising, the Fiend of the house,
world - cursed , will repay
The price of the blood of the slaint that was shed
in the bygone day . 50
Marriage is the foundation of c ivilized society, and any
crime against the marriage vows threatens the whole of
society.

Clytemnestra by her crime has delivered the house

to an alien plunderer and cons$quently the eity to a tyrant.

47
Eleetra and Orestes in praying for restora.t:f.on to their

rightful place are praying for a renewal .of order in the
state of .Argos as well as in. the house o:f its King .
he soene is no"' bef'ore the p·a laee ~ and .Orestes and
Pylades enter dressed as travelers .

Orestes kno cks at the

gate and tells th0 slave that he has news foF the queen or
usomeone who holds a.uthority . 11

Clytemnestra comes out of

the palaee , and O:restes tells her that a stranger asked him
to bring the news of Orestes' death.

Her lament is very

brief and ends wi tb a reference to the "exulting wron.g "

that afflicts the bouse which, with Orestes' death, will

still abide.

Clytemnestra directs the slave to take

Orestes and Pylades to the guest q,u arters, and she goe s

back into the palace to tell Aegisthus what has happened.

The Chorus sin s briefly and guardedly about the
coming vengeance.
ing .

The nurse enters from the palaae weep-

Clytemnestra has sent her to bring .it.egisthus back

that he may hea:r the news from the strangers.

Th,e nurse

completes the picture of a completely ruthless Clytemnestra
when she dasel,ibes how Clytemnestra told the slaves of'

Orestes' death as us.he h:J.d beneath the glance of fictive
grief laughter for what is wrought--.n

In aont:rast

she expresses her own de<ap grief as she rern1.nisees about
Orestes 1 infancy \tthen she cared fo1· and comforted him.

She composes herself and starts off to summon Aegisthus,

48
but the Leader of the Chorus stops hor to ask if
Clytemnestra in her message has told Aegisthus to bt'ing
The Nurse replies that she has; evidently

back henchmen.

Clytemnestra was not completely taken in by Orestes• story .
The l.eader persuades t.he Nurse to go with pretended joy to

tell Aegisthus to come quickly and alone for the news is

good .
After

th~

Nurse leaves , the Chorus prays to Zeus to

aid 01·os es to prevail ,

11

to e:ee this house one a more

restored , u and nha.ll the common'\trealth :restorfld 'u

Here again

the t.l-ro elen:t ents are bound togethe!', a home desecrated and
the city-state defiled by tyranny.

A$gisthus enters and questions the Leader of the
Chor s , but she tells him t o go withi n and
for himself.

He enters tle palaeo and

haa~

the news

he Chorus again

invokes the gods -for the cause of justice.

A loud cry is

heard and an attendant rushes in announcing A.egisthus'

mu:rder .

Clytemnestra hearing the noise enters , and the

attendant tells her,
li.ving . 11

11

the dead

are come to slay the

Clytemnestra calls for nthe axe tbat slew my lord

of old , 11 for she 'IIJOuld meet what she recognizes as the
embodiment of the curse here .

Bu t befor·e she can get the

axe Orestes, his svrord dripping with blood 1 e11ters ;

Pylades is with him.
conle for her .

He tells Clytemnes ra. that he has

She cautions him to fear to strike his ov1n

mother, but Pylades reminds him of Apollo's command and
advises him , "Choose t hou the hats of all mon , not of
god s.u5l

Or estes, his m·oment of hesitation over, urges

her in t o Aegisthus' ·side, that she may die b y him she

loves.

She pleads her cause, but Ore stes count$rs every

charge .

She warns him of the vengeful bo'Ul'lds from holl

that will accompany her dying curse, but he reminds her
t hat to spare her Vlould be. to call dO\..rn upcm himself hi.S
father' s curse .

D ~;: feat ed ,

she recalls

t hat opened the day, and they go

he prophetic dream

\11 thin .

The Chen"tls r ecalls the vengeance visited on Troy and

!'ejoices t hat all pollution has been driven from the house
and "t-rith it "freedom's light hath come.u

deliverance .

It is a hymn of

;As th hymn ends the central doors of the

palace open sho'\-Jing Or stes standing over the corpses of
Aegisthus and Clytemnestra, his sword in one hand and the
robe that Gns11.a:red Agamemnon in the othor. 52

orestes

51~., p. 260.

5'2Thomson , .212• cit., P• 2'74, describes a ceremony of
one of the mystical religions in which an image is laid on
a. couch and mourned.. Aft er t ho fei gned l amentations a
light is brought in, the mourner s are anointed as the
pri es t whisper s, 11 t akc cou.J:·age , mystics, f or our God is
saved; Deliverance from evil is yours ." Visually the two
scenes arG s tri1d ngly similar ; it i s t ho circumstance t hat
enforces the contrast •.
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revie'VTS his mother ' s crimes, and t .h e Chorus warns that the

tale has not 'ended; the victory has been SW@pt away by
henor and disasters
I

Alas, that none of mortal men

Can pass his life , untouched by pa1rt$
}3(\lhold, one \ITOe 1 s he·r e ......
Another loometh near . 53

Orestes .feels himsolf slippi ng into madness, but he
collects

hi<~

,\\

thoughts enough to proclai m his deed a just

one , done at the command of Apollo who has promised hira
absol tton ot.' guilt .

c:1

eking proteotion at Apollo's

shrine , Orestes :fle0s from: his vision of his mother's
Furies .

The play closes as the Chorus chants of the "storm

of woe'' that beat$ Qn the house of Atreus ,

First was the

ghastly feast served to Thyestes ; next the murder of
Agamemnon;
And now the offspring of the rag
Stands in the thj.rd , tho saviour ' s place,
'ro save--or to eonsume?
o· wh1ther 1 ere it be fulfilled,
Ere its fl.eroe bl ast be hUshed @d stilled. ;
Shall blow the wind of doom?'~

So man has l earned that the. rule of the vendetta is
not justice.

~Orestes

1n purifying the House has taken the

5 Mor·shead, The Qhoe;g£lor~, 2.n• ill• , P• 265,.

74~. t

P • 267 •
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pollution on himself'

l

But Orestes t crime is different than

the ones that prec$ded it; his is a vengeance enacted at
the behest of heaven and not with ferocity or angry passion.
The reference to tho Third Savior re-emphasizes the
various levels of'

inte:rpr~tation

of the trilogy.

On a

personal level, Orestes has cleansed his house, for even if
the Furies hound him to death the curse will have boen laid

to rest,

On the level of society; order has been restored.

On the moral spiritual

level~

the issue has yet to be

decided; suffe:ring humanity, as symbQlized by Orestes has
yet to le.arn

11

the perfect way."

Even as Zeus, the third

saviour, through suffering gained wisdom; so man through
suffer.1ng will find "the pEi:rfect way . ''

Xll..!

E:qme-nidfUJ .

T,hf.t Ii\lnlGnis!!,ei•

The third play of the trilogy 1 s

Ths pu.: rpose of this final play of the

trilogy is to answer tho question pos<ad by the Chorus at the
end of l!he

phg~werri .•

Was. orestes' aet an act "to save-... or

to consume••; where does this blind retribution end?
The scene is laid before the
Delphi.

t~mple

of Apollo at

A Priestess utters a long prayer to the gods and

then enters the temple.

She returns :tn great fear after a

short time and describes the scene within ; Orestes is at the
central al tat' w1 th the bloody s'"o:rd still held in his hand,
and all around him sleeping are the F\i.ries that pursue him.

The Priestess loaves, and the central doors open

rev~al1ng

52
the scene she has described with Apollo and Hermes at the
Apollo speaks to Orestes telling him

innermost shrines.

that he will never desert him,

Apollo instructs Orestes

to flee to Athens and clasp the- 11 ancient 1mage•t of Athena
tn hi.s arms; there they will .meet judges and contrive for

Orestes • deliverance ,

Apollo tells Orestes that he must

hurry, for even the gods cannot long subdue th0 Furies in

slumber as they are now.
out.

As thet leave

~:he

Apollo, Hermes; and Orestes go
ghost of Clytemnestra :rises and

wakens the Furies abusing them fer their slumber wb.ile her
murder goes unavenged,

The ghost sinlts as the Furies begin

to rouse from their slumber.

The Furies berate Apollo for having aided Orestes
in his escape, and Apollo entering from the inner shrine
orders them out of. the temple.

He tells them they belong

to a di1'f0rent time and a different place, a stage of
civilization that gouges eyes; lops oft h$ads, and impales
men so that the land is filled with the agonized moaning
of tortured men .

The speech is an eJtpressicm of indigna ...

tion against the uncontrolled, incarnate passion for,

avenging the sufferer and smiting the wicked, a passion
which will not l et the victim rest even in death.
The Leader of the Furies states the ease against
Orestes and Apollo.

The I.eader contends the matricide

must be avenged sinee it involved shedding kinsman's blood,

'3
and that Clytemnestra's erime could. not involve the Furies•
wrath. since it did not- shed kindred blood.
th~m

Apollo tells

he is in the r ight and w;l.ll not change his stand.

The

Furies go out in pursuit of Orestes, and Apollo enters the
temple .
The SC$ne ehanges to Athens, at t he Temple of Athena
on the Acropolis,

Orestes is seen clinging to the statue

of Athena whieh stands in the center .
ask~ng

O:t"estes SpfJaks

her judgment of him for acts performed at the behest

ot Apollo .

The lru:l'i.es enter, accuse him , and

they would punish his deed,

t~ll

him how

Orestes points out that he is no

stranger to miseries and pain, but that he is pure as

th~

deed ,.,as done at Apollo • s eemuu;md; Apollo who, with ttdea.th
of s-wine,n did el¢&nS$ him of guilt.

Athena for her a.i d.

Now Orestes asks

The F'ur i as declare that no

help him, and they begin a binding chan.t •

on~

can

They fo:r·m a

magic cirele from which O:rest(i)s canrmt pass:.

In the midst of the chant Athena enters, proclaims
herself, and asks who the f uries are..

selves as avenging spirits.

They declare them ..

Athena by treating the Furies

courteously persuades them to abidEil by her decis1en.
she asks Orestes to stat$ his case.

the

eireumst~~ ces

Then

vJhen she has heard

of his crime, Athena declares that t he

matter is too great for her to decide; thereforG, she
prepare s to establish the Court of t he Areopaguo to hoar

the case and reach a decision.

Athena withdraws and the

Furl. es declare that the ancient laws will all be undone if
Orestes goes free ; gone will be the fear that stays the

murderer's hand .
·Athena re-enters

~ith

twelve Athenian citizens

followed by a large cro'\<Td and announaos that these twelve
men , vii th all thea ai ty as witness, shall judge the oause.

Apollo enters, and declares himself as a witness tor OrGstes.
Athena gives the Furies tho first chance to speak .

Under

the questioning of the Furies , Orestes admits that he slew

his mother but under the command of Apollo•s oracle.

When

the question of Orestes' kinship to his mother arises
ApollQ takes over the proof.

He advances the Pythagorean

doctrine of paternity.55
Not the true parent is the woman•s womb

.J ,'bat bears the child ; she doth but nurse the seed
-·New... s0~Jn: the male is paTent; she for h:i.m ,

As stranger for a stranger, hoards the germ
Of life, unless the god its promise blight .
And p:reof hereof before you will I set.
Bi:rth may · :frrom fathers, without mothers; be:
See at your · sid.e a w'i tness of the same,

Athena, daughter of Olympian Zeus ,
Nevel"· ·within the darkness of the "romb

55Th·;rnson , .211- cd t. , p . 28?. This l-ta.s a familiar
doctrine at Athens in the f.ifth century and though it was
resisted by the more advanced democrats, Athenian oitizens
would be prepared to see the doctrine either vindicated
or challenge4,

Fostered not fashion .d, but a bud more

brig~t

Than any goddess in her breast might bear.' ·

Seen in the light of social history this feud between the
Erinys and

Ap~llo

is the symbol of the conflict between

v---..

tribal custom and the reorganization of the law of homicide brought about during the rule of the aristocracy .
Apollo by declaring that hj. s aetions have followed the

decree of Zeus suggests that, on another level, this feud
sJ,rmbolizes the deeper discord in the heavens as Zeus seeks
to reduce independent action and bring unity to the
uni er$e ,

When Apollo finishes his speech Athena calls for a
verdict, but first she gives tbe twelve Athenians their
charge which is to do no unj·u st thing and to let no man
uncurb~d

live

by law nor curbed by tyranny •

;,~ s

each of

the twelve j dges come forward to the urns of decision,

the

Lead~r

plead

thei~

of the FUries and Apollo speaking alternately
individual cause ,

Apollo for reasoned justice,

the Furies for a ao'Ullting of the eost!t

At last Athena

declares that in case of a tie the right to add the final
vote is hers and that she will award it to Orestes • cause
6
; E. D, A. Morshea.d (trans. ), ?::b.~ Atjmenid!.l (Vol. I
of !.b!l Qomn;tete Greek I;!rf»!!.a, eds • Whitney • Oates and
Eugene o•Ne1ll, Jr. 2 vols.; New York; Random House , 1938),
p. 294.

~~-
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and for reasons of her parentag~ . 57 Athena has talum h r
stand for order and authorj_ty , a reasoned Pit" against blind

automatic puni shment.
the verdict ;

11

Athena counts the votes and proclai ms

half the votes condemn him , half set free\"

Neither side was right, for each ignored one of tbe two
~ssential elements . lApollo in his zeal to vindicate order

overlooked the necessity of the instinctive roar and rever-

ence which deters men. from acts of violence .

The Erinys ,

"daughters of the night,n spirits of blind vengeance , had

not even considered the necessity of stability in the social
strueture

;J

Ores t es offel"S a prayer of thanks for his deliverance ,
and he and Apollo depart .

The Furies prepare t o wreak

vengeance on J,the:n.s for the decision of

th~

court .

Athena

poi nts out to them that the balanced 'Vote proved that their
eause had merit and that they were in no way dishonored ,
for it was a d$mocrat ic decision showi ng the will of Zeus ,
.ua.gent of parley . u

here in Athens .

tirade .

Then she offers them a "holy sa.nctuaryn

They ignore her often• and continue their

\-lith great patience and calm she continues to

offer them a place of honor to substitute fo:r. the one o!

5'7Thomson , .Q.R • cit. , p . 286 il !J.Ihomson takes this
decision of Athena to mean that Aeschylus, at least at the
end of his l i fe , was opposed to the advanced poli cy of the
radical demo crats .
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dread they have held .

At last she promi r; es that

shall prosper without grace of thine, 11

a11d

11

no house

they acQopt her

offer, an act which symbolizes their convE3rs1on from blind
action to the acceptance of reasonable persuasion .
After the Furies , no111 the Th'umenide s 9 and Athona
rejoice in their contract, Athena begins the procession
downward into t he cave under tho Areopagus. 5'8

They ar

accompanied by 'Women and children , and they all chant
joyously.
With the establishment o:f' the court and the disappearance of the Furies amidst popular rejoicing Aeschylus
has told a story that s mbolizes man•s social progress as

the accumulatQd deposits of the primitive tribe and the
privilege of the aristocraoy are resolved in democracy.
It is a story dark and painful as it begins , that ends in
the brilliance of the Athens of the poet ' s own day .
Some

£2U~];usiop s,

The v!Orld has in the Oresteia

the poetic record of the social and religious grO\IJth of an

58I!2.!,g .. , P• 291 . Historically the court of' the

Areopagus which Aeschylus represents Athena as est ablishing
at the inauguration of democracy was an ancient institu ..
tion , going back to the p:rinl1 ti ve monarchy • It began
origlllally as a council. of chieflh Norwood, £f2 • cit.,
P• 116, s .ggests that Aeschylus wished to impress upon his
countrymen the sacredness of the ancient court, whose powers
had just recently been curtailed by the popular party, by
representing it as having been established by Athena.
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insp,i red people ; a record that begins in the darlmess of
antiquity and ends in their moment of exaltation.
at the trilogy from

th~

Looking

standpoint of ritual , the structure

:reflects the seasons of nature .

In the A,g§!BeQinou the whole

pageantry of nature is shown as a background to the
conflict .

The image of the ,ghoepbori is less lavish , more

somber with its emphasis on the

of the deep .

suparn~tural ,

the monstGrs

But by the end of' the Eumenides tho bright

colours have ret urned

\-rhen

the maledictions of the Furies

:tn a kind of met amorphosis become gentle breezQs and
ir creased fertility . 59

This is

11

the tragic patternu in

wl1ich life leads to death , pride to downfall , or sin to
r$tribution . 60 So in the Ore§teia the movements of nature
4

are seen as they parallel the concept of the Third Saviour .
Agamemnon , the first part of the year , is slain by
Clyt emnestra and Aegisthus , symbolizing winter

~11th

the

resultant decay and ruin ; but the Third Saviour in the
person of Orestes delivers the world from the darkness and
decay, r0presented by Clyt emnestra and Aegi.sthus, a.nd
prepa:r~s

the way for new life .

59'Thomson., 212• pit. , p. 265.. Gilbert Murray, Hmnl!.i
and OresteJ (Net-r York: Oxford Univerai ty :Press American
Branch,
"ley!tt- ), p .• 24, cornpares the trilogy to !ho movements
of nature in much the same way,
60Murray, i}.escl:J.IJ,Jl§ th! .Qrea,tot
pp , 81 ...82 .

.2i. Trfute~,y: ,

!Ul•

,g~! · ,

59
From the standpoint o human social progress the
trilogy depicts the gro\vth of civilization through a · long

and pain:f'ul struggle to the place

t<Ther~

man has within his

hands the means of avoiding both a11archy and despotism by

combining freedom and order unde:r. the Court.
case -v1as the test case •

Within th0

Oresteia the social and political
shovm,

fram~rwork

strug~l e

Orestes•
of the

of mankind is

It is a struggle that comes out of the chaos caused

bJ man as he seeks to satisfy the ancient law of Dika; that
wrong must and vrill be avenged, and the law that h]lb;r>is
breeds

bY;br;i.s

and· must inevitably l ad to ruin.

struggle ends in sec'Urity

Ol"

The

at least tne p0ssibility of

security be¢ause man hrough t.he court can satisfy the law
o:r · D..iki without inf:ringi.ng on the law of h.zbtis .~

Mankind

can look :forward from this point on to a reasoned justice.
Just as the Qr0ste.ia. can be interpreted in terms

~t>f

ancient Greek ritual and in terms o:f the history of human
progres.s, the trilogy can also be interpreted in te:rms of
spiritual growth.

The "Alleluia" first raised by

Clytemnestra in answer to the Watchman's news is heard by

Cassandra as the Furies eeho it from the
is raised again by

C lytemnest~a

hou~e

top; the ery

ovE)r Agamerano:n• s dead

body and t hon by Orestes• friends over her ot.rn body; each

time it carried with it a load of woe; it is heard again
at the close of

~·he

Eumen.ige,A, a cry joyemsly unrestrained,

60

and

it signifies that t.he spirit of rna:r has pa:ssed

hrough

suffering into t:rue and lasting joy (t)Ven a.s Zeus has
The trilogy ends then with thQ oon.oeptiou o:f

a. godhead :tn which both Zeus and Fate in some mysterious way
are :fused and through whose ' just · and mei'aiful w.lsdom man
too , tbr6ugh suffering , can achieve wisdom .

T ere is then

an existence in Heaven of a will or an understanding hat
is supreme even over the law .
Clearly the

Q:¢st~i!l

is no ordinary drama; it is a

profoundly religious drama that spoke to all segments of
the audience for which it was Wl'itten , to the simple worker
of the soil whose prosperity was

d~p

ndent on the

s~asons

of the year ;. to the citizens inibu.ed with. democratic fervor ,
to the philosopher who within the
belief sought order t m<San1ng ,
tionship to the universe ..

f'ramt::v~ork

~dgnifiean.ce

of traditional
in man ' s rel a-

Tbe significance of the trilogy

for the modern w·o rld comes as one realizes that the true
catharsis arises as fr om the violent horrox• of the events

of the plaY one begins to understand, which is not always
possible in day t.o day li v.i ng, why they have oeourl"ed , and
if not so muoh as tha.t at least that they have not happened
by chane0 and "Without significancG.

Man still, through

painf ul searching of hls soul in relation to his acts, seeks
and finds wisd0m•;

CHAPTER III
SOPHOCLES AND THE HOUSE
I.

Qt

ATHENS

THE TIMES

Sophocles was 'born just thirty years after
Aeschylus.

When Athens celebrated the victories over the

Persians at Salamis and Pla.taea, Sophocles was only sixteen,
and it :was he \rho was chosen to lead the choir of boys that

sang the pean at that celebration.

The years that followed

these final defeats of the Persians \<Jere years in whi ch
Athens enjoyed the fruits of rich tributes f rom abroad and
a stable government at home,

This was the last period in

\vhich the aristocracy was supreme; their unquestioned
supremacy came to an end forever when Perielas began his
t~irty

years• dominance; Sophocles was about thirty-six

years old,

It was Athen•s economic security as mistress of

the Agean and her progress toward good government and o.r dered

justice,l which Aetschylus expounded in his Qrost~, that
1 :Per1cJ.es saw the achievement ot good government,
the Court of the Aeropagus , as a work of compromise, the
"discovery of the golden mean." :He points to Athenians as
being equal before the law yet rewarded for excellence, as
lovin.·g beauty , w1 thout sacrificing simp11c1.ty t and pursuing
wisdom without loss of strength, Henry Dale \trans. ),
'!'hi Hig;torl £t: the felo:eonnesien War , by Thu.cydides (New
York: Harper and Brothers , 189 ), PP• 111-l?.

p:r<l>vid~d

her with th$ f:roedom and leisure to indulge 1n the

bu:r·st of intellectual and sp:t:ri t ua.l probing about the middle

of the century which has intrigued the vTorld ever sinoe .
l4;1$:~

.! n Athens .

I,ate in the sixth eentury

E,c •.

such subjects as the nature and origin of the physical
world , which ha.s p:rev:J.ously been settled by

~;J,utho:ri ta.ti vo

rulings or ignored, began to be investigated and became the
object of muc.h speculative .thought •

to g:row and prosper first

b~eause

'l1bis movement was able

of the increase ef

leisure and a natural curiosity,. and second because th0re
was gr$ater

a~eeas

to the accumulated knowledge in

Babylonia and Egypt.

But more important prebably than

either of those reasons is the fact that despite the great
respeet and reverence with which the Greeks looked on the
laM, 2 that g:reat code t \..rri tten and. unw·r i t ten , that en com•

passed so many aspeets of Greek life from eustom and
religious rit al to the eoneepts o:f gQed and evil.

The

Greek religion had .no creed or dE>gma and eo.nsequentlr had
no influential priestly ord.ers that might exert an

! t~.· ) ~J~l~;n:~ef~!~dio~~~e~=~~~
B~~~c=~ ~:~~y,
t P• ++·. .S heppard quotes Pericles as saying that
Athenl.ans respect the laws · and the magistrates, bu.t above
all, nth.ose laws \;yhich are proved for the redre$S of
i11jury and those unwritten lav7S the breaeh of which is
thought to be di.sgraceful. • 11
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organized repressive influence .
free to pick and

curre;nt .

aho c.n~<~

The indi'vidual t>1as left

among the various ideas that were

In many minds the fact that something had been

accepted by tradition or revelation and probably met with
divine approval did not exempt its examination in the light

of reason and

logi~ .

The intellectual activity of the fifth century is
assoeiated wit h th$ sophists who traveled from pla.oe tCJ
place taking students for pay and thereby satisfYing th4l
de.mand for higher eduoat10n ,

Certainly the sophists were

respons.ibl e for the spreading of knovJled.ge, but theii·

activity \'l euld not have been possible without the o:r·iginal
thinking af the Ionian philosopher al thou.gh the line

between sophist and philosopher could not always be drawn

very clearly.

Anaxagoras wa.s a philosGpher wh.o came to

At hens about the ttme of the rise to pe\'le:r of Pericles and

concer ned himself principally with the sun and stars.

There is no evidence that he concerned himself with the
ethical questions discussed by the sophists, but be did
discover the true explanat.icm of eclipses and in the

pr0cess hinted broa.dly t hat there were no gods but rather
only one mot1vati.ng force nous.,3

It t.ms this theory that

3g. G. t'iells, ¢h' qutJ.ina §l!
Garde·n City .Books , 19 . 9 , I , 32~.

~imtor;t {New York:

caused hirn to· flee from Athens after having been eonv:;tcted

of 1mpiety, 4 However, Protagoras, who drew up the consti•
tution for the Athenian colony at Thur:ti · and contributed
much original thought, is considered a sophist because ,

unlike Anaxagoras, he had to earn his living,
Perhaps the most outstand.tng thing about the age
was the complete freedom of choice ; even among the pro-:fessiona.ls there was not a uniformity of choice.

But the

dootrinG that was mo st charaet eristic of the age was the
doctrine of the :relativity of values which Protagora.s

expressed in his statement, uo:r all things the measure is
Man; of the things that are, and of the things
that they are not.t15

~hat

are not,

This denial. by Protagoras of' objs eti e

standards , and the fact that

the~e

was great variety in

sc>oia.l and religious observances, made way for
Si "'nifieant controvel:'sy of the age:

th~

most

the law , custom,

convention as opposed. to nature.

ltnonald

w.

Lucas , The Qree}£'l;ras1Q Po~ts (Boston=

The Beacon. Press , 1952), P• lOB. Lv.eas advances the theory
that the incident occurred ' 1 as much as a pol1 tical attack
on Pericles as a defence of orthodony. ''

;Kathleen Freeman (trans. ) , rtprotagora&: Truth, ..

Frag. 1 , AggiJ.Jaa !9. tnS? Pre ...Socrat!.s, Pht;,Los€>Rh,r§: A

~::;~:~~s;t~~~ 1 R~~~:r~U~~a!~ff~e;~!s~~~Jij , <g~~~j~ge,
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The inevitablo result of any controversy between th$
man made la\IS of convention and the laws of nature is the
expression of such extreme views as are expressed bye.
fragment from the writings of the sophist Antiphon, who
became

(

knO'\~-n

a

generation after Fr<:ltagoras:

Justice, then; is not to tra.nHgress that which is
the law of the city in which one is a citizen, A man
therefore can best conduct himself in harmony with
justice, if when in the company of witnesses be up ..
holds the laws, and wh~n alone without witnesses he
upholds the edicts of nature. For the edicts or the
laws are imposed artificially, bUt those of nature are
compulsory . And the edicts of the laws are arrived at
by consent, not by natural gro~lth ~ whereas those of
nature are not a matter of consent •

So , if the man who

. '·

the legal code
evades those who
edicts, he avoids .
both disgrace and penalty; otherwise not. But if a
man violates against poe·s ibility- any of the la\ltS which
are implanted in nature, Gven if he evades all men •s
deteot10:n, the ill is no less, and even if all see,
it is no greater . For he is not hurt on account of an
opinion, but because of truth. • • • Jl.nd the advantages
,laid d~wn by the laws a:t-~ ehains upon nature, but those
laid down by nature are free. So that the things which
hllrt, according to true reasoning do not benefit nature
more than those ,,hich deli ht; an.J t hings which grieve
are not .more advantageous than those whio.h please~ for
things truly advant~gaous must not really harm, bu~
must benefit ••• ~
tran~gresses
hs.v~ ~~reed to these

That such a view was held by some Athenians is certain, but
since the statement appears out of context it oannot surely
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be said to represent Antiphon ' s personal view .

Perhaps the

real importance of the expression of such views is that the
ordi·na:r.y men fottnd in these ideas a justification ·f or ·the

countless little immoral1.ties and self-indulgences their

appetites suggested i!

~~he

inevitable consequence of apply-

ing P:rotagoras' denial of objective standard, well iilten ...
tioned, as it may

haY~

been, te the art of rhetoric was

that it lad to the obvious learning of rhetorical tricks
in order to disgui.se weak cases without regard to anything
but plausibility.

But from these axplorations came the

discovery of a . scientific method . ?
Sophocles; then. , grew up in a city that was full of
exuberance and self

confideno~,

confid~1ee

in its physical

strength , military prowess, confidence in its government
which gave its citizens security and unparalleled freedom,
and confidence in 1 ts reputation as a · place of' artistic
beau~y

and the ¢enter of philosophic thought .

But by the

last half of the age the gods e>f Olympus had slowly become
figurehead s.

The more men looked for a satisfying justice

in the world, the closer they oame to the realization that
man not the gods must take the responsibility for ordered
justice.

It was the struggle to resolve the conc&pt of man

as a fully responsible moral agent 111ith the inexplainable

evil of the world that caused disorder,

If the new idE11aS

that t he Athenians found so stimulating questioned
traditional values than the wise man introdueed. order into

his own spirit in a dailylife that

taste, and balance,
balance that

§<!>IJJ;lr~smt"

Sophocl~s'

!! .

o:rdor,

~xemplif1ed

!t was t his delicate

l:U'e seemed to

<i~Xemplify •

SOPHOCLES (495 B,c •••4o5 B.C.)
1'HE MAN AND IUS !DEAS

H~§

lift•

When Sophocles was dead man called him

haP:PY:t u:ro:r he lived a long life, made many b$autif'ul
t:r.agec\ies, and in the oo d,

dj,E!d

Without suffering any evil,"

so said the poGt Plu,yniehus in .Ib,! l:t\l,S!fh

To the Greeks

he was the most fortuna.t<a of mortals, for he had reaLf.zed
the idea of

AV.e.~e;

that :ts hcs had achieved a kind excel•

J.once ...·-physical; intellectual, and spiritual.

He was :rieh

rutd successful, was eiven many honors., and died be:fo:re the

fall of his beloved city,

Sophocles was born at Colonus in Attica, near
Athens-

His fathe:r was a wealthy and respected merchant,

which gave Sophocles entrance to the best social circles,

He was well educated and carefully trained in music
great musician, Lampros.

by

the

His physical grace was so out•

standing that at sixteen he was chosen to lead the choir
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of boys who sang to celebrate the victory of Salamis.

After twelve morEJ years . of study and training in music he
was ready to compete e.t the festival against Aeschylus, and
he won tho prize .

Feeling ran so high that

he decision

was e-: ntrusted to the Athenian bOaird of judges rather than
choosing the judges by lot a·s was the custom. 8 During his
li!'etime Sophocles wrote one hundred plays J eighteen of

them won first place and the others were never lower than
second place.

He was a.n accomplished artist, and he had

What few artists

r~ o eive

in their lifetime, acclaim and

reeognition in his own_ age.
Sophocles was something of a public figure as well
as a. poet artd aetor, 9 even though he never displayed any

pronounced political conv1ctions. 10 He was twice elected
to the Board of Generals, a group that administered civil

8John Gassner , Hf§te.ri .21 thi ogmi (third revised
and enlaa:·ged editioni• Un ted ~tatas o!e.riea= Dover
Publications, Inc., . 959 ), P• 4o .

9Ea.rly in his career he aeted in his plays , but was
forced to give it up because his voice failed .
lOcedrie H. lt1h1tman , SonpocJ.e~ (Cambridge,

Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1951), P• 13.
lN'hi tman stat~s that Sophocles associated equally '\tli th Cimon,
who represented the conservative element in Athenian government and Pericles , who was, of course, the democratic
leader.
·
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and mili ta:ry affairs in Athans, and

even a direo.t or of

"tl&S

the Treasury Department for a time.

He was assoclat;ed with

or

the introduction of t he wor ship of Aselepius, the god
healing , at Athens.
house Epidauriu ,

! t .;as Sophocles 'Who was chosen to

rGp~~ sent ative
,.'•

of the god AsclepiUs

·.

presumably in th(il f orm of a ·snake, who catne to purify the
city after a plague about 430

:a •.c, 11

Socially Sophocles

and

was very much in d.emand; his friends were Aeschylus
Euripides,

fellow playwri ghts, Cimon and Pericles

h~s

political leaders, Herodotus and Thucydides historians,
and Phidias the great sculptor; his remarks
prop~rty.

becrune

public

To his contemporaries his gentleness and even

temper made his life seem to be the vary model of serenity,

the pious system of lif e or

J!o.rmrQpY.n~

which means in part

self :restraint.
S<;>phocles was further- honored by his eotmtrymen

for they

ohos~

him to dedicate a chapel t.o Heracles.

His

countrymen .so cherished Sophocles as the very epiteme of
what was noble that &fter his death

honorary name

or

the~

gave him the

Dexi¢n, the Entertainer or Host; tmd

brought yearly sacrifices to his tomb.
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. In spite of the fact that Sophocles• life was dotted
with acts of obvious piety, lj.t.t le can be said about his
r·eal spiritual b<aliefs, for it.

is

well kno'Vm that this

sort of .piety among the Greeks was a function of citizen•
ship and the social obligation of the financially able ,
Whitman. said in comparison of Euripides and Sophocles,
Euripides

• • • said in publie What everyb@dy thought was
true; but it should not have been said in public. It
SopP,ocles sometimes said t h.ings which WEUr~ almost as
bad, ha said them much more subtly, and t hey ,.,ant

unnoticed . . . . . Soph.ocles• heart was anywhere but on
his sleevG, and his countrymen naturally and sympathetically assumed it was i n the right place .l2
Looking at the plays of Sophocles perhaps

so:mewh<;~~$

in the inconsi steno,y between '\'lhat the chorus says as it

expresses current pu.blic opinion and the actions of the
tragic hero lies the key to the knowl<Bd ge of Sophocles '
own moral judgments.

One must look deeper than the surface

aven.ts of Sophccles• lif'e to be able to understand how,
shortly before his death ; this man , whose life others
considered the perfect justification of human ex.istenee;

could say,
Not to bo ' born is past all prizing best• but when
a man hath seen the light; this is next best by far,
that with all speed he should go thither, whence he
hath oome , 13

l2!.2JJ1., p. ·5.
13.Gassner, op • ..911•, p" l;·2, citing So.phoQles.
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Pe,thaps the sp1r:ttual and intellectual revolution tha.t

characterized the age had more impact on Sophocle$' life
than his contemporaries realized.

C rtainly the exp·e:rience

of having lived th at last part of trls life in a city

ravaged

by

plague and engaged 'i n ·a war he m:ust have realized

the city could not win, must have left its mark.

Sophocles

died in 405 B.C. just a :t'eit: months after the death

or

Ifuripides; it was not many months more before Athens fell
be for" the mili ta1•y might of Sparta.
III.

80PHOCLES* EL~GmA

The f:trst quest;ton that comes to mind when Sophocles •
i!ectr~

and Aeschylus Orestgie are viewed side by side is

why Sophocles abandoned the trilogy.

The shift in emphasis

is responsible for the shift in form; Aeschylus has plaoed
the emphasis on cosmic justice , but Sophocles has placed
th~

emphasis on human morality.

I n Sophocles' play human

responsibility fills both tho foreground and the background; man is responsible to himself as the repository of
the ideas of justice and morality.

It must be remembered

that Sophocles ne'Ver intended to su.pplant Aeschylus•

masterpiece or to ·ucorreot n it in any way .

Aeschylus wrote

a trilogy which in grand outline shows the workings of an
internal law t-rhieh is fUll of mystery and terror t a trilogy
tn 't

involves a murder and a matricide which leads to
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reasoned justice; but Sophocles wrote a play not about
matricide, but about the individual and his behavior in the
taoe of great evil.

lb.!
Agamenmon.

~-

The play begins in front ot the palace of.

!t is m.o rning, the sun is bright, and the birds

are beginning to sing.

The Paedagogus aeoompanied by

Orestes and Pylades enter.

Th0 Pa$dagogus speaks to Ore$tes

pointing out plaees of historic and religious importance.
At last he points out the palace, uthe house of the
Pelopidae there, so often stained with bloodshett•~; 1 lt

this

!'efart.moe serves to remind the audience of the long ehain
oi' crime that has hauntea the house .l'

The speech s~rves

also to tell the audience 1 t was :Ueotra \>tho gave Orestes

into the Paedagogus ' keeping to be raised to become the
avenger of his murdered t&.ther, rather than Clyter.nne.s tra

who sent him i nto axile as in the Choapfiori.,

'l'he speech

closes as he calls Orestes and Pylades to the business at

hand that they may lay their plans before the people or
the house beg :!.n the day and make note of their arrival .

ll+Ri chard C, Jebb (trans.), El$ptrs:A (l"a.rt VI of
f9Ph(;)pJ,e§ the PlaY~ . ~ ,Er,&mPiQt§, ~ parts; Cambridge: at
he tiniversity Press , 1924 t P• 9.

l5vide, PP• ;, 8 ,
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Orestes answEtrs the Paedagogus with a few word·s of
praise.

. ~hen

he tells his t wo companions
that h.e consulted
·,. _

ApollQ\s oracle an4 wa.s advised to come

by

ttstealthn and

without naid of arnts'1 to utl;nateh. the righteous vengoanee 11 ;
,.

thGre are none of the $laborate

thr~ats

or admonitions

'

'

such as are used in the ppoei>hOfl • Having done as the
oracle directed, Orostes outlines the plan for his ¢ompanions .

The Paedagogus, who is least lilte~ly to be recognized,

is to enter the pala.ee and tell t hem that Orestes has
perish$d

by

a fatal ancisnt as he was hurled from his

chariot at the Pythian games .

Meanwhile Orestes and

Pylades are to go to Aa.memnon ' s tomb to give "drink offer ..
in s and the luxuriant tribute of severed hair•• and to

br::i.ng baok the urn that is supposed to contain Orestes•
ashes; they ha.d

secrE~Jted

the urn in the

brush~rood

earlier •

Orestes ends his speech with a plea directe.d to the gods
to usend me not dishonoured from the land t but grant that
I may rule over :my possessions t and l"estore my house lHl6
Ther

is an eeho from the ghoei12q.g.r i here as Sophocles'

Orestes, as is true wlth Aeschylus' Orestes, makes a plEta
for the restoration of order in the l.and*-1?

16Jebb, £n• c~~., p. 1?.

l7v1de, p. 45.
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A cr-y· from Eleet:ra, who is in the palace, is heard.
Orestes would. like to stay and hear
Pa~dagogtuf

h~r

lament, but the

urges him to go immediately so that the pl$.n

may begin to work.

The Faedagogus goes out to the left,

and Orestes and P.ylades go out to the right as
enters, chanting.

Elect~a

This opening scene has carried none of

the dark :t'oreboc,U ng that is found in the ChoeRb<tti•

It

must · be remembered that Apollo is tho god of ·light and

truth; perhaps the bright, sunny, almost eheerful quality
of the scene is symbolic of Apo'll ()'s presence and is a
subtle benediction on the whole enterprise .
Electra begins her chant by bem.o aning the fact she
alone still mourn·s for her murde:t·ed father.
compares her grief to the
is the type of
faithful.l8

g~ief

g~ief

Then she

of the nightingale which

that is inconsolable because it is

She ends her lament by calling on all the

gods , spirits of the nether world, and especially the
Furies, who take
help

he~

noti~e

of murder and a bed dishon0red, to

avenge her father and to send Orestes as her

strength is waning.
18Penelope compares herself to tho nightingale
weeping for her lost child,, She cannot :forget hei· child

and sings El!verlastingly in lament for .him .

Samuel Butcher

and Andrew Lang (trans . ), Iiomer: ~ O,dys.s eu (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1946), p. j01.

As Electra finishes her lament the Chorus enters.
They a:re a group made u.p of :f:ree women f':rom outsi.de the

p$la.ee as opposed to the '.l'rojan slaves from thG palace 'ttho
make up the Chorus in the

Cho~rtll2tl •

It 1s important to

remombe:r that t,hG Chorus in Sophooles • plays does not
r-spresent the author • s views but 1s instead. like the oth(;):r
actors.

Its comtD.en.ts and judgments lend to conclusions

that are no rnore val3.d than thoslll of any of tho other
cha:raote:rs . 19 In the Q,oa,lti:I the Chorus represents tho
att1 tiud.es of the general public .

sympethy

fol~

'l'he Chorus expresses their

Electra ' s oause but entroat· her to cease her

&xcesstvo lamentations that b-ring b$r not deliverance from
evils but only ine:veaee her misery .

She

t~lls

th$ Chorus

that :;he know$ they havG ¢ome to soothe ho:r woes , but her
mourning is a task sho eannot loavo undone .
entreats them to

l~av0

hor t for she

h~us

She, in turn,

ehoaen Niobe -who

weeps fo:revet> in har roeley tomb20 as the pattern for her
mourning; "'Fool,.sh is the child who :f$rgt.;ts a pax-ents '

l9cecil Ji . Bowra , +oD!Jres;~in ~~ (Oxford= at
th(l Clarendon P:r'E)ss , 19&-4 , p , •
20raobe , Pelops' sist0r , boasted. p£(rsistently about
the superiority of' her ·b :tl'th, mat•riaga, and offsp.r 1ng . 'J'he
gods for punishment killed her ix :sons and six daughters
and her husband. 'l'hey tu~t>ned lHn~ to stone and , in a whirll -

w;tnd , bore hor to her native mountain .

She remains a

mass of rock from which a tr1.ck11ng l3tl"E>am flows t the symbol
of her everlasting grief . ~,illi~m ·~; ~ Sm:1 th e.m6\ Walter
Miller ( trans. .), The Il.lad of !ionJe:r ('N~w York; Th() Mac-

millan Company , 1945) , P• 532 .
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piteous death. n2l
The Chorus tries to placate !tleotra

\oli th

the thought

that after all she is not the only one who shares the

common sorrow; she should not bear her grief less calmly
than her sisters and her brother.

in

heaven~

Time will eventuallY

Besides Zeus is still

mak~

life smooth.

But

Electra will not be colllforted., and _she tells them of the
misery of her position in the palace:
Nay• the best part of life hath·pass d away from me
in hopelessnass , and I have no strength le!.t; I, who
am pining away without ebj.ld:ren, - -whom no loving champion shields,-- but, like some despise.d alien , I serve
in the halls of my father , o~~d in this mean narb, and
standing, at a meagre, board .

A(i)schyl,s ' Electra speaks of being a virtual slavot what
she actually meant was that she had been .disinherited, but
Sophocles'' Electra has actually S\..1ffered physically as well
as mentally; she is literally a slave,

the murder of Agamemnon where, "guile

The Cho:t'Us reoalls
\<laS

the plotter, lust

the $layer, dread parents of a dreadful shape; whether it
was mortal that wro ght therein, or god , u23

The Oho:rus at

least seems to have some doubt as to the exi sten<H~ of
divine, eosmic justice.

Electra takes up tho cry and

21Jebb, S!Jl• c;t,, p.

_,

22Ibid . · pp.

33, 35.

23ill9,. ' pp. 35', 3'7.

2.7~
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bemoans ttthat bitter dayn an<l "the hands of twain, '\'rho took
my 1 ife capt1 ve by treachery • wbo doomed me to

'\>lOe

l"

cry fades into a plea that those who have done such
receive suffering in requital and
splend()r .

so,..ro~r

Her
d~eds

from t heir sto on

For Electra, as for any Greek '\!rOman, to bo

W'i thout husband and children '\>ra.s a fearful (10privation;

without a husband she cannot ful f il her proper function as
,a

'vi'C'T!lan

e.nd without children there will be no one to tend

her old age or remember her at'tllll' h0r death.
'l'he Chorus advises her to sa.y no more, for it is her
own attitude that causes much of her misery..

She bags them

to stop their efforts to eomfort her, for hor conduct has
been uroreed by dread causes, u she <Ull1n¢>t change her nature.
Right and 'lt1rong are so real to her that the sight of a
s,c andal<rYua maladjustment botw·een ths two cannot be bo:rn.e.

To hal" moral principles a:re realities, and her dee:p

of moral f1 tness and.

pE)I' sonal

f~el:l.ngs

integrity prompt her aotions;

she can make no compromise with evil:
Fer if the hapless dead 1s to lie in dust and nothing...
ness, while the slayers pay not with blood for blood,
all re ~ ard for man, all fear of heaven, will vanish
from the earth.24
·

T.he Chorus; realizing that they cannot dissuade her agree
to follotv her.

Then El.ect:ra sums up the case against
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Clytemnestra and Aegi thus;

Aegisthus sits on Agamemnon's

throne, \-fearing the robes

wore an.d · pouring libations on

h~

the hearth t<Ihere he was slairq each night the murderer
sleeps ttin our fa.the:r• s bed at our wretched mother's side"·;

and Clytemnestra. , uexulting in her deeds," celebrates
monthly the day of' Agamemno.n ' s

death

by dance and

song and

sacrifice of' sheep to the gods; in addition to these
impieties the evil pair upbraid Electra f or having
spirited Orestes away and promise her her 'ttduG reward .. ,...

Electra ends the speech by reaffirming her actions:

In such a ease, then , friends, there is no room for
moderation or for reverence; in sooth, the strQ§S of
ills leaves no choice but to follovJ evil ways . 2'
For the vindication of righteousness then , Electra is
forced into irreligious and immodest behavior; circumstances
have thwarted. her natural instincts of modesty and piety ,
She has established tho validity of

e xcess~~.

The inclusion

of speeches such as this one shows the of'feet that the
general interest in the art of persuasion and the set
debate had even on the plays of the times .

Since the Chorus has accepted Electra ' s position
the Leader

~sks

her how it is that she ca.n speak so freQly.

Electra tells them that Aegisthus is away.

They talk about

?9
the possibility of Orostos• arrival; then the Leader sees
Chrysothemis, Electra's sister, coming o t of the palace
with "sepulchral gifts."
Chrysothemi s, riohly dressed, enters from tho palace
and speaks to Electra asking her to give up those n"ain
indulgEmees in idle -w·rath,.n

Chrysothemis tells .illlGctra

that had she the strength she would support TI:leet:ra·' s

cause, for it is on the side of right; but to live in

freedom ·she must obey,

Electra berates her fo:r her weak

will and for her attempt ttto tt:rn thy s::tster from her deed .- u
For Ele.o tra the price of compromise is too great, :f'o:r it

calls for betrayal.

Chrysothe:mis tells Electra that if

she had not heard that Aegisthus and

Clyt~mnestra pl~

to

send Electra ,f ar away and leave her locked up in a dungeon
because she will not qutt her dreary chant, she would not
have mentioned the matter.

Eleetra tells Ch:ryst>thamis that

even in the face of imprisonment she cannot cease her lamentations .

Ohrysothemis points out to hGr that it is foolish

ttto fall by folly, u but l'Uectra declares that to desist
would be oowardioe.
is futile, and

Chrysothemis sees that the argument

pr~pares

to go on her errand which is to

take funeral libations to the tomb of Agamemnon at the
request of Clytemnestra .

As Electra questions her sister

she learns that Clytemnestra has had a t roubling dream:
Agamemnon appeared beside her , and t aking his sceptre,
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pl anted it at the hearth ; from t he sceptre a fruitful bough
sprang upward , and the whole land was over shadowed .
Sophocles has changed t he imagery ot the dream .ft'om. a snake

to a t ree; both St esichorus and Aeschylus use t he snake
1mage . 26

Sophocles , for his purpose, needs a more subtle

l e ss violent i mag e.27
Electra tel ls Chr ysothemis to let none of t he things
from Clytemnestra. touch thoir fathal"'ts tomb but to t hrow
them to t he t-d nds or bury t hem so tha t when their mothor
dies she may n:rind these treasures l ai d up f or hor below'* ;
fc;,r neither cust om nor piety vould allow t hG! bringing of

such gifts from a 11hateful wife":
Think now if it is likely that t he dead in the tomb
should take these honours kind.ly at her hand \'ThO
:rut hl essly slew l: im~ like a foeman , and mangled him,
and f or abl tion, wlpE!td off the bloo<:i... stains on his
head ?28 Canst t hou bQlieve that t h ese thin· s whicr.~.

- - ----·26The snake i s th0 symbol of treachery and of vio- ·
lenca to a mother , f or young snakQs were belie~ed to gnaw
a passage t hrough t he womb , John Eo ch Powell (tran s .),
~e;rgdo tu,s (Oxford: at the Ola:r.endon Press, 1949), P.P • 249-

o.

27Bot--J ra, ~· ci t . , pp . 223 ... 24 . Bowra feels the use
the snake image makes · Orestas enact ve ,goan ce i n t 1too
odi ous t; spirit . "

or

28The Gr eeks beli eved t hat di smembering t he corpse
prevent ed the spi rit of the victim from takin natural
vengeance on his murder d . Clytemne stra wiped the blood
spot s fr om her axe upon Agamemnon ' s head thereby symbol1·
call r transferrin ., her bUi lt to him. l erbert w. Smyth ,
AemotJ.:flean TJ:a.,gedl, (Berkeley : University of Oalifor n.in
Pr e s s , 192115, p. 181 .
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though bring est will absolve her of the nlUrder?
It is not ~ossibla. N'o cast the se things
aside •. • • • 2

Electra urges Chrysothemis to cut a lock of her own hair
and place it on their father's tomb with onet Electra has
cut from her own head and pray that he will send his spirit
tc aid them and that Qrestes will coma nto set his :t'oot
upon his foes in victorious might.n

Electra concludes her

argument by telling Ohrysothemis that she t hi nks their

rather's spirit had a par t in sending Clytemnestra "these
appalling dreams • u

The Leader of the Chor s joins

Electra ir1 urging Ch:rysothemis to foil Clytemnestra's

plan~

Chrysothamis agrees to carry out Electra ' s suggestions if

they will keep silent as to her purpose; then she departs .
The purpose of this fitst third of the play has been
·t o dofine EleQtra ' s position in relation to the past and

t he present and her :relation to the people that make up
her world .

The play thus far is a

s~ries

of

·':

v~ v i~

contrasts;

even the readGr feels the emotional impact of tb.ese con ...
trasts.

The mu:rder that brings Orestes to the scene is .for

him a matter of hearsay, history; his training has prepared
him to write the last cha.p ter of that history.

His purpose

is the 'Vindication of abstract right; he seems to be
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almost :f'ree of emotional involvement.

Electra by contrast

acts out of intimate knowledge, intensely personal feel•

ings; the murder for her is a real and loathsome memory,
The dawn whieh seems to place a blessing on Orestes' plan
is for Electra just :release ft·om another night of tears.

The scene between Jneotra and the Chorus reveals lm.eetra.
as she seems to herself,

~thile

reveals her as she must look to

the
thf:~

scene with Chrysothemis
world; stubborn,

insanely rebellious, and bent on S$lf dostruotion ,
Electra has a truly noble soul for in adversity she has

chosen that adversity in preference to a eou:.rse less lofty
but r.aol"e comfortable.
:themos~

Her life is an example of tragic

which i.s the vital necessity of the soul to

function even if that functioning cannot be realized in

external actien, tteven it it must funetion only upon
itself and to its own ever-increasing pain,n30

After Chrysothem1s has gone the Chorus s:tngs of its
eon.t'idenoe that Aga.memnen•s murder

~ill

seon be avenged.,

The song ends with a reference to the ancient curse on the
house .

Sophocles uses the version that tells of the

ancient chariot raee Pelops won by

tr$a~hary

eventually to the curse on his house.31

30whitman, S?..U• ci;t., P• 166.
3lyide,

p,

5.

whieh led

As the Chorus finishes its song Clytemnestra enters
from the palace and speaks to

El~otra .

It is a. whining,

complaining speech which reveal$ her as a

me~1,

base

individual who is ready to stoop to anything to maintain
the doubtful security of her position;

She tries to justify

herself to Electra, but her arguments lack force and eonWII
viction,

When she begins to speak she upbraids Electra

.for having passed the palace gates and then admits that

she cannot control Electra 's movements when A.egisthus is
not there to enforce hor decisions.

She refers to Electra •s

attitude to her and then begins a kind of formal argument
to try to justify herself to Electra: firs"t;; she admits
having slain Agamemnon but claims that just1¢e was her

. partner, for of all the Greeks he was the onl y one ttwho
had the heart to sacrifice thy sister to the gods--he , the
fatber.u3 2 Clytemnestra goes on to charge that Agamemnon
had sacrified Iphigenia not to please the warriors, but
to shield his brother Menelaus whose two children might
better have been sacrificed having come from the mother who
caused the conflict.

She condemns Agamemnon as na callous

and perverse parentn and ends up cautioning Eleotra to be
sure that her own judgment is just before placing blame.
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Electra protests that sho has done nothing to
provoke her mothor •s outburst, but asks permission to
declare tha case for her father and her sister .

Clytem-,

nestra gives her permission and Electra's speech that
follows is another example that shows the influence of the
emphasis on the art of persuasion so popular in Sophocles'
day.

Th~

hro speechs viewed together take on tho eharae ...

teristics of a set debate.

Electra rejects Clytemne tra•s

·c laim that the deed was a just one and lays the count$r
charge that Clytemnestra was "dra'Wtl on to it by the wooing
of a. base man. u33

Eleetra denies that Agamemnon sle'W

!phigenia for 1-1enelaus• sake and advances the story that
Artemis angered because Agamemnon had boastfully shot ome
of her stags stayed the winds at Aulis thus making it
impossible for the fle et to sail ei the:r hotne"t-rard or to 1'roy;

it was to release the fleet that she was sacr:i£'1ced,3"'Having justified ha:r rejection of Clytemnestra•s deed as
just, Electra proceeds to turn Clytemnestra's ovm argument
against her:

331h!S.,., p. 83. Electra is, o£ course , referring to
l!er a.ecusation reminds one of a speeeh made by
the Chorus earlier ; Vide, p . 76.

Aegis thus.

34 No attempt has been made ta ev.noble the motives
or Artemis as was done :tn the .9~!Sli§!~!h Vide, p. 25.
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• • ., grant that the motive of his deed \vas to
benefit his brother; --was that a reason for his d.ying
by thy hand? Under what law? • • • if we are to take
blood f or blood, tho\l wouldst be t.he first to die,
didst thou meet with thy desert. 35
Electra moves on notv to her mother's last charge, that of

disloyalty on

Eh~ ctra's

of Clytemnestra's

11

part .

Electra begins with a list

shameless deeds" which she lists as

follo\>¥s:

the fact that she lives with Aegisthus,

helped in

th~

t•lho

slaying of Agamernnon, and that she has borne

oh11dr()n to him, and

pre f er~

them to ., her earlior born.

In the last f'e"Jr linos ll" !lectra .sea her mother's d enounce ...
ment of her a$ a tool to justify her own cour se:

Often hast thou charged me w~~h rearing him
lftresteil to punish thy ·c r1m$; and I would have done
so, if I (}Ould, thou mayst be sur$: --for that ~attar ,
denounce me to all, a.s disloyal, if thou wilt , or

petulant.; or impudent; for if· I am ac·complishe~ in such
ways, :methi.nks I am no unworthy child of thee •"' 6

Children tend to emulate their parents; the base deeds of
C.l ytemnest:N.t cause illleetra to be base and to wish for her

mo t her 's death ,

The fact that some of. Electra•s arguments

could be turned against her is unimportant; for the mot.ent

she is convincing; and Olytal!ID.estra, routed from her
pretended logic , ·resorts to name calling.

to her previous argu.mentt

35Jebbt .sD. • ,£li., P•

36 !_b19.· .; p . 89 .

mlectra returns

"I know th at my behavior is

BS .
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unseGmly, and becomes me ill ••• for base deGds are
taught by base .. ••3?

The wrangling continues until

Clytemne::;tra tells her to uhush thy clamourtt so that she
can make a sac r ifice to Apollo.

Electra acquiesces and

Clytemnestra be.g ins her prayer to Ap0llo •
If the audience had any shred of sympathy for
Clytemnestra, which is doubtful even at this point, she
d~stroys

it completely by the thoroughly unscrupulous and

selfish nature of her prayer.

She asks first for ndeliver ...

anee " from her presont fears then turns to the matter of
her troubled dream:
That vision which I saw last night in doubtful
dreams--if it hath · come for my good , grant, •• that
it be fulfill ~di but . if for harm, t ben l et 1t :recoil
upon my foes . And if any are plotting to hurl me by
treaehe:ry from the high e.state vlhich now is mine ,
permit them not; rather ~ouehsafe that, still living
thus unsca.thGd, I rnay bear sway over the house of th$
Atreidae3ts and this realm, • • • For the rest, though
I be silent, I deem that thou a god, must know it•
all things • surely, are seen by the sons of Zeus

J9

The prl;\yer has completed Sophocles' pietu:r.e ot a fGar ridden,
self.,..indulgent, cowardly murderess vrho has lost all sense
37~b1d.' p , 91 ,.

place

38It is interesting to nota that t his is the only

"tti th

the exception or · the last line of the play where

the house is referred to as the house of Atreus; in other
places the house is referred to as the house of Pelops, who
was the father of Atreus.
39Jebb; !m• cit., PP• 93, 95 .

8?
of decency .

The scene itself is snother contrast , contrast

in character. and contrast i n the concept o:f' f roedom; for
it is the enslaved lllleotra who is really free , and :tt ia
the queen , trap pod in her o¥m bestia.li ty , who is enslaved

by her f$a.r of retribution .

"Human life, even in its ut ....

most splendo:r and struggle , hangs on t he edge of an

abyss.n~·~- 0

Sophocles• Clytemnestra bears no resemblanee

to the vibrant , independent vloman t that dares to think

and reel like a man , vrho s·weeps across tho scenes of
Aeschylus'
neV'el~

meets

Orostej.~ .

Aeschylus • almost gentle Wlectra

her mother in front of the audience; she t<!o'U.ld

have been r educed te dust by the sheer power and strength
of her mother's character.

}erhaps i.Aoschylus' Electra

comes somewhere in between Sophocl es' Electra and his
Chrysothemis.

The Paedagogus enters as Clytemnestra finishes her
:prayer to Apello,

The Paedagogus , after some preliminary

questions that establish this as the palace of Aegisthus
and the woman of queenly aspect

11 as

his wife Clytemnestra,"

tells Clytemnestra that he is "Pha.noteus the Phooia.n , on
a weighty mission,"41 the sum of which is that uorestes is

40Gassner , OR• cit . , p. 4 2, citing Sophocles .

41Jebb, gn. !it•, P• 97.
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dead . u42

The announcement was brief, terse, and came

without preparation; it affects Electra like a physical
bl0\<1, and she ·cries out, "Oh, miserable that I am' I am
lost this dayPa 43 In answer to Clytemnestra's question

he repeats the message with the same abruptness;

~~~ctra

cries out again as if a second blow had been st:ru.c k.
Clytemnestra tel ls Electra to go about her ow concerns and
then presses the Paedagogus tor the details of 0restes '

death,
The speech that f ollows is typical of th$ tradi ...
tional Nessenger' s or Herald 1 s speech that .g races Greek

tragedy.

The oniy thing that keeps it from being t ruly

typical, of course, is that it is all a magnificent lie .
The Paedagogus begin.s by t$ll1n.g of the people's admirat:ton

for Orestes , of h;is many deeds and triumphs, and of the many

prizes he bore away.

Then the Paeda.gogus gives a detailed

dEtse:ription of the chariot race in whieh Orestes was
supposed to have met his death .

He ends the story by

telling Clytemne stra that the people burned the noble body,
unrecognizable as it vias, on a pyre and tbat uehosen men of

42;Ibi~.•
LF3;r;b;Ld.
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Phoeis ar e bringing 1n a small u.rn of bronze the sad dust
or that mighty form, to find due burial in his father•
land . u4lt The speech is beautifully dGne; even knowing
tha.t t he story is not r eally true, one cannot help being
caught up in the drama of the Paedagogus• tale; it has
great emotional impaet.

Even Clytemnestra is a little

stunned as for t he first time she really reacts to t he
s ituation:
· 0 Zeus, what shall I call thes e t1dings 7 --glad
tidings? Or dir e, but g i nful? tT1s a bitt er lot,
when mine Olv.n calamities make the safety of my lira .
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

There is a str ange power in mothar hood; a mother

may be wr onged, but she never
child . 4 5
But

le~rns

Clytemn.est ra ' s feol in .s of maternal

to bate

g ri ~Sf.

he~

ar e short

l:i.ved , for i n h-er next speech she bogins to make the s ame

r ecri minat i ons agains t Ore st es that she has made against
El ectr a, and she expr e sses :rel ief

bat now she can pass

her days in peace .
Ther e follovrs a sl10:rt exchahge bot\ een El ectra and
Clyternnos t ra , but t his t ime Clytemnestra is t he victor ;

i t seems to her al most as t hough .Apoll o has answer ed her
p r ayer ~

Clyt emnost ra t akes the Paedagogus i nto the
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palace and 1 eaves Blec t :ra "t_O_____l'D._ake___l_crwLl_am_ent_:tor-h.e.rilel t- -

and for her friends . u4·6
Ele~tra

pauses briefly to comment sat·castioally an

Clytemnestra. • s grief before she begins the burden of het•
own lament.

She is utterly alone and desolate; her hopes

· are dashed; no longe:r can she wait for an avenger, a
deliverer to save her f:ro tn her uritla.ppy lot.

She resolves

that she \<Till not enter the palace but \t>Jill lie do\m by

the gates ., and if they slay her; she would welcome it; for

life is pain; she desires life no

mo~e

•.

The Chorus and Electra begin to chant responsively.
The Chorus refers to · prince Amphi a ra·t.1S , who met his death
by

the treachery of his wife; with his dying wish he urged

his son , Alcmaeon , to avenge him on his faithless wife .
After some delay

.Al cma~on

did return to Greece end slay his

mother . 47 But Electra points out to the Chorus that she
has no champion for ha;r cause; she has not even the comfort of' a hope that an avenger w:lll come.

The subject of

the chanting changes to the piteous nature of Orestes' deatht

~• •

46

p , 117.

47It is interesting to note that according to trad1tion Alcmaeon 7 suffered the same fat€) Orestes suff.e1·ed in
t he Oro§teita, that is , he vras pursued by his mothErr • s
f:urias. Charles M. Gayley (ed.), Ql;a.ssiq MX"tih~ in Ene;;ti§ll
~4,.;teratur! (Boston;

Ginn and Company, 191l), p . 276 .
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Ch:rysQthemis enters, full of excitement, and joyful ly announces that "Orestes is with us."48 Electr

aoeuses her of madness, and even when Ohrysothemis
declares that

sh~

has seen proof , she gives no credit to

Ch:rysothemis' report.

Ohrysothemis describes the scene at

Agamemnon's tomb; l'streams of milk had lately flowed from

the top of the mound , •• his sepulchre was encircled with
garlands • • • and on

th~

hair, freshly severed."~·9

mound 's edge I saw a lock of
Ch.r ysothemis argues that Orestes

is the only one who could ha'Ve done these things: she had
just arrived; Electra cannot leave the house even to worship the gods without peril; and their mother 's heart is
not inclined to do such deeds.

She urges Electra to join

her in eelebration of the joyous news , but IU&etra tells
her that a messenger who is in th$ palace has brought news

of Orestes• death .
Electra explains the gifts at the sepulchre as
having been brought by

som~one

in memory of Orestes .

Chrysothemis readily accepts the news of Orestes' death and
Electra. • s explanation

or

the gifts; her expt-ession of grief

is more like disappointment W'han compared to Electra's

49 .·

.

~.,

P• 127.
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reeling.

OrErstes• death

m~a.ns

that she cannot . hope to

improve her lot , but it will not affect the physical com-.
fort of her life.

Nevertheless, Chl'ysothem:Ls' spirits have

reached theii.· lowest. ebb; and i t , is at this point that
lnttJotra begins her overtures t$ Chrysothemis by suggo.sting
that there is something that she herself cum do to improve
her lot •

Electra warns her that 1t Will requi:re bx·avery,

that uhothing succeeds without toil ... 5o

ChrysGthemis

eagerly agrees to help with all her power as she catches

some of the excitement from Electra 's intGnsity.

Electra

appeals to .he:r to .aid in the slaying of Aegisthust their
fatb$r's murderer,

It is s1gn1fieant that Eleetra. mentions

only Aegi.sthus to Chryeothemi.s ; 1t does not seem probable
in v.:t.ew of later events that

~l~e t:ra

:really intended to

l e t her mother escape, but in speaking to Chrysothernis it
was avery clever and diplomatic omissir:;m .

Eleetra. :reminds

Chrysothemis or · the bleakness o:f her future, a fUture
without inheritance or marriage; for

A~gisthus

would never

take t _h e chance that children might spring u.p to work !ti>r

his destruction.. Electra rushes on to tell her 'tzhat their
future will bring i:f Aegisthus is slain; not only will they
win

p~aise

for their piety

fro~

the spirits of their
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father and broth0r, but even strangers shall deem them
worthy of love, even of reverence; they shall he honored

at fest1valsJ and shall find worthy bridals, :for noble
natures draw

th~

gaze of all:

Come, dear sister . hea.rkent Wo:rk with thy sire,
shal.'e the burden of thy brother, win rest from woes
fo:r me and for thyself,--mind:f'ul of this,l:'fha.t an
ignoble life brings tha.me upon the noble,""
But Electra does not '\dn Ohrysothemis to her side, for

Chrysothemis cannot forsake her prudent course for one
fraught with danger and probable disaster.

Electra accepts

Cbrysothemis' decision put declares that she cannot leave
the deed undone and, therefore, ust do it herself.

They

exchange a few more words, but neither can se.e the other's

point of view and Chrysothemis goes into the palace ,
This _play by Sophocles has reached its climax as
the tragic

,t,h~m9tame

in Electra reaches its climax in her

resolution to act externally.

Orestes ' death to Electra

means even greater sact>:t!ice, greater adherence to her

cause.

Now there is no further hope of salvation from the

ou ~- ~.•id e world.

]llectra find.s the . means to salvation from.

within her o'Wn noble soul,
Oro~tc.:s'

This is not a play about

vengeance, it is a play about Electra's endu:rance.

51lW·'

p . 137·
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the h\lman spirit as 1 t _finds the strength to bear the
burden of 1 ts

011tn

mot-a.l rill travels t hrough ti.me to. a kind

of universal! ty that can perhaps be ce.llod tha divit1e in

The Chorus sings a mes·sage to be carried to
Agamempon "beneath the
Eleetra , humbled

\llldG.r

ear th.'~
.. :

'.

.

They sing o:t; the

vir~uG

of

a tyr~nt' • s hand yet noble for

observance o!' nature•.s laws , for piety toward Zeus.

Their

song ends with a plea that her cause may prevail .
When the Chorus has finished its song, Orestes enters
'¥11th Py·lades and two attendants; one carries · a

run~ral

urn.

O:restes speaks _to the Leader of the Chorus and in answer to
his questions hears that this is _ind(l)ed the home or
Aegisthus and that Electra can announce them to the palace .•

Orestes asks Electra to announce them*

She asks if they

bring the visible proofs of orestes' death ; he tells her
that tho small urn tthol s his dust •"

to let :her hold the

m~n

Eleetra implores him

if ind$Gd it contains Orestes .

Orestes oonsents and the urn is placed in her hands .
Electra begins a long and poignant l ament.

She .remembers

him as the uradi.ant u child, v1hom she nursed, caring for

him with 1oving caPe, more th n his mother gave; she alone
of a.ll the house was his nurse.

She grieves t hat her

"loving hands" did not p:t>E)pare his body :tor the funeral
rites.

She longs to join him in the grave, for ttthe dead
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have :rest from pain. u52
Orestes, moved by Electra's grief, can no lon or
restrain hhrtself, and in conve:rsation which tends to
heighten the suspense,

h~

reveals his true

id~ntity

to her

after he bas ass red himself that the Chorus is friendly
to l!lectra's cause .

He identifies himself by showing her

a signet that had been their father 's.

She accepts the

signet as ampl e proof and joyously announces his id0nt1ty
to the Chorus .

Elect:ra is exultant in her joy; she is as

one t:ransf'or ed, but Ore stes cauti.ons her that silence

will better serve their pUrpose.

Orestes calls her baclc

to th deeds that must be accomplished before thoy can

sa.fE9ly

11

exult in fre~dom.n53

lament that their mother
face.

ma~

He urges her to rosume her
not read their seoret from her

Eleotra i. s more calm no\r; she ass res him that she

will not in any 'VJay reveal what for the m0ment should be

secret:
••• command me as t hou wilt; for , had I be n alone,
I should have achieved one of t:wo things, ... - a noble
deliverance , Oi' a noble death. 5l4t.

4

'
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52 lb1Q. ••

P•

159.

53Ibig ., p . 175'.
54Ib1g. p . 177.
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Orestes hBrS not been ablG to join Electra in her pain and ·

sufforin&, for it is- cut of

th~

but they can join together in

realm of his experience;

th~i:e

strength and tri'Umph .

It :ts almost as if Orestes is an extension of Electra's
own soul; as the u.rn with its .c ontents symbolizes the
depths of Electra's anguish , Orestes

S"

mbolizes

he!~

triumph.
Orestes warns lUactra that he hears someone prepa.r ..

Eltlictra, addressing Orestes and

ing to leave the palace.

PYlades, directs them to the palaa$ in a roann r suitable
for the roles they have

ass1.~med;

but 1 t is only the

Paedagogus \ltho promptly scolds them for their bQhavior

which surely would have given them away had he not been
within to screen their actions .

lie urges them on to the

a<:com.p lishment of the deed. as everything within is ready
for the successful a chievement of their end ..

El.Eu.Jtra asks

the identity of the Paedagogus , and she and Orestes indulge
in a little guessing game vlhich serves to build suspense
for th1!3 scene that is to :follo-w.

Electra finally discovers

that the Paedagogus is indeed the trusted servant into
whose keeping she had placed Orestes ,
affeotionately as one

\t~ho

She greets him

seems like a father to her .

The

Paedagogus tells them all that there will be time e-nough
for reminiseences; the time :ls ripe for aetion, for
Clytenmestra is alone and their task will be accomplished
more easily no"r than later when the foes may be more numerous.
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Orestes with

a word

gatos,n55 ~nter

to Hhis father• $ gods' \1h0 keep these

the palace with Fylades and f<Pllowed l:>y

tb$ Paedagogus .
Electra

rE~mains

and offers a prayer to Apollo .

She

remembers herself to him as one who ha.s o:f'ten. oOm$ to his
al ta:r with such. g 1,~~ s as it was 'Within .h or power te give;
lAnd now, • ., , with such VO'\-T·S ' as I can . make , I pray
thee, I . supplioat.e, . I . implore., grdn,t us thy benignant
aid 1n these designs r t:'and show m~r1 how impiety is .

rewarded by the gt!>ds . :A>

It is not just Lr.lectra• s sa1vati0n that 1$ involved here;

it is the moral salvation cf &ll mw= · to keep other men
:from thinking that sin prospers, Clytemnestra must be

punished ,
Afte:r- he::r· praye;r, Electra enters the palace and the

Cho:rus sings..
ev~.nts

The song is very sho:rt and

ref'~rs

to the

that a re abou.t to take pla·c·e within the palaee'
Even now the pur·s ue:rs of 4~rk guilt have passed
yon roof , the hounds 57 wh.ioh none may flee •

bon~ath

.... .. . . ....
,

The Qha.mpion. of t;h l!

~····

~pi1• its

·~·

·····

infernral is ushered tvith

stealthy feet ir.tto the house, the ancestral palace of
his sire; and Hermes . . . . l~~ds him forw·a rd , even to
the end, and delays no more.,,
.
5'5Ibi d •, . P• 183 •

56'fbig ,, PP • 183 , 185.
57Th$ Furies are traditionally :referred to ae hounds,

;8Jebb, Bophocless El§!q:tr& t n~

s!1•, PP• 18;, 187~
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To the Chorus at least ED.ectra and Ox·estes have become the

inst:rume11ts of the gods ,

Certainly Electra• s behavior in

relation to Clytemnestra. and Aegisthus has been a kind of
relentless pursuit; never has she let them forget, but
stands as a living :reminder of their crime, there constantlY
to prick the bubble of

present aoeuser.

thai~

rationalizations, the ever

Even her arguments have some of the same

kind of intensity found in the arguments of the Furies in
the

11'utnen~dq s •

.As the Chorus finishes its song, Electra enter$ from
the palace; she tells them that the men are about to do
the deed .. Clytem,ne.s tra is decking the urn for burial ; and

Orestes and Pylades stand close beside her.
come out to watch for Aegisthu..s,.

Electra has

Clytemnestra cries out

from "'ithin as she discovers the intent of the rnert; she

calls again for A()gisthus and then fo:r mercy .

Each time

she oalls El ectra answers in stern , unyielding

ternas~

Clytemnestra aries that she_has been struek 1 and Elcactra
calls for them to strike again if they can.

Clytemnestra

gj.ves one last ery, and Eleotra wisl1es that 1t were

Aegisthus• last cry as well.
The Chorus reiterates the thought that the

avGngers are

th~ instru~ents

of the spirits of revenge;

The curses are at work; the buried live; blood
flows for blood, dra.ined :f'rom the slayers by those
'Who died of yore. ,L'Then Orestes and Pylades enter..&.7
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. Beheld, th~:l comel That red hand r eekg with sacrifice to Ares ; -'9 nor oan I blame the deed . 0
In eertain oases hemic1de was eanside:red a holy obligation.
Proclamation against the murderer was made in the marketplace by his family, whose duty it was to join in the prosecution.

The· t:rialt.t for

murder

held at Athens bGgan with

each sides • taking an oath in the name of the Er1nyes, o:r
Furia$ ·; $ach of the three days was sacred to one of the
Furies, and the person who "ron a.cqui ttal made saorif'j.oes

to them . 6l
Electra asks Orestes if all is vlQll, and he answers,
uAll is "'ell vii thin the house, if Apollo ' s oracle spoke

well~u62

Some critics take this statement by Orestes as an

indication that Sophooles doubted the \vis dom of' Orestes •

59Area means Slayer, Avenger , the CUrse " However ,
Romer .in the a;J,.i §d represents Area as th.a insatiable warrior;
impelled by rage and lust of violence, he exua. ts :rn the
noise of battle, :revels in the horror of carnage . l.tlhere
the fight is the thickest , there he rush0s in without h~s 
itation, without question as to which side is right.. Smith
and Miller, op , cit_ , PP • 113, 456.
60Jebb, 21t.• ~· , p . 189.

61Aeschylus uses Orestes • case to show th:rot'lgh the
acquittal of the gods that murder can be just . Sophocles
is not trying to justify the validity of t.he deed; Aeschylus
had already done that tnost eloquently; consequently,
Sophocles has t aken the justification as a.ceepted fact.
62Jebb, .s;m. cit . , p, 191 .

lOO
deed; however, it must be remem.b ered that tho Apollo 's
oraol~

in this play spoke only about how the deed should be

a.ceomplished, that is, seeretly and without aid o£ armed
force.

It \'tould seem then that Orestes is wondering \tthat

the arrival of Aegisthus will bring; if he arrives with armed
guard and discovers tho body of Clytemnestra, victory Will
be difficult' but if he arrives alone and unguarded, then
truly ''' Apollo's oracle spake well. 11
No sooner has Orestes an.nounced that his mother is
d~ad

than the Chorus sees Aegisthus approaching.

Electra

arid the Chorus urge Orestes and Pylades to withdraw to the
palace,

They exit a.s Orestes assures the

Aegisthus • death shall be aecomplished.

oth~rs

that

Electra stays to

delay him and to put him off guard if neee.ssary .
Aegisthus enters and questions Electra; the exchange
of questions and answers is quite short , but the double
meaning ot Wlectra•s answers is electrifying.

Her parting

sbot is as subtle as it is foreeful, "No loyalty is lacking

on r.ay part; time hath taught me the prudence o:f concord
with the st:ronger,u6.3

throtvn open.

The central doors of the palace al'e

A shrouded

corps~

and Pylades standing near it.

63l'Q!g., P• 195 •

can be seen with Orestes
Aogisthus bids them remove
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the COV'$ring from the .face , but Orestes declines on the

that it would not be fitting for him to do so

ground~

that it is .an act more suitable for Aegisthus .

As he

move.s to remove the cloth he tells Electra to call

Clytemnestra to him.

He removes the cloth, is amazed at

the sight he beholds, and then realizes that it is Orestes

with whom he speaks.

Aegisthus asks to plead his ease but

Electra. u:rgos Orestes to complete the deed, for his 'V-Tords
cannot change his fate: ·

••• slay him forthwith , and cast his corpse to the
creatures from whom such as he should have burial, far
!rom our sightl To me , ng&hing but this can make amends
for the woes of the past .
Critics disagree as to the interpretation of this line;
some seem to think that Eleetra is denying Aegisthus the
right of bu:r1al; it eeems to be more consistent with the
line as well as \dth tbe characte:r o:f Electra, as defined
by Sophocles; to assume that she means simply that hG is to

be buried without respect or PQVerenee, his body untended
by

loving hands, without funGral rites, away from their

slght, and perhaps by slavos or servants of one kind or
another .

At any rate Orestes tells Aegisthus to go into

the palace.

.J \egisthus answers that if th$ deed is a worthy

one he should strike here in the light rather than seek the

64

.

.Ibid., PP • 199, 201.
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darkness .

Orestes tells

h~m

he will die where Agamemncm

di$d • Aegisthus ' retort is anoth$r line on which critics
place undue importance1
Is t his dwelling doomed to see all woes of PelQps '
line, now, and in time to come?65
Soma

c~ities

take this spe$ch to ind1eate, in spite of the

la.ek of any substantiating

:r.emar~s,

that Sophocles'

Orestes is destined to pursuit by the Ji'u:rie-s as Aeschylus'

Or estes is; but under Attic law it was not a:n of:f'enco to
kill a man taken in adultery, 66 ana. the f'a.ot that neither
Clytemnestra no:r Aeg1sthus attempt to call do\-m a curse

upon the avengers would seem to indicate that even the

v:tetims are not convinced of the injustice of their :fate .
When Orestes p:r·ophesies J\egisthus ' death in answer

to his question, Aegisthus comments that Orestes has a
prophetic skill his father did not have .

The referenc$ to

Agamemnon brings Aegisthus' position as an ad lterer and
1

corrupter of the house sharply to the foreground.
tired of the

delay~

Orestes,

drives Aegistbus into the palace as

he says:
••• I must not spare thee any bitterness of death .
And '\vrell. 1t we:r.o if this ju.dgmont came straightway upon

65 J;bid ., P• 201.
66Bo\'rra., im• eit., P • 253 •
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all 'VlhO dealt in l$Wl$SS deeds~ even the ju~gment
the sword; so' shoUld not wickedness
abound . 7
.
.
'

Of

'

H<!lre in Orestes t last speech p·: raise fo:r pul'lishmont as a

deterrent to crime is found.

The Chorus closes the play

as. :t® traditional, but with just .one sentence,
0 house of Atreus, through how .many sufferings has .
though come forth at last 1n freedom, crowned with good
by this day's ente:rp:rise t 66
There is no dissenting voice; the ·play cmds on a note of
unclouded victory with th$ tr·iumph of moral principle over

evil; of nature over eonvention,

Time has proven which

course is the way ef 11r1sd.Omt
Some !9n.clu§igr;,s.

Sophocles is perhaps the most

subtle of the three great Greek tragedians; of the three

.he is the most conscious artist .

ll:ts ma'C' te:r.ful use of the

Greek language has been compared to Rae:tne ' s use of French.

SophoolE!s• passions are veiled in a subtle elega'nce, and
i.t

is perhap$ this very subtlety that is

r~sponsible

fo.r

the variety o;t" interpretations orities have placed on his
work an.d particularly on his

l!l~eetra, .

The pronouncements

take in the full range of contradictions.
expresses th$ classicist's point

or

view in his comments:

67Jebb, 9J2." 91:,j:., PP• 201, 203.

68.xw. •.

John T. Sheppard
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Elegt:e;f

The

is t I thinlt, the da:rke st of all t he Greek

tragedi:es . I~ is also one of the noblest. 1\he art
whieh reek0ns with the ultimate tragic possibilities,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . •· . . . . . '

helps us to l.ivee • • • 69

• •

~ \ Sophocles

.

.. .. . . .

is re1nt,e rprot1ng onoe more the

religion which bids us know ourselves, ahd shun

excess . ·• • ~~70
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

..

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

11

•

•

•• " ·Sophocles knew well, enough that such revenge
Cas that planned by Electr§/ is werse than useless. It
1 s part or Electra ' s t r agedy tl:la t she does n.ot know
it • • • • 71

The renowned German critic Wilamowitz advances the theory
that Sophocles' !11J:§!ctr§ is not intended to be anything but
a conscious work of art and that it carries with i t no
particular moral significance.
personal philosophy Wilamowitz

In regard to
gQC$

Sophoel~s '

on to say that

Sophocles reeognized that the gods might not be exactly
just hut that

th~y l'H)re

powerful which was enough to keep

Sophocles serene and respeotful.72
Kitto expresses the opinion that Sophocles 1

.~tl~.gtr,1

is simply another -vnay ot saying the same thing that

Aeschylus says in the

Qreste*~:

6~sheppard, ~ · S!1• t P- 68~
70I£id q

P• 70.

71Ibid., P• 63.

72Whitman, .2l2.•

.s!:t.·• P• 30, citing W11amowitz .
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There_is on~ gene:ral difference bet\veen the two
pai:rs , L He is referring to the c,~~steii and, }:!r_gnlet!tE!io
of Aeschylys and the Eleot;rQ and the ~:\l;f@tmys of · ·
Sophocles.:/ and 1 t is a. fund.amental one; W$ may
provisionallY put it thus, that Aeschylus is dynamic,
Sophoole·s . static . • • • Aeschylus t .o o, being Gre$k..t
has this same conviction that there are fundamental,
unehanging laws; • · , • he is concerned with the g:ro~rth
of human society within thi·s unal te:rable framevJOrk, ,
... . 73
'

And perhaps it is this temptation to read somo of the
.Q~.~teti .into

confusion,

Sophocles • EJ,ectti that has caused the

The diffi culties in interpretation arise from

th$ fa.1lure to recognize that Soph<l>clos 1 play is not

about the working out of the law of. R1k~ but is about how
human beings shall conduct themselves in tho midst of
great evil and corruption.

There is nothing in tho actual

text of the play to support Bowra•s comment on the conclusion of the f.!U.eqtra.:

Yet an act so bloody, and fearful a.s this L,the
slaying of Clytemnestra and Aeg1sth~7 1 can hardly
l.ead at once to peace and satisfaction. The wound
1nf1ict~d by it will take time to heal; some
adjustment is necessary before Orestes and Eleotri
can taka their place in the company of other m~m . ·14·
Sophocles was not concerned with the possibilities that
Orestes and Electra might feel remorse; the question he
73H. D. F' . Kitto, F£:r~ and .Meoo1ng, 1~ Drmli (Lonch:m:
Methuen and Company, Limited, 19~6), P• 7?•

?4 Bowra, .2.12• cit., P• 256.
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posGd was

~s~~red

when Electra triumphed.

. ?erhaps ltJeinstook comes closer than most \d th the
assertion that Sophocles • messag'e is one of "respons1bil1 ty
for tho pres~nt, 11

The statement j_~ too general and owes
I

I·,

.

its particular character to the. philosophy of F.iXistential ...
ism to whi ch we:r.nstoek e.dheres.75'

Although the statement

cannot be accepted as en adequate summary of the play's
intent, Klectra' s character cer.t ainly supports such a

claim.

Perhaps the key to an adeq .ate interpretation of

Sophocles • Electr§ lies · in an Ul'lde:rstanding of the Greek

term sonh:t:~§:yp,e,
DE"~lphio

The word was originallY the m<:>tto .of the

Oracle and meant · simply HKnow Thyself'," tt:Rer.nember

that you are mortal, not a. god."

As the Greeks applied

this motto to their lives it came to mean modesty,
~estrained

and moderate

h~havior,

er the fulfillment of all

human hopes and thoughts within the rigid framework of one •·s
birth and conventional morality.

Electra freely admits

on more ·than one oecatd.on t hat her bElhavio:r is excessive
and lacks the· proper modesty; she rejects iiP!?J~o§me as a
cour~l e

sui table only for those who desire safety more than

moral action.

Chrysothemis moves within the code of

sophrO§!Y:n!, but Electra proudly breaks the code and

q5Whitman, op. cit~, p. 27, citing Weinstock~

adhere~
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to the moral principle with whieh it conflicts.

It is

Electra's course that is vindicated by the outcome of the
play.
Whitman in his thoughtful discussion of the

l&J.i~tti

sugg$sts that perhaps Sophocles is inferring that the world

should be tull of Eleetras, who adhere strictly to moral
principle; but he :rejects the idea. as one that is too
dreary,

If all the '\lrorid had the same ltin.d of moral

integrity that Electra.
crime in the 'IIJorld .

il.lustl'ates~

lf

El~etra.

there would be no

hadl died in the process of

vindicating the moral prineiple then truly one could say
the prt!>speot of sueh a world is depressing to say the
least, but she does not die; nothing in the lines of the
play indicates that the

but joyously triumphant.

aveng~rs

are or will be anything

Oonside:r.:tng Sophocles• age, an

age in which religion and morality were called inte

ques~

tion, it is not ineeneeivable that Sophecles could be
cal ling for a tno:ra.l awakening.
There is one point on whi.ch all authorities agree,
and that is that Soph(.H:;les had a great

d~al

o:t' traditional

support for his stand on the murders or Clytemnestra and

Aegisthus:
Sophool~s seems to say to his audience, ui give
you, modified for drama, the story that Homer tells;
:put yourselves at the Homeric stand ... po:lnt; regard the
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act of Orest es under the light in which the OdiSS!X
presents 1, t . u • • • 76

• • • lf we may judge by the few remains of
Stesiehorus • Ox;es t$il t be dealt with the story in a
spirit \1hich ·c elebrated the triumph of the oppressed
over their cppressors • • • • 7?
• • • ThQ nearest parallel to Sophocles' treatment
is Pindar 1 s. , p ~78
• .• " Sophoele·s , though h$ differed from Aeschylus,
stood in the main stream of tradition when he omitted
the Furies and treated the murders as simple
justice • • • • 79
It would seem that Sophocles deliberately chose to use the
epic viewpoint, first beea:use matricide 'Vtas not to be the
issue in his play and second because he wished to avoi d
too close an identification \d th
piece the

O~. mstei§. •

A~schylus •

great master-

· Sophocl$s even chose to refer to

Pelops rather· than to Atreus, his son, as the one whe was
responsible for the curse on the house .•
Aeschylus and Sophocles come together as artists
and philosophers , philosophers who give to their audiences
the results of their thinking :rather than the process by
which they arriv$d a.t their

decisions ~

Both play\YI'ights

use the gods as an integral part of their plays, Aesohylus
76Jebb , 2ll• .9.11. , P• xli.
77Bowra, 21!•

oi

t.,

P • 214 .

78~aia., p . ·2f-o .

79w.ni tman,

sm. .s.!..:t.· '

p. 161.
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by the actual physical presence of the gods as characters

in the action, and Sophocles by· a kind of subtle presence

within the human c-haracte-rs and in the very atmosphere.
The playwrights differ in purpose:

Aeschylus depicts

growth that leads to unity and wisdom; Sophocles depicts
endurance that transcends time and circumstance to triumph.
They differ in tecl'l.nique:

Aeschylus uses the trilogy to

provide a grand sweep•

spectacular grandeur; Sophocles

~1d

uses. a single play to provide a subtle portrayal of codes
of behavior in contrast, clothed in an elegance of

. expression.

Regardless of the points of difference noted

both playwrights provided f'or their separate audienoes a
religiC)us uperienc$.80 especially suited to the specific

moment i n history.

Aeschylus' .QE.uteia emphasizes unity,

world order, social growth;

Sopho~les'

Electrt emphasizes

the validity of a firm standard of moral integrity.
80wila.mowitz• s view tb.a t Sophocles' ~~egtu is simply
a beautifully executed work of art without religious significance cannot be accepted if for no 0ther reason than if
the play had not had religious significance for the Greeks,
1 t would not have been appropriate to the occasion for '\lthich
it was produced .

CHAPTER lV
EURI PIDES AND THE HOUSE OF

I.

AT~EUS

THE TIMES

Euripides was born just fifteen years after
Sophocles,

Mos t authorities place his birth on the day

of the battle of Salamis .
earlier date, 484

B,c.,

Gilbert MUrray prefers an

partly on the grounds that custom

made the birth dates of men who became great coincide with
the closest event of national or social importanoe~l

At

any :rate, Euripides lived at the same time, essentially,
that Sophocles lived.
As has been pointed out earlier, the age of

Sophocles and
activity"

E~r1pides

was a time of great j_ntellectual

All the thinkers of Groece or the time ¥Jere

examining the laws and customs of their day to find out
what really depended on nature and what was t he mere
artifice of man.

was

t~ans formed

\'Jithin fifty years t he populace or Attica

from illiterate peasants ruled by super-

stition to men who , almost without exception, could read
and write and who were awakening to the idea that there
l Qilbert Murray, b~ri~ide§ ~ His J&! (New York :
Henry Holt and Company, 1913 , ' p. 36.

lll

were greater things about men than t hey had known.

The

victory over Persia suggested to the peasant fo r the first

time; that perhaps it really \Yas better to die than to be
a slave, that perhaps it was batter to face d ath not
only tor his own home but for the home ef the people in
t he . next village, as different

as

their customs mi ght be,

when the cause is for a c0mmon humanity -

And as they

looked around and saw that some eauses were greater they
noticed that some men w•re g::reater, greater not because
or 1trealth, physical s t rength, o:r n@ble birth, but becaus.o
of §Ophi,a which was a combination of wisdom and virtue t
A

areta .

With the recognition of this di f ference in men,

all men then sought to learn , to make themselves \<Tise .
This was the time when Athens was looked on as "the Saviour
of' the Hellenic world. ~,2

The Peloponnesi§n

~~ ·

Aft$r the Persian war

the Peloponnesian League was formed with :Athens a.t the head.
As time went on Athens' "allies" refused to serve o:r tried
t o withdraw f r om t.he alliance, but one by one they were
forced into compulsory subjection, and the

4

~ Lea.guen

2John F..noch Powell (trans.), {itatodotus (Oxford; ~t
the Clarendon Press, 19t~9), p. 523.
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. became an empir •

Athens could no.t maintain her rule by

force, and by 445 B.c. she had to resign hersel .f to the

or

loss of suprema.ey over tho cities

central Greece.

Pericles, a great and noble minded statesman, who
achieved many fine ends for the people of Athens. failed

to build a free League based on representation of all the
'

members.

I

Although in some plac·e s ' neighbol,ing villages

had worked out a system of international councils, the
idea was a new one, . It is probable that Pericles did not
fully :t·ealize vrhat Athens had come to until 431 B,C, when

the \lrar with the Peloponnesian League led by Sparta b:roke

out.

He-used these words before the assembly in defense

of his rejection .of the Leagme's ultimatum;

• • .. Nor should you euppo.se that you are struggling
to escape one evil only, slavery instead of freedom;
but to avoid loss of do.m inion also, and danger !rom
the an1:rnos1 ties vlhich you have incurred in your exercise of that dominion, And from thi~ it is no longer
possible for you to retire; if through fear at the
pr : sQnt time anyone is for so playing t he honest man
in quiet. I•'or you now hold it as tyranny • which it
seems wrong to have assumed, but dangerous to give up.
~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • •3

Xbi. $1eath .2! Peri,gl,§s-.

In 429 B,c., a victim of

the plague that ravished Athens, Pericles diad.
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Thucydides described him as a man of great talents,
incorruptible morals,

indape:r1de~t

strength of character.

spirit, and great

Going on ,to speak of his

rela~i~n

to .At hens lhucydides saidc
• • • And so, though in name it was a democracy, in
fact it was a government administered by the first man.
WherE~ as those vrho came after being more on a level
with $aoh othe!>; and ea.eh ,grasping to become first,
h&d reoo'l)rse to devoting Lnot only their speeches,
bu£.7 ev~n1 the4r m,§la§u,te.s, to th,e humors of the
~eop l e • • • •

Pericles had told the Athenians befere his death that if
they ltept up their navy, refrained from further cor,tquest,

and protected the city they could have the advantage in
the war.
Athens

at~ei

Periclom .

The demagogues t hat followed

Pericles went contrary to his advice as they struggled for
power and private gain.

All Greece was gradually

and embi tter~d by the long

'\>Ta.!',.

cor:r~pted

This was was particularly

harmful, for it was more than tho struggle between two
foreign powers; it was a struggle between two principles of
government:

oligarchy and demecraey..

In 41.lmost all the

. cities in the Athenian alliance there were those diseon.
tented · rich citizens who W$re anxious to overthrow the
eon.stitution, slau ghter the mob and ally themselves \tlith

4-·Ibid,, PP • 130···Jl .•

Brackets anditalies are Dale's.

Spar a.

In many other cities there were masses of poor

citizens vJho, having experienced some of the freedoms
provided by democratiq

were equally anxious for

doctrin~,

a ,cpance to sla ghter the ruling group,

It was the se.c ret

civil strife that lay behind the open war that led to ·he
e:xtremo desgradation of 'character as more and more people
turned to desperate exp0dients to satisfy desperate needs.
It

"H!lS ~

time of mighty and terrible vengeances, a

time v1hen sane, reasonable arg ments w.ere turned to defend
and solicit actions of

errible brutality·,

It was a time

that produced men like Cleon who in defence of the punish•
n!ent of

could use the same· arg •monts advanced by

Mytilen~

Pericles when the war began:
On many occasions before this have I been convinced
that a democracy is 1ncapabl0 of maintaining dominion

over others , and I am ·so more than ever from you:r
present chango of purpose :respecting the Mytilenaens.

For owing to your daily freedom from fear, and plotting
agalnst each other, you entertain the same views
toward your allies also. And you do not reflect , in
whatever case you may either have made a mistake through
being pe!'suaded by their wer.:ist or may have given way
to pity, that you sho'\>1 such weakness to yemr o\'m peril,
and at the same time to gain no gratitude f!'om your
allies! not consi~ering that it is a tyrannical dominion wh oh you hold , and over men who are plotting
a a:tnst you, • - • •
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

-·

•

•

•

•

•

•

you should not rescind your former resolutions , nor

•

0
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e:rr th ot1gh tl':ree th1.ngs, the most inexpedient for
empire,, na.me15, pity; deli.ght in oratory, and
lenity. • • •

And it

'\va~:~

a. time of arch traitors.

Alcibiades tvas

·probably the. master of the art of treachery; to h.1.s con•
t~mporari.es

le was like a chameleon, and by the end of his

ca:reer he had g:rown to bo the very type to symbolize the

ev:1.1 of the times.
A.J.c:tbiades as a young man was hailed by many as the
man destined to save Athens, and irtdeed for a time tt

must have seamed so .

He was of notle birt ., a nephow of

Pericles, :t'amous for his charmingly insolent roanne:r, a

brilliant soldior, and. an astute politieian.
pupil of t

1e phi. lose"~phe.rs

friend of Socrates . 6

He was a

a.nd an (:'l)Specially intimate

Alcibiades was elected tQ be a

general at a vory early age, and in 420 B.C. be succeeded
· in organizing a Ph:tlo ...Athenian League within the

5~ ., pp .• 178-79, 1'.. 2• The decree had called for
the slaying of the entire male population of military age
and the selling of the women and children into slavery.
Fortunately when the matter was reconsidered by the assembly, Cleon•s arguments did ·not prevail and the massacre

was prevented.

6soorates recognized in Alcibiades a man of rare
intellectual talents. Soorates frequently urged the
younger man to abandon his fr:t volous pursuits ill favor of
more serlous study. No doubt the faot that Aleibia.des
beeQilla such a thorough traitor to Athens played its part
in the final condemnation of Pocrates by Athens.
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Peloponnese. 7

In celebration of the completion of the

alliance, Et ri;pides sent his Jt1dr<>mach2 to Argos for

production in the same spirit in which Pindar used to send
a ne'\>1 song to eompliment a foreign · king·. 8

Also in t·20

B~ C.

th~re

was an observance of the

Olympian Festtval, t e great e.s t of all th0 Pan-, ollonic
Games.

The Festival carried 'With i.t a r eligious truce.

Alcibiades managed to get Sparta barred from the Festival ,
about her con ...

a great blo'I.-,T to her prestige, by

b:ring:tn~

viction of violating the truce.

Alcibiades subsequently

ente:red himself as a competitor and ·1,1on a whole series of

prizes .

Plutarch, in his Life .Qf Alcibigde§ , mentions

that A"uripides was believed to have written a victory ode
for Alcibiades on that occasion.9

Such grandiose treat-

ment of a personal victory would have fit in with the

kno\m cLaraoter of Aloibiades , and if Euripid&s did consent

7Tna formation of tnis League was an old Athenian
policy used to check Sparta . The nucleus of the new
league was Argos , Elis, and Mantinea; they were city
states that had been Vl.sited by Themistooles right after
th0 Persian wars, and they had sat up democracies after the
Athenian plan.
8G1lbert Murray, ~· c1t . , p, 110 .
9Raymond T. Bond (trans.), Everi'bod_x ' s Plyt§Ieb
5, P• 227.

(NGw York: Dodd, Mead and Company, i93
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to write the ode for a personal victory , it must have been

because he felt that here at last

Wa$

to accomplish the longed for peace.

a man great
But

pea~e

eno~gh

was not the

true policy of Alcibiades , for it was he who incited the
Athenians to make the attack on Sicily,

By the winter of 416 B. C. Athens had begun to fear
and hate Alcibiades ,

He was accused ot defacing and

mutilating some sacred images and w.a s brought back from
the campaign against Sicily to face charges .

He escaped

and fled to Sparta where he counsel$d them in the war
agaj_nst Athens . lO

By 4·05 B. C.

the only question left to

be asked about Alcibiades was whether he was more dangerous

to the city as one of their loaders or as an enemy exile .
Just as Alcibiades was tho symbol of the evil

chicanery that characterized t he times , the Athenian
subjection of the island of Melos symboli2ed for two pGople

10There were many in. Sparta who hated Aleibiades for
his acts against. Sparta, but he socm won most .o f th~
populace to his side by his ready adapt ation to the
Spartan l i fe and by his well planned persuasi ons; He was
known to conclude his de!anse at Sparta by saying, "Of
course all sensible men know what democracy is . and I
better than most, f:rorn personal experience ; but there is
nothing net~r to be said about acknOvlledged insanity • u

Dale, gn,

Oft . , PP •

~36·37 .

llS
at least, Euripides and Thucydides,ll the moral depths to
which the Athenian 'IJTar party had sunk.
heavily armed, went to Melos .

The Athenians,

There the Athenian

ambassadors demanded that the Malians abandon their neutral
position and join tha

Ath~rmian

alliance, not because they

had wealth, power, or advantageous military position, but
becausG their neutrality constituted a bad example to the
other tt·allies.nl2 The Malians retus<ad an Athenian
alliance and the AthEmians attack.

Thucydides ended the

account rather cryptically;
, • • they surr<~:~ndered a.t disc:retion to the
Athenians; who put to d~ath all the Melia.n adults they
took and made slaves of the children and. women. As
for the country; they af'ter11rard sont out five hund:t"ed
colonists, and inhabited it themselves.l3

The Athenians then had ruthlessly subdued a little island
of no eeonomic, political, or military importanoe.

And

the same winter they made preparations to sail against
Sicily; 1t was this $Xpedition that eventually spelled
the doom of Athens,

llEuripides produced llli, Tl:Ojin lt2m!tn just after the.
events on Melos. Tho play paints the Greeks in a very
unfavorable light and even repres~mts Atllena as having
turned against thenh Thueyd:tdes to0k twenty ... six c~msecu...
ti ve chapters to describe the conquest of lotlelos which was
an event or small military impc:rrtanoe a:nd no political
consequence .
12Dale, ml• Qit., pp. 3~7-75 .•

l3Ibid., P• 3?6.
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The ideal had failed; the Athenian democracy which
in its conception

~as

to represent a free , highly

ci'\Tilized people seeking u,visdoJri1i in ari. atmosphere free
from superstition and oppression, a people who in turn
would work for the freedom of others had itself become an
oppressive tyranny.
bec:tause

'

What seemed 'to have happened was that

of the democratic enthusiasm of tbe sophistic

movement in Athens, the common people were strongly in
power, but the moral lessons of the Enlightenment had
not had . time to really penetrate;

<eonsequently~

pressure of war, and with the old

l~ites

under the

and taboos some-

what shaken by the same sophistic movenwnt that had put

the common man so fi!'mly in
rightaned.

po~er,

the people were

In their fear they turned back to the old ways

of superstition, and it was the same fear that made them
cruel.

All that they reallY retained from the period of

enlightenment was a kind of

b~ldness ,

They had veted for

Pericles because he made them fe.el proud of being an
Athenian, but

vJhen

they went

bac.k

to their farms they

probably t-.rent right back to practicing the old cruel

agricultural magic,l~ beating their slaves and their ·wives,
l 1+on certain holy days farmers would per:f'ornt ce:rta:tn
traditional sacrifices to ensure the welfare of thet fields .
These sacrifices mi ght entail tearing a small beas#:: to
pie cos or d:d.ving 1 t into a fire.
·

.,

''
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and hating the strangers a few miles off because their
customs were a l ittle different.
Under the leadership of such men as Cleon the people
of Athens forgot the teachings of Anaxagoras; a whole army
l">er1shed because it refUsed
to move dur lng the eclipse of
:.- ·.../·~
.
.(-

the ·di vine •• moon.
11

Books were burned: Prot agoras was

exiled and his treatise on the gods burned.

The people

cared not to listen to philosophers, deeent, theughtful
people, but turned instead to those wno reflected their
own fierce b:'i. tterness ar1d fear.
II.

EURI PIDES

(lt-

0 B. C, - ...406 B. c.)

THE MAN AND HI S IDEAS

lt·t.

I!!!.

'1.

'.'.

~~rJ,~

;yea;:s.

six m:f.les from Athens.
its temples.

Euripides was born in :Phlya about
In his time it was celebrated for

There ";ere three temples, Demeter Anesidora

or Earth, Upsender of Gifts, Dionysus of the Bloesom and

the Draad Virgins, tmd most important the temple of
or love.

E:r8s

The temple of ErSs was a aurvival of th~ old

tribal society when fertili t y of the fields was not

differentiated from human fertility; all boys as they
reached :maturity were made to go through certain ordeals
anei initiations; by Truripides ' day they had become

mystical doctrines ,
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Ii!uripides was tho son of Mnesa:rohus and Clei to.
Mnesa.rebus was a merchant. · Eurip i des • mother t Clei to, vras

r·eportadly of very high b1.rth; :f·o r some :reason ne one

seems

to be able to explain she was often derisively called a
green grocer by Euripides'

oont.~·mporaries .

from one of tho first families

ne

As a. youth

was a eup ... bearer to a

guild of dancers \-tho danced at thl)) a.l tar of the Delian

Apollo .

lie was also a F'irebearer to the ApQllo o:f Cape

Zoster, and in that capacity he

ca~r1ed

a torch in the

procession eaeh year that met the Delian Spollo at Cape
Costar and escorted hi:m from Delos to Athens .l5

I t was

dt~ring

the childhood of Euripides that the

temple to Athena was rebuilt on the Acropolis and the

festivals well."e :restor$d th:roughout Attica ,

He may have

watched the paintings .or Themistocles, scenes from the
Persian War, being put in the temples at .Phlya.; he may
even have watched Polygn~tios whose pictures of scenes
ft'om the siege of Troy and other legendary history decorated
the walls of the Acropolis .

By the time Euripides had

reached his teens Pericles had acme to power .

'l'hemistocles had been banished, a.nd Aristide and Miltiades,
the other great heroes of the Persian War , were dead .

As was the custom, at eighteen he officially became an
Eph§hus ·or youth, and he was given a spear and shield and
sent on police duty in the frontiers of Attica.

ha went into full military

At

t~enty

service~

Euripi des had not found his life work.

In response

to an oracle's prediction that Euripides would win prizes
his father had him trained as an athlete; and although he
did win prizes in runni ng
his training.

~1d

boxing, he did not continue

He also tried painting; some paintings

found in the to\<JI'l. of Megara are believed to be his.l6

Some authorities feel that this training may account for
the pictorial beauty found in his plays.
Intel~ectual inf~ue~oes.

The youth of Euripides came

at the peak of the intellectual awakening.

The revolt of

the Ionian cities against Persia had sent countless Ionian
philosophers, poets, artists, and his torians into Greece
for refuge and particularly to Athens since the city had
been their only ally in their revolt.

Certainly Euripides

was aware of all the leading ideas of the time.

The naJnes

most fre·quehtly mentioned in connection with E ripides are

Anaxagoras, Protagoras, Diogenes of Apollonia, and Socrates.
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'.I'he philosophy of Anaxago:ras had a profound etfeot.
on ~imost all the thinking men of Athens.

It is b$11eved

that J'mr.ipides vJTote a play whic,h is not now extant that
described the philosophy of Anaxagoras.
philosophy

It was this

that led to the eoneept of man as '*the

creature for whom the universe exists • , • the universe
is on a large sceJ.e what man is o.n a small scale. • • •

The macrocosm cannot be less than the microcosm, or lack
anything that the microcosm has.ul?

It was Anaxagoras•

concept of Air and Aethe:r18 that p:rompted Diogenes of
Apollonia to develop his ideas of s'ou1 and immortality:

, • , men and all other animals 11 ve by means of
air, which they b~eath in, and this for them is both
Soul (f<~.ife) and Intelligence , as had been clearly
demonstrated in this tr·eatise; and if this is taken
from (them), . Intelligence also leaves th$l'l1.,19
l7Kathleen l"reE9man, G2d, l~an !W£ ~.t~gE: 9reek .Q2n•
sept_s .(Boston: Beacon Press, 1952')'; pp , '87- · •
'
l8u" , .. tor Air and Aether dominated. all things,
both bein' infinite, For these are the l1Jost important
(elements) in the total mixture , both in number a.nd .in size.u
Kathle0n I'' reeman (trans.), "Anaxagoras: .Qa !!tura.t ~e:t~nge, u
Frag . 1 '. hfo~J,l~ o ~h~ .f.t!-§oer~~tf~ Ph loso . ers: A.gomEle1¢e
Xr§!nS.l§!~~Ql! £!. tne E't~asment§ in 1e
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1952), P• 82.
.. L .

19Ka.thle. en Freeman (trans.), 'Dioge.n e.s. o. f Apollonia,"
Frag . 4 , JmciJnlm 1Q ~h~ ~r.!1-socritls Fhi~~s.9zheEs: A ~om,
J2J.ete l:ransl§!!1on Qt. the Fragments iJ! b~iii ~Cambr:l,dge,
Massachusetts: Ha:rval'·d University Press, 195'2), p. 88.

And it seems to me that that which. has Intelligence
is that which 1 s called .A ir b? mankind; and further,
that by ·this, all creatures are guided, and that it
rules everything; for this in itself seems to me to be
G0d and to reach everywhere and to arrange everything
and to be in everything • • • . , 20
And t his (Element ) itself is a body both everlasting
and immortal; whereas of other things, some come into
being and others pass away,21
Perhaps

th~se

thoughts '"ere the thoughts that p:rompted

Euripides to write such lines as,

is a God, 11

11

'The mind in each of us

BUt if Euripides was a disciple of either of

these men he was an independent disciple.

Certainly his

ideas greVJ out of these philosophieal speculations; his

literal debt to Anaxagora.sa.nd Dio

~n.es

was perhaps small,

but spiritually he owed them m ch for their example of a
viewing nature and mankind with a liberal and discriminating
attitude.

It 1.s a generally accepted fact that }1 rotagoras first

read his treatise on the gods i n the home of Euripides.

This association plus the abundant evidence of an unorthodox
view of the gods in 1Th:rripides' plays has fostered the

impresston +hat F'rotagoras had great influence on !il'uripides'
thinking .

Protagoras questioned the existence of the gods;

Euripides questioned their validity.

20J;b;td., li'rag.

5,

2llbig~, Frag .

7, p. 90,

p. 88 .

Euripides' insistence

on tho eternal nature of' moral values and distinctions
would not have been compatible with the

Pl~otagorean

ma:xim

of "Man is the measure of all things" which emphasized the
shifting nature of individual qualities .
As for 5ocrates , Aristophanes more than once linked

Euripides with Socrates and even said that Socrates helped
Euripides 't-Ti th his plays"

Other reports say that Socrates

attended the theatre only vrhen Jruripides ' plays were

produced,

But the authority for such anecdotes is doubtful

and such authol'ities as Decnarme,22: Raigh ,23 and D..

w.

tucas24 feel that many ideas expressed by the characters
in Euripides • plays would be incompa.ti ble

doctrine,

¥Ji th

Socratio

However, it is dangerous to assume that the

characters of a play represent the playwright's views .

The discussion o:f the . Electia will show traces of

~ocratic

teaching.
It cannot be safely $aid that Euripides was anyone's
disciple.

He was an original thinker; consequently his

22 Paul Dacharme, !hli.i..n!de.s in! !hi S;e;tr1 t 2f £11.!
Dramas, J·ames: Lo¢b (trans.)
( New York: The Macmillian
Company , 19ci6 ) , pp. jJ. ...31.~.

2~Arthur E. fiaigh, The Tt§l.gic ~ .2f t~ .Q·reek§
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996); p. 278.
24:oonaJ.d w. Lucas, :fll.S Greek II:agic Poet§ (Boston&
Beacon Pre ss, 1952), p. 219.
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thoughts are not an exact reflection of any one individual's
views but rather · the reflectj.on of many vievts modified
thl'ough the medium of his own ex:perionce,

His personal

philosophy was hammered out of the intense mental stimulation of the time and tho· harsh reality of first hand
l i ving.

I.lle.

J:At.tt

,lG£!~.§-.

Although there is no official

record of Euripides' having held office in the government•
his plays are full of direct reference to political events,
a situation not usually found in Greek tragedy.

When

Euripides 'I.>Jrote about war, he vTrote :f':rom very real personal

experience; when Euripides was about f'o:r ty...nina years old
the Peloponnesian War b':roke out; he certainly must have
seen much violent action in the eleven years of active
military service that remained
tion. had been fulfilled.

bafo ~ e

his military obliga.

At sixty when. he rettred, he was

not impressed with military glory , for he knew from first ...
hand experience that many humble lives had to be sacrificed
to make one great warrior.
Little is known about Euripides' personal life
although many rumors which cannot be authoritatively

proved were circulated about him during h:I.s lifetime, and
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they have follov;ed him down through historical crit1e1sm.2.5

It is kno\v.n that he lived on the ·island of Salamis in a
cave

~thich

had two

op~nin gs

and a. beautiful view.

Gilbert Murray points out tbis ·was

probab~y

As

not as

eccentric a s 1 t seems in the modern vro:rld , for a good cave
vary probably could havo been more comfortable tllan many
Greek homes . 26
of the few

He was a lover of' books and possessed one

l~braries

of his day .

The last

yea~s

of his

life he lived with his books and a small group of friends .
Authorities mention Mnesilochus , his wife• s f'ather, and
Cephisophon, his servant or secretary, as members of his
household .

There is no authoritative evidence that

Eurip1des had any difficulty with his wife; but his
reputation as a woman- hater may have started from a rumor

of some such trouble , and the realistic manner in whioh h.e ,
treated the female characters in his plays only seemed to
confirm the :rwnor .

1\ctually al.l the

female characters

or

his plays are treated with sympathy and understanding, and
perhaps this is tne very thing that created the piotu:r
Euripides as a woman...hater.

of

To .the average Athenian,

women who deviated from a symbolic ttseen and not hea.rdu

25o:r the eleven comedies of Ar:i.stophanes no'W extant
all menti on Euri pides, and three are largely devoted to
him .
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position or who doubt ed any part of the conventional
religion we:re rather wicked.

It is small wondex· that the

woman. i"n Euripides ' plats shocked the audienoe and that
th~ pla~ight

In tt-12

was considered an enemy of the sex,

B,c., ,

just a year after Euripides• .}lllectr&

vias produced, the Peace Party came to powel' briefly..

The

expedition to Sieily had suffered a crushing defeat.

It

was singularly appropriate that Euripides was asked t0
write the epitaph for the Athenians that died in that
confl1ct,27 :for the story goes that some of the Athenians
that had been captured and enslaved won their
reciting parts

or

f~eedom

by

Euripides * works to their captors.

But the peace was shortli ved; by the i'ollowing year

hostilities had resumed.

Euripide$ 1 ideal of Athens as a

place symbolizing law, jn$tioe, mercy, and the triumph of'
right over force had been shattered completely.

4'08

B.c.,

So in

tired of the constant enmity of tha oomie poets,

disillusioned by an Athens that had been false to her
ideals, and disappointed by the increasing awareness that

27G1lbert MUrray complains that the beauty is lost
in translation but the epitaph li ter.ally translated reads,
"These men won eight victories over tho Syraoreans, while
the gods were still impartia.l.u Epitaph quoted in Donald
w. Lueas1 ~ G:r~gk, ll:u.!s. Poets (Boston: The Be~ ·con
. Press, 19~)~
P• 155•
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all Athens bore a grudge against him,28 Euripides went into

voluntary exile.

Euripides accfilpted an invitation of' the

King of Macedonia. to eome :to his ·oourt.

The court in

Macedonia became a kind of uni versity in exileJ

T1motheus,

the musician, Zeuris, the painter, and the h1storian,Thucyd1des had all taken refuge· there before Euripides,

Euripides wrote a number of plays during his exile

ev(!)n though he lived only eighteen ll!onths after he left
At hens.
woods.

The story is that he was sitting alone· in the

The king, unaware of Euripides•

his hunting dogs loose.

pr~sence,

tu~ned

The dogs came u.pon Euripides,

attacked him vi.ciously, and killed him.

lie

~ras

buried in

Macedonia even th011gh the Athenians, realizing too late
their great loss, asked for the body of their poet.

The

Athenians did e r ect a cenotaph in his memory in Athens.
Despised by his age except for the small group of
friends, Euripides came to be recognized in the fourth
century as.the true sp1:rit of .Hellas, and his friends wrote
.,

as his epitaph,

H

Eurit'lides all Hellas for his monument hath

. ~ron. 11 29
28Anoient authorities say that he left Athens "in
grief , because almost all in Athens were rejoicing over
hiru,u but they do not mention the injury that prompted the
reaction.

29John Gassner, M§A§te.r.§. of the Dr~ma (thil"d revised
and enlarged edition; United States of America: Dover
Publications, Inc., 19~~ ), p., ?4.
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ThGy had spoken the truth, for in the fourth
oentu:r•y; his plays were read and acted more than all the
other tragic post~h30 · Even. the Delphic Oracle, of which
he was sharply critical in ma.ny of his plays, ranked him
ttnext to Socrates as the wisest · of the Greeks.'"3l

III.

EURIPIDES '

frlhiCTHA

Because the date of Sophocles'
ther~

~lect~i

is unknown

is some question as to "rheth0r Euripides' Electr1

was produced earlier or later than Sd)phoeles• play; however, the genEu•al consensus of o·pini{:)n is that Sophool!Sls t

n:;t,ctrra was produc$d before ths Eu:ripil.dean version.

The

t'aet is tha.t the th;ree plays have d:.tft0:rent things to say,

and as the purposes vary, the plays
Aeschylus in his treatment of the

th~mse.lves

Atr~us

progress through suffering to eventual
establishment of pubiic justice ,

legend

\>Ji

eha.nge.
sho~Js

sdom and the

Sophocles in his t:rGatment

of the Atreus l0gend shows through the tragic endurance of

moral strength that order is achieved.

Euripides seeks to

show the reality that lias behind appearances, a more
valid reality that goes b0y0l1d the prevailing moral code .

30 . .
Lucas,

.

Q!l• o.it· ~ P • 156.

3loassner'

m .• ei t .
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and theology 11
more

n~ed

Euripides wrote

~:ts

own drama; there was no

for him to copy the efl:rlier versions than -there

was need for Sophocles to copy Aeschylus.

Tbe

~.

The soen0 differs greatly from both the

Aeschylean and the Sophoclean versions; it is laid in

front of a peasantis cottag0 in the mountains.
$nters from the cottage and speaks.
one and begins as he hails Argos .

A

p~asa.nt

His speech is a long
He remembers Agamemnon

and the battle of Troy and Agamemnon ' s return:
In far lands prospered he; but in his home
Died by his own wife Clytomnestra•s guil41.
And by .A.egisthus • hand, Thyestes' son . 32

32Arthur S, Way (t r ans.), Elegtri; (Vol. l:I of

Eurita!d~§

in The Loeb Classical Libra:ry, eds. 1:. iU. Page

and w. H, D41 .Plous$. t._ vols.; Ne\or York: The Maemillan
Company, 19.12), .P• 7~ Gilbert Murray (trans . ), f.J..eetra
([!.ve .fl.sn .Q.t !Qurj,pid~s . New York; Oxford tmlversity
F:t~ess, 1931+) , P• 3,, translates the passag~, uso in far
lands he prospered; and at home his own wife trapped and
slew him. u BU.t E., P. Coleridge ,(trans •) , 'lectrg. {Vol. II
of :J;he .Comnl!ite Grgek Jlr§.mi , ed s. V.lhi tntly , Oates and
Eugen.e oiN'eill, jr • . 2 'Vol~; New Yorkt Random Mouse, 1938),
p. 6?, a€trees with Way , for Coleridge translat~s th~
passage, ••Though all went well with him in Troy yet was he
slain in his own palace by the guile of his wife Clytemne.stra and the hand of Aegisthus ., san of Thyestes, '' Murray• s
translation is noteworthy for its poetic beauty but Way's
and Coleridge's translations are considered. more literally
· accurate.
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Euripides us$s the account that appears in

X~e Q4Yss.~%

vJhen he . in~ieates that it wa s Aegis thus wllo wielded the

weapon rather than Clytemnestra.33 The peasant goes on
to tell how Aegisthus now reigns over the realm.
tells hov.r

Agamernno:n '

s fosterer

st.ole

He

Orestes befor-e

Aegisthus could kill the child and gave h:t.m into the
keeping of the King of Phocis.

But Electra stayed behind,

and when she grow to womanhood and

11

Hellas' princesn asked

her hand, Aegisthus grew afraid that she might bear a son
to avenge Agamemnon's death.
Electra had

no~

Aegisthus would have slain

Clytemnestra dissuad$d him.

Aegisthus,

by way of comprondsa, plaeed a price on Orest0s' head.

Of Electra 's fate the- Peasant speaks at greater length:
But to me gives Electra, her to have
wife--frQm ~cenaean fathers sprung
Am I, herein I may not be contemned;
Noble my blood as, but 1.n t his world's goods
I am poor , whereby men ' s high descent is marred ,~To

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
:But never I--cypris my witness is·......
Have shamed her couch: a virgin is she yet.

,

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..

If any name me fool, that I should take
A young maid to mine home, and touoh her not,

33¥~de, p. 6. Aeschylus and Sophocles portray
Clytenmes ra as having wi$lded the weapon.
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0

~;th~!mo~ :0~~~; ~:s:e!:!~u~:~~~!!~ as he.3 4
Here, in this chara.Qter of the Peasant, free born but
poor, and therefore powerless, EUripides presents a reality
of high principles that rise above and beyond the current

moral code to a level higher than the reality of physical
appearances.
As the

Peas~ant

from the cottage, a

concludes his speech Electra enters

wat~r-jar

on her head, and speaks.

She

tells the audience that she is not forced through need to
fetch the \-rater as she is about to do, but that she does

it to show heaven 1\egisthus • tyranny and to wail to the

sky for

~ Agamemnon;

f or her own mother has cast her from

home and, having berne other sons to Aegisthus, has
deprived her and Orestes of their right.
t~

note

a subtle

I t is interesting

difference here between the Et.1ripides 1

version and those of Aeschylus and Sophocles.

The charac-

ters of the older poets address their lamentations to the
spirits of the nether '\>rorld; the spirits of the dead and
those gods who plead their cause aome from a world \vith.in
the earth .

But in Euripides'

ve~sion

time and again the

spirits seem to be placed in Aether.. that space beyond the

34way, 2.12.• ill,., P• 9. Certainly sentiment suoh as
suggested by this speech could not have sprung from varia-tions of the Protagorean philosophies as expressed by
Antiphon. Vide, p. 65.
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air; perhaps this 'View r eflects in some measure the thought

of Diogenes of Apollonia ~35
The PEilasant chides Electra f o:r doing any labor, but
Electra tells him she does lt out of g:ratitude for l'liru .
He bids her to carry the water if she

wis~es

since the

"

spring is not far and adds rather cryptically that though
one talks of gods, no one gains a living without toil .
They both oxit ,

Orestes and Pylades enter; Orestes is speaking to
Pylades.

'!'he purpose of the speech is to tell the audience

that he has come to Argos at the cotnmand of Apollo's
oracle to avenge his father ' s death,

He tells hovr he

spent the night at his father 1 s "unmarked" grave, weeping ,
giving offerings of shorn hair, and pouring t•a slain
sheep's blood tr upon the gravo .

He '\>lill not venture far

from the border for fear that someone will recognize him;
but he will seelt out his sister , whom he has heard is
married, tha t she may hel11 him with the vengeance.

They

hide themselves as Orestes sees Electra whom he assumes is
a slave..

Euripides ' O:restos is a far cry from the purpose ...

ful young man found in both the gresteia and Sophocles'
~eetr.i •

This picture of Orestes, skulking by the border,
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poised for flight, and lying in ambush for bondmaids ,
destroys all thoughts of him as the conventional conquering hero.
Electra re-enters making a long lament for the misery
of her present condition, a life which offers no consolation since h$1" father is dead, a death de-vised in a wife's
"heart, Aegis thus• hand . ''
earlier legend .

Again h"uripides emphasizes the

El ectra's thoughts turn to her brother,

and she wonders about his fate ,

She calls on Zeus to send

a redeemer, a champion of a father foully killed ·,

She

reviews tho details of Agamemnon's death; tho speech builds
in emot:tonal intensity, and the last lines ara reflections

of the vtolent hate she feels for he:r mother .

The speech

is vaguely reminiscent of the first lament made by
Sophocles' Eleet:ra; the difference is a ki1d of violent
turbulence that permeates the speech of Euripides' Electra .
As Electra ceases the Chorus enters; they have come
to tell of a festival to be held in three days which every
maid must attend.

Electra tells them that she v1ill not go

but rather \>tlll continue her weeping; then she makes a.

reference to her shorn hair and the disarray of her attire

s&ying that such an appearance does not bef it a princess,
daughter of Agamemnon.

The Chorus reminds her that the

festiVal is an important one; they offer to lend her
clothes and jewels.

They caution her that it is

by honoring
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the gods, shovling them reverence , and offering them .
prayers instead of g'roans that her foes ".Jill be brought t o
their downfall.

Electra counters saying that no god

listens to a "wretch • s cries, 'H and again $he contrasts
the poverty Of her lif'e With the opulence of her mother 's
life,

The bitterness that corrodes Eleet:ta's soul seems

to stem from the contrast in tho modo of living; Clytemnestra,
a murderess and an adultress , lives in wealth and elegance
while she lives here in poverty and. want, axiled from ht.:lr
rightful inheritance ,
El~ctra

breaks off as sho sees Orestes and Pylades

come out of their hiding places .

She tries to run from

them, but Orestes stops her; sho is terrified, and it is

not until he tells her that he brings her news of her
brother that she really regains hG

composu e.

Orestes

questlcms her at some length abo ·.t the state of affairs in
Argos.

The only thing nEn.r that the audience learns is

that Aegisthus is n.ot aware that Electra is tn truth still
a maiden..

Even though Electra assures OrQste$ that the

women of the Chorus are loyal friends, 'h e does not reveal
his true identity; instead Orestes asks her how Agamemnon 's
ro.u:rderers might be slain.
be accomplished by daring.

She answers that the deed ean
He asks her if she could kill

her n1other , and she replies that she could do it wit h the
sa.me axe that killed her father.
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Ores t os, impressed by her firm resolve, expresses
t he wish that Or e st es could hear her wor ds, and she con ..
fesses that evon i f she .saw him she \-.rou.ld not know hirn;
only t he old fr i end that ha.d s pirited Orestes away to safety
could r e cogni ze hi m.

Sti l l Orest es does tilot reveal him-

self , but asks instead how Agamemnon was buried.

Transla-

t ions vary as to Eaectra • s an swer; the more l i tera.l
t ranslation.., indicate that be \.ras buri ed but vti thout rites

and mour.ning.36

This view seems c~n sistent with Orestes•

account of the sacri f i ces made at his :father ' s grave .

To

t he Greel.ca burial without t he appropriate rites was a

heinous cr i me ; and Orestes is deeply moved by Electra ' s
declaration; he asks her to t all the whole tal e, joyless and
piteous as i t is .

·The Leader of the Cnorus explains t hat

living here far from the ei.ty , there is no knowledge o:t'
1ts sins , and shG:J joins 1.n Orestes • request .

Electra.

begins h er mes sage to Orestes •

. 36way , .9J2.• Pfl•, P• 31, translates the line, nsuch

tomb as he hath found , flung forth his

~ ~~~

cit ., P•

halls ~ "

Coleridge ,

?5 , translate s t re l:tne, "'8 ch burial as it

was, after his body had been f'l und f orth from the palace . "
Murray , &!ottih .2Jl• c1t . , p. 21, tr anslates, t"What chance
gave , my father ·had , cast ·out to rot in the sun . " Murray's
translation would seem t o imply Agamemnon was denied
burla l., Actually t he rest of the tG:Xt denies t his implication , but t he line is so str ong that it .makes ll~lectra • s
thinki ng seem even more d:tsto:rted than it is .
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It is interesting to note that here as well as in
her earlier speeches she begins w:l.th an account of her

miserable poverty

ano

then contrasts it ,, th magnificence

of Clytemnestra's robes and the splendor af her dwelling
su:rrounded as she is vri -h Agamemnon ' s plunder from Troy.
Again and again ruripidas has emphasized the reality that
lies behind the reality of appearances by which the world

governs its actions; the mob submits to those whose
physical prosperity gives tre, po\rt®rt

Electra turns from

the account of her mother's positi(l)n to an account of
Aegisthus as the bloody usurper.

neotra ' s next statement

:recal s tho accusation So _. hocles' Electra makes against
her mother,37 but i.n Euripi.des ' version it is Aegisthus

who blatattly defiles Agamem on's grave:
And Aga emnon 1 s tom.'tl is set

t noug-ht=

Dri k-offer1ngs nevar yet nor myrtle-spray

Had it, agave a 1 &re of or · ment.
Yea , with wine drunken, he, my mother's spouse-Named of men '"glorious" t --l~aps ·upon the grave,
And pelts with stones my father•s mopument ;

. - ..... .. ... . .. ...... '., ..

In every case B'uripid(;}s has given Clytemnestra the place
behind Aegisthus .

True she has helped AE\)gisthus, but in

each case he was tho door she tho follO\tler, the aide"

There

is no trace of the fiercely dominant Clytemnestra of the

l39
OresteiB-; no woman "r:l tl i n whose ub:reas't

bea.~s

heart of

man'' is the Clytemnestra of 1i! urip1d&s ' play.

Electra ends her speech with a
return; her feeling is that

$Ven

ple~

fo:r Orestes '

though hfl), is young surely

the son of such a "noble siren oan. slay ol!le man.,

The

Leader of the Chorus tells Electra that h(llr husband is

approaching, and as the Peasant approach&$ he chides

Electra for talking to the young stranger$; he points out
that

su~b

conduct is unseeming for a woman .

Eleotra tells

him that these are spies sent by O:rostes to ttma.:r.lt" ner
wrongs,

The Peasant greets them as friends sent from a

loved one, and; biding the servants carry their gear into

the house, otfers them such "cheer" as his house affords.
Adding that though· he is poor he is no ''churl at heart, u
he soes to open t he doors to the cottage.

Orestest

amazed, asks hLectra if this is the man who keeps her
ttwedlo ck-seeret. "'

Electra , ret erring to her self as ''the

hapless one,u replies that he is her husband.

surprised and 1mpres$ed

by the nobility 0f

Orestes,

this man

re·marks that there is no sure test by whieh one may know

another's worth;
Lo, there is no sure test for manhood's worth:
For mortal natures are oonfusion- !raught.
I have S$en ere now a noble father •s son
Proved nothing-worth, seen good son$ of 111 sires,
Starv~d leanness in a r1oh man•s very. soul,
And in a p00r man's body a gx-eat heart.
~
~
- "
"

. . .. . . .. . . . ... .

... .
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• •• LYei?, poverty

Is plague-struck, schooling men to sin through need,
To prowess shall I turn me? - -who, that looks
On 5!pears; can swear \<Jhiah spearman • s heart is brave?
Leave Fortune's gi f ts to fal l out a s they willt ·
Lo , this man is not among .Ar gives great,
Nor by a noble house ' s name exal t e<a ,
But on0 Qf' the many--proved a king of men S
38
•

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·•

•

•

•

fl!
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•

4t

•

•

•

•

•

Or estes elOs·e s t he speeeh with an acceptance of the hospitality so graciously offered ; then, rE;lveal i ng the mean-

ness of his own soul , he wishes that it were Orestes
leading them into more prosperous balls.

Thi s Electra,

who is soured on life by t he loss of privileges due a

pri ncess, and t his Orestes, who has sneaked back :from exile
at the command of Apollo's oracle but vrithout even a vague

plan for carrying out t he command, both look rather p0tty
in contrast to the open nobility of the Peasant.

Critics

disagree as to the importance of t he introduction of the
character

or

the Peasant to the drama.: Decharme conaluit'ies

that the Peasant serves no purpose '4except to f urni sh the

poet an opportunity for one or two tirades against the
presumptuous claims of nobility,H39 Norwood tags him as
38way •.. ~ ·

sit.,

P• 37.
39raul Decharme , .2ll•
PP • 239-40. Decha.rm$
contends that Euripide s chaniEiQ the locale of the play from
the local e used by Aeschylus and then by Sophocles as an
expedient employed to refurbish an old drama of vengeance .
Since Deeharme does not look beyond the s tor y line he draws
the eo.nclusion that Euripides has introduced a character
that "is o! no .service in the acti()n. ''

_ill. ,

l 1
"a delightfully sar donic cha:raote:r,n whp is in reality
"worth fifty. times his wife and .her fami ly put togetbern;4o

but Appleton comes elosel" to the · ma;rk as ije ·suggests 1;;hat
the Peasant is a visible symbQl representi ng ttthe nature ot
'
ll
man as the ultimate sanct:lon in e·thictte.'* F
In truth it is
thro~ gh

the

~haracter

of the Peasant i n o$ntrast with the

other characters of the play that the pur:pose of the pla;y
finds expression.

Orestes and Pylades go i nto tbe cottage,

As the

Peasant retur ns to Electra's ·sid$ she scolds him for having
welcomed the strangers, so far
the poverty of his

house~

a.bov~

his station, knowing

The Peasant tells her that if

they are :rE)allY as noble as they seem, they will content
themselves with whatever the house affords.

Eleetra is

not eonvin9ed, and she sends him off to find the old
s~rvant

who had saved Or estes.

She instruets him to tell

t he servant the news the stra1ngers have brought and to ask
that he bring more food for the

st:rang ers~

'l.lhe Peasant

40oilbert Norwood, ?!iS'it§ on J!itipidf~~
(Berkeleyc t.rniversity of Cali~orn!a ~ess, ~~4J,Jl; 22.
Norwood ·gOG$ on to cotnment t hat uone ·resents his Lthe

Peasant'i7 dismissal a.t the close with •s. lot of money,'"
The significance of t he Peasant seems to go deeper t han
this comment infers.

41
E.

1 .

lh B. Applet.on, Et triEi!JE':!s th~ ldeg,lis:t. (New York:

~tton

and Company, 1927), P• 1 6,

I

consents to go, but he urges her to go intp the cottage
I

immaclia.tely and reminds her that a woman• /if she chooses,

can find many things to make a feast-

I

The Peasant leaves

and Elec't:ra enters the cottage.

\l.

The Chorus sings of' the battle o:f' ,} ~roy, for th.e
.

(

·,

~~~cept

most part about Achilles and his arlllor.

.

as it

:reminds the audience of Agamemnon as a gfeat kinth th$

song is of :no

importanc~

.

to the ao·t ion of the pla.,y •

~he

song ends as the Chorus prediQ..·. 't$ tlllat Clytemnestra soon. \\.,

shall ''repay DctHa.th . u

The old Servant enters and asks :for Electra; she
enters almost immediately, and he tells her that he has
brought food for feasting.

He tells her that on

t~e

way

he had stopped at :A,gamem:n.en's grave, and as he offered his
libation he saw on the grave a

fr~shlY

slain uhlaok·

fl.e cked ewe" and usevettod losksn of mourner• s hair.

asks her to go to the grave to compare
those t hat might be

th ~ re,

h~r

Me feels that

Ha

footprint With
OrfJ~·ccs

only

on~&

who would have

does

n~t

aooept his conclusion; she disetmnts eaeh sign

l~t't

suob offerings.

is the

BUt Electra

as being illogical and adds,
Not \Vorthy a w;Lse man, ancient , be thy \-Tords ......
·To think mine aweless brother would,_have come,
P'eartn.g .M~g isthus, hi the:r sect"etly ,.'-~2

1~3

The real Orostes falls short of E::l.Qetra's mental picture
of her brother.

Euripides• Electra dismisses the old

man* s "signs'' just as Sophocles• Eleetra rejects her

sister's proofs.

The old Servant aslts if there isn't

some piece of weaving that she had done for Orestes that
she might recognize, but she points out to him that Orestes

could no long er wear anything she might have woven fo:r him
as a child •

At this point Orestes and Pyllades enter, from

the cottage.

The old Servant is n<bt conv1nced that these

men

tha~approa.ch

them are truTy

f~om

Ores'tes.

Orestes

asks Electra who the old Servant is', and as they exchange
questions and answers the old Servant studies Orestes
carefully; at last he announces to Electra that the man
that stands before him is orestes; he has recognized
Orestes by the "scar along his brow."

Electra is convinced

that this is indeed Orestes, and they embrace joyously.
Many critics feel the first part of this recognition scene
is a direct oriticism of the recognition scene in
Aeschylus Choephgri;43 however; Gilbert Murray maintains
that the signs of recognition usad by Aeschylus, the foot•
prints and the looks of hair, were traditional, and the

43necharme, 2ll• c~;t~, pp . 218 .. 20 ,

See also Arthur
Verrall, ~t;ripidg§~he Rat.ipna.l~st (Cambridge; at the
University Press, 1 9 ), P• 173.

w.

fact that Sophocles · ses the same si ·ns in his

~~eotrl

would seem to bear this out . 4li

The Chorus sings a song of

~ejoi cing

for Orestes•

r:ri val which turns into a kind of victory hymn .
a$ t he bliss

or

Sweet

greeting is, Orestes breaks it off to ask

the old Servant how he should req·ui te hi

ttfathe:r' s

slayer, and her that sh0v1s his guilty couoh . n4 5 lie asks
if there are any in Ar gos who woulQ be hi$ friends .

What

a different Orestes t hi s is from tlie purposeful, deter -

mined young m.an drawn by Aesehylus and Sophocles .

Tho ol d

Servant tells Orestes that there ar$ none to help him:
the winning of his father ' s house and city l1Gs in his own
hand.

Th$re follows a long dialogue between Orestes and

the old Servant during which the Sorvant in ans11rar to
Orestes• questions plans tha murder of Aegisthus .

It

seems that Ae isthus :ts in a field nearby vrhere ha is

preparing a feast and sacrifice to t he Nymphs .

Orest es is

to pass along the road just a.t the honr of the sact-ifioe,
and when Aegisthus sees st rangers on the road., he \vill

surely ask Orestes to join in the feast .

Since Aegisthus

44Gilbert Murray (trans • ), J£legtr.l , 2~• .s!1·,
PP • 89-90 .

4'way, gn.

cat. ,

p . 55.

is attended only by household slaves• Ol'estos 1Nill only
need to 'vai t his chanc$ to !'! trike.

Clytez:nnestra has

stayed behind at the palace to avo .i d the tttaunt0 of the

people,
Electra

i nter~upts

the d-ialogue here to say that

she will plan her· mother • s slaying .

The old Servant is

to go to Clytemne,s tra and tell he:r that Ellectr·a is the

mother of a son born ten days ago .

Electra feels sure

that the news will bring her mother to the cottage, and

once she has oome t o the oottage
Ele~ tr·a

h<::ll'

deat h is certain.

tells the old Servant to di1·oct Otaestos to the

road where he will find A$gisthus and then to deliver
her messa· e to Clytemnestra.

Ot-estes, Elleotra, and the

old Servant begin a. kind of incantat ion in \<Jhich. they cQJ.l
for aid from the gods and the spil•it of' Agamemnon.

It is

not a long chant to1: Eleet:ra is imp tient l$st the time
sho'Ula run. 0ut, and she ur·ges

and be about his

d~ed;

Or~st<Ds

to r•play th.e . man''

she warns him that if he fails to

kill Aegisthu.s , t>h& will kill. herself by the

sword.

t~twain-edged'*

Electra enters the eotta.ge, and Orestes and

Pyla.des ex1 t 11.ri th

th~

old

SG~rvant •

14·6

'l'he Cho:r s sings of thG t ale ·of the noo1don
l amb'"46 .a n

a s the Chorus finishes t heir ''ong the-y hear

''a great voice • • • like earth- muffled thunder of

~eus, u4·? and they call Electra f:rom the house~

The

Chorus t .ll s her they have • ea:rd a death cry, from whom
t hey know l'lo·'t-; ElGlet:ra fearing that Or estes ha.s failed ,

would kill ·herself,

~ut

the Cl orus restrains her.

t his moment theLMssfZenger enters and announce
t riumph over Aegisthus..

At first

~lectra

At

O~estes •

is rel otant to

believe that t l:\is is reail.;ty a rn.e ssenger from Orestes;
she l ooks more eloseil.y-:0. !arid, having assured herself, bids
him give thern the det ails.

~'he

speech that follo\vS is

46 . .
'
Ytdi,2 P•
n . 13 . Critics point to the last
anti strophe e>l' the son' as an indication of M.'uripid s •

a,

scepti cism of the gods when. the Chorus indicate a ·la.ck of
credence t hat th theft of he ulambt' <would caus Zeu-s
to ab.a,ng(b the order or tho heavens~ The u, olden l ·amb"
i s th constellation Arei s, ''The :Ram. " In the ninth and
etghth centurie B, C, the vernal equinox ·was mov:tng from

t he Bull . into he nam. The Bull was t he special god of
Babylon; the yielding of his pl ace to Ram co1nc1ded with
the decline of Babylon" The gl"adual advance of the Ram
~ps~t the calendar; made the seasons wrong, and
inoe ths
.f'all of Babylon sc~med to coincide with it, the world
itself was upset . Murray, .il:~.~ tr&t, g_n , ~!:t.•, p .. 92 .
Euripides probably was not awal'e o!' this bit of ancient
As t rology ~·

47way, £n• c!~., P• 71.

Ore tes and Pylade.s ,

th$ traditional· messe-n ger's speQoh .
posing as 'T hessalians en th$1:r
to

Z~ us ,

~J a:Y ·

to Alpheus to saerifi.ee

were invited by A gisthu's to share in t he altar ...

feast a s hi s guests.

Aeg isthu..s bi d

water for his guests to cleans$ -t heir

be

S$l'Va.nts

bring

Or estes

hands~

explained tha t they had j\ist pur-ified thomseliies in npure·
:ri ver-·s trea.ms•t and· thus v.tel'$ ready :for the saerifi¢e •48

Aegisthus made a prayer ·bei'Or$ tho saerifiee whose :1J1t·e nt
recalls thEi> prayer Sophocles' Clyt ~ninest:ra made to Apollo

sbortly before her death.

But no

:r of~:renee

i s made .to a

dream; both Aeschylus and Sophocles mention a frightening
dreal'ii~

Knowing of th$ Thessal.ians' skill in deftly quar ...

taring the slaughte'l:'ed bull t
d(f)monst~atEI

his

skill ~

Ae~isthus .

asked Ore$te$ t o

As Aegist;hus stQoped t o exam:tn.e

the tt1nwards,u. Ore stes gave a mighty bl0w with a oleavew
and killed him.

The ser vants · :t·u.slfed . to attack Orestes,

but l>Jhen he rev aled himself as
they turned to rejoicing.

O.r$st~s,

e(;)n

or

.Af' amemnon ,.

,E uripides has made the slaying

of:Acsgist h.us a dead of 'guile and treachery,
When the

t~essenger

ooncl'ude:s his spe6Joh, th.e Chorus

and Electra s1ng al ternately of the joyous vietGr.y .

----·- -

48I:f Orestes had \-lashed with Aeg isthus . he would
·'
· have in reality beQQme a guest, and then
ths slaying would
have been a dishonorable aot.

'

Electra brings out garlands to <::l'O\.fn the- cGnqueJ:"'o-r ' $ ;heaq s.

Orestes. an:d ·Pylades ent r follo,.,ed by at end
Aagisthus' body,

ts bearing

J!',l ectra. greets them as glorious

¢Onquerots and pr(Jsents to them tho

'IA~":reaths.

Orestes gives

EJ.eet.ra the oody of Aegisthus to do vii th wha t sho will:
• • • the dead man ' s self I bring to, thee;
Whom , if thou wilt, for ravin e;f beasts cast for.th,
Or ·for the children of the air to l'$nd
Impale hixn on a stake; they bondsman now 4
So he., \vh¢l heretofore was call ~d thy lor.d . 9

Electra

f'·~els

a mom.e:tLt of shame, but .a t Ore.s tes·• ·insistence

She unleashes on tho corpse all

she begi ns her reproach.

her pent up hate and contempt .
being responsible for her

father who ha

She arraigns him first as

uin through·tho slaying of her

neve:r wr oiigGG'i hittJ..

She ealls his marriage

to Clytemnest ra base fel ly , first, because he could not
expect that a wife who had b $n false to her lord could

bless another, and , second, bee use he had not gained a.
crown but was known rathor as t he C'lueen•s

husband~

none took

ttaceount of 111m., but all of her .u 50 She goes on 'to mark
his flaunted weai th as having come to nothing;
' Tis charaeter abideth, not

possessions ~

........... ........... .
But wealt h by vanity gotten, held of f'ools ,
Takes to it wings' as a fl<rJwer it f'adeth soon.

49 way , gn.

sit.,

50Ibid ., p . 85.

p. 81 .
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Perish, 0 blind to all f'o:r \Jhich at last,
FQlOn convict, thou it punished, ca.rtiff thou1
Let none dree.m, though at ·starting he :rtm well,
That he out runnet h justice t ere he touch ..

The very goal and reach the bourn of li.fe.5l

The . anger

~pent t . she

turns frorn the body of this man she

has contempt o sly called ngirlfaced. 11 52

Orestes bids

them ear:ry the body into the cottage so th t his mother
will

knO\>T

struck.

nothing o:r Aag1sthus t dGath until she hers$lf is
P"Jla.des and the attendants, carrying the body, go

into the cottage.
Orestes and Electra catch sight of Clytemne$tra and

her retinue a.pproaohl ng in the distance ,

The contrast in

the reactions of' Orest es and Ele.ctra make the seen¢ that

follows emotionally vibrant .

To Orestes their mother ,

bravely arrayed, comes rushing into the snare; to Electra
she comes flaunting her wealth and position .

sight of his mother seems to

disorganiz~

The

VGlty

Orestes, he

contemplates the murder of his mother \ori th a kind of
incr edulity; surely a command that carries with it exil e
and the stain of a mother ' s blood could only have come from

72I}ii<l•

51Ib1d .

Thls picture of Aegisthus as womanlike seems
to be part o the tradition since it is m$nt1oned in all
t hree treatments of the legend .

1~0

"a fiend in lik~n~ss o.f .the .,t&o.d., u53 ,ApollQ • s ora;cle rous t
have err ed .

·Aflame once more ¥!1 th hate Electra. rises in

a triwnphant burst to the task at hl:lnd which ls to st:reng ...
then Or est.€s 1 purpose.

Phe reasons that if Aiollo errs

then none ar0 \V'ise; no harm ean come fx·om avenging a
fa.th<ill.. ..

She i s successful with her final thrust:

'

thou turn · craven...... be no more a: man? 11

"Wilt

54· At last r,€1signad

to \<Ihat he must do , he goes into the cottage.

Clytemnestra entc1!rs in her c}+aY.'iot; she is accompanied by slavti ....r:aai d<ms from T:roy • Tb.e Chorus

~reets

her

with a. kind of formal elegance, but the last line 1s
charged with do ble moaning , iHThis, QU$en , :ts the ho\U' t

even th1s ~u 5?

Clytemnestra bids t h0 bonqwoman, whom she

:refers to as a slight compensat ion f or the loss of hor
daughter Ipbigenia, deseend from the ca:r and take he:r hand
that she may allght more easily. ,

l~lect r a ,

·vri th e l aborate

sarca sm, of'f$rs ber hand , but Clytemnest:r& asks her not to

trouble herself ,

Electra points out that she is after all

53way, op. ~~., P• 89 .
54!'b~d.

;;· Ib;id , ,

p•

91 .

r,;,_.
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but a. slave and an

:from her father • s home.

e:x:il~

From this

point on the scene is very s:t.milar in st:ruetur4iJ. to the
corresponding scene in Sophocles! IJJ.eett{l,.56 li>ut the t(!ltal

effect of the seen$ is quite

diff'er~nt.

S0phocle·s uses

the st;:ene to emphasize the odiousness of Clytemnestr$. and
ocmeentr1itte the sympathies of the audience upcm Electra.;
b1lt Euripides uses the scene to emphasize thEll hard unyiel<l•
ing

natur~

of ltleotra and to shQw

C.lyt~nnnestra

as one who

might retreat a.nd mak$ amends if $Uah a cour se could be
safely

aocEilmplished~

One wcm.ders 1£ Euripides saw a

parallel in th.e posi ti(im of Clytemnestra and that o.f

Athens; having once embarked on tyranny ther0 was no safe

way to return, reverse

thE))

ce>Ur'se.

Clytemnestra b$gins her speech in defense of .her

ac'tions.

Hel" argument :runs that Agam.emncn by guile~7 and

for a wanton woman slew her Giaughter
Had be to a-vert Mycenae's overthrow, .......

To exa:lt his house, ....... tc savEr the children left~-
Slain one f0r many, •twe:re not past forg1v1ng.78
' 6v·1d
. pp • a~.r; ...o ;~II:' •
•. .$,

~-~

5''7llQ had summoned !ph.i~enia to Aulis so that she
might beeo:me the bride of Achilles.

58wa.y,
. op.

1:11 +~.,

.,
P• 9_;,.

But even theri she .would . not ·have slain Ag$metnncm if he

had not brought home Cassandra. to share the

u~wltsame

hallsH and couch as hers; 1t was .Aga:m.e,mnon's examplG that
pr¢nipted

h~r · to

take a le>ver.

She continues h.er · argument,

and by doing so 'ttiGakens it: she pGi:nt s out that if it had

been Nenelaus ¥rho had been stolen and she had slain

ox-estes to restore he;r sister• s hu.sbMa;
most certainly have slain he!".

~g al3l$mnon

would

Olytemne.s tra ends her

speech by inViting Eleetra to prove, if she can, thlilt he!'

father had not been justly killed.
Eleet:ra see·k s assu.ra,nce from Clyte]ll.nestra that no
vengeance \>Jill be sought if she speaks fr$ely t and

Clytemnestra re-assures her.

This exchange

r~minds

one of

a similar extlhange in Sophocles' Elect:tsh but here; with

full knowlerlge of the fate the awaits Clytemn¢stra in the
oottage, the effect 1s one of irony.

Electra beg.i ns her

rebuttal with a ph:ras:e that is an eeho from the Choepho.ri ,

"0 Mother, that thou hadst a better heart Lu'9

Electra. t s

claim is that in truth her mother is as wanton as was

Helen , fo r no sooner had AgamemnQn left than she began to
pre<iin and bedeck herself; she alone of all Greek women was

5<)Thi
A¢1
.
or:.'
.~., P • y~ "
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over joyed when Troy seemed to trh:unph.

Bu.t even if the

s.a crifice of Iphigenia (she ignores her mo t her • s allusion

to Cassandra ) , were the

tru~

mo ive, Electra charges that

she ·and Orestes, having done no wrong should have been
given their inheritance rather than using it to buy a

paramour .

And Aegisthus is not exiled for Orestes' salte

nor slai n to avenge the living death he , dealt her by
denyi ng het- a sui t able marr:t.age : Electra looks on he r oon...

dit ion as a moral detlth.

Electra concludes her . argument

saying:

• • • • • , • • • • • • • • • yea. if blood

•Gainst blood 1n judgment rise, I and thy son,
Orestes, must !SJ.ay . the~ to avenge .our sire;
For; if thy elaim was just, this too is just. 60
Clytemnestra is tired; at>gument is rutile, and she answers
Electra not w1 th the childish peev1shnG.s s of Sophool.e s '

Clytemnestra, but with a philosophic;: understanding :
Child, still tmy nature bids tbee love thy sire,
'Tis eve:r t htta .: some cleave t1nto their father .
Some more the mothel." than the father love.
I pardon t hee. In sooth, nGt all so glad
Am I, my ehild, for deeds that I have done.
61
.
'

... .

• • • • • • • •

60Ib.1d.., p . 97.
61

;re+d.

.. . . . . . . . .

.

Bitt Eleetr·a will not 1et ·the matter rest, and a.slts
l'estitution~

CJ.yt.emnestra why she ·has not made

ClyteJh....

n$stl:ra expl.iilns that concern for: ber own safet y
her 'to follt:>w her pre sent eourse _.

~ompells

Finally, out of·

patience. t Clytemnestra a sks ElGet :ra. why she summoned l'lel" •

Electra asks her motb .. :r to make the necessary
for• her newll>o:r•n babe*

Qff~:r.ings

Clytemnestra ag:re$S to pertor,m the

r:LtatS , and, after di.rGcting her servants to leac!l the
horses away

until ne.r serv1o$ to the god..s is don(;),

She

plan$ t<l go to Aegi.stbus who worships the Nymphs in the
;fields when the :rita h.a s been p49l'f'Qrmed,
cQtt(;tg~~

Electra ea:uti·o ns her mother

She en tel:'s the

n~t

to soil her

robe$ as she passes lti tbin to ofter there "'the gods due.

sacrifice"·; Sth$ utt$X>S one last spasm

t!)f

hate and

to lle>ws

her mother .
'!'he Cho:rus $1ngs o:f the :ruthless
AgamelJft'H:):rt,·

'rlie song :ends a s

are heat-d. :frGm within .
tas thEllr exp:res.s

th~:tr .

s~aying

of

Clytemnestra ' s death cries

The attitude of the Cboru$ changes
synrpa.tJly fet

1ng even though she did

n foully"

Clytenm.e,t~a'

s suft'eY•

murder Agam$tnn<l>n •

'fhe.y

·. see 0:restes and Electra coming out of the cottage toll0lV'ed
by

att$ndants who carry the two eo:rpsas.

The Qho:rus

bemoans the overwhol.m:i.ng rnis0:ry that has ha:unt<lild this
hGttse

gf)neration after generation; this speeeh hegins a

responsive chant by Orestes,

Eleot~a.,

a.nd the ChoJ?us.

The

horror· of tneir

d~¢d

has begun to swee·p .o ver Orestes . and

Orestes' opening speech recalls 'Che . ancient ·

Electra.

feelin.g that ·a murderer pollutes t h() yel'Y air;, he <::an

hope succor in n<D land and from no man .

.Eleetra • s s.p$eoh

eehoe s thEi •· same thought; abe can hope to :find r · ;fuge in
no land nor to be reoei v~d. by any lord in a 1'br1dal ..."b~wer . n
The rest

or· the

eha.n. t gi · es an account of tb.e actual

mu:td$:r; ' th• h.o:r:ro:r 0! thei:r

de~d

is to ' theim.paat b¢lieving e- .

miectl'a has actually helped to wield

th~

swo:t·d; she .is

li teraily as well as figuratively a partner in the cri.m.e .

Morally the ' slaying

~f

her mother is solely

he1~

doing •

At last ElGctra veils the bodies and expresses the hope
that the cm·se on the housEl may e:n.d hGre.

.At this mom(!lnt

the Chorus seas the gods Castor and P0llux in ·mid air over
th41ll

roof top.
Euripides' introduct ion of the. gods here has been

the subject o! the widest critical
The

'l_e~t:i'A

and

11

d.i vinen

p~rfol•tnanelil

eemmcnt~

which termina:ts • • • the

S$etn to be nothing better than burlesque;
have long been 'favorite e~ereifieS f<>:t" the

deris1otl of the peat• s det:r.aoto:rs,.62

56
In the

for example, the appar1t1om of the

~l e~~ri,

Dioscuri produces, and is intended b1 Euripides, to

produce , a moral satisfaction and peacG!ulness, to
Wllich, we are made. to feel, the protagonists of too
play have succeeded in winning thei~ way through

'"life f s fitful fever' u63

The poet means ·to have th0m ffihe Dioscur17 in.f'orm us

of' everybody's fate .6'+

Ths ·appearance . of the gods in .~l? gt,l'§t is so beauti.
fui that no c:r1t1es have yet tried to explain it away
as nonsense; and · the lesscn1 of 1t so clear that its

meaning is seldom

denied.~5

A careful ex.a mination of. the lines of the play will

reveal that t hi .s last portion of' the pla:y wa s neither thrown
i~

to placate the ero,rd, nor just an easy way of ending a.

play the playwright had grawn tired of wri ting .

It is

iastead design$d to further t he purpose of the play and
with the same eare as is .shown 1·n other parts of the play.

The appeatance of Castor and Poll\lX is singularly
appropriate since they are, aeeording te legend, Clytemnestra•s twin

broth~rs .

To suit Eurip1d$s 1 purpose in

part they must express a. moral judgment on the act.i on of

the play whi ch Ca stor as spokesman does quite cryptically
in aomment1ng about the slaying of Clytemnestr·a ,

63ApplatGn,

tn• !!1•, p. 19,

64neeharme, ~12. g~~ • t p • 267 •
6SMurray, Euri_Ride,s r1nd lUJ. Age , SUl• .9.1].., p .

1,;,
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$he hat h but justice; yet thou, t hou hast sinn d;
· And f>hoebus-·- , h0ebus .... -sinee he is my king,
I am dumb . · lie .i s ~ise :·-not !lise hi h st f or th~ e l
\1e . must need:s say u t 'ri $ . well~ 11 • • • . 6
g.

i

The arrogant

.

~H~auri ty

o:f · A E~gisthus an.d Clytemnestra and

tho very human short ... sightedness of Electra has been
thrown into contrast with the eternal sanctions of m0ra1
right.

The external or1 t er1a bas$d on an outmoded

code and theology leads only to erro:r;
himself a Witngss to what is right,

every~>ne

is in

What Clytemnestra

did was evil, but the deeds ot Orestes and
evil too;

r~oral

El e~tra vi

re

he conelusion of the play seems to infer the

Socratic teaching that it is better to suffer e.vil than
to do e·v il.

Of all the characters of the play only the

Peasant has established in his dailY life a. moral standard
that rises above .the $Xternal standard of his time and.
posi tion, and he is the only one for whom the action of thE!

play ends happily; he is to be given "a store of wea.lthjtn6'7

:tt i s true that Elaatra is ordained t o maJ."X'Y
Pylades, a marriage bii'! fitt1ng her $tation, but sha is to
be parted from her brother forevor and will be an eXile
from he:r father*$ halls .

66way, Sll• .s!i•·,
67Ibid •, P• lll.

Orestes is ordained to suffer the

p. 109 •.
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tortures described in . th~ iumonidea of Aesohylus , 8

Even

after his acqui.t tal he may not "re t urn to Argos but must

instead .ft>und a city in Arcadia by tho river Alpheus .

To

th.e Oroelc mind , a l ife in axile vras one of the wor st evils
t hat could befall an individuaJ. . f-9
Castor decrees that the people of

Arg o1s

shall bury

Aogisthus , and that Menelaus and Helen , who in truth

W$.5

never i:n Troy but had been in Egypt the \vbole time, should
bury Clytemnestra . 70
~aving

The i.'r ony of depicting Helen as

bean in Wgypt while a devastating war raged for her

sake ·at Troy is unmistakable . ·
Castor

g o~s

on to explain that though · hay cannot

escape punishment for theil' deed i t is Apollo who must bear
th$ st ain ot the blood t hat was apilt .

Though even the

gods :t'eel compas sion for human misery , the decrees must be

-----·--

68yj.d,.9, P• 51 . Euripide s indicat es that the Cou:rt
of Areopa{tus had been eetablisned earlier· however; he
indicates that Orestes • case i ·s the case that established
the pr0oedant of aoqu;t ttal of t he accused when a t .i e vo e
is cast.
69A. pouglas Thomson , l!.'Urj~ntdeS ~ the Attig Qrator!
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1S9 . ), p . 191.

70Eurip1des use s the version of th~ legend that
depicts llelen as true and faithful ·to Menelaus: actually
Zeus sent ua phant om Hel en n to ;T'roy whil$ the real tiel en,
always loyal, spent the war yeus 1.n Egypt.
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carried out.

Orestes and Elaotra bid eaeh other a r eluc -

tant and tearful farewell.

And the Dio scuri e

lains that

they must rush to Sicilian seas to sa e imperil ed ships:

We help not them that work abomination;
But, whoso leveth. faith, an

r:tghteousne.s s
bring salvation,
Brin th~rn deliverance out ot all distress.
Let none dare the 1
rong to be partaker,
Neither to voyage with the doomed oath ....breake;r·.

All his life long, to such

~re

_ _ _ _ _ __..I.___.a.,., m a god ;___t_o men T pub]1 s~"'--....l.-0-._,.'--"l:::_.- - - - - - - - - - - - : t -

Even as th$ play was bein

produced the ships "trere
J.1any cr1 tics

preparing to sail in cor quest of Sj.c t ly.
complain that this reterenc& to

simply dragged

j,n

cu~rent

history was

and bears little rel vanoe to tha play,

But it seems more reasonable to assume t hat Euripides was
making a plea to his audience to stop and consider the

actions of the state.

I!lur·ipides bad been revolted by
'·'.

the massacre at Melos; he eo ld onl;y have looked at the
attempted conquest of Sie11y as th.e further betrayal of the
, Athenian ideal and as an act of injustice deemed to failure"
S~rely

not even tho most ipcompetent of playwrights would

have ended his play on an irrelevant notet

The introduc-

tion of the Dioscu.ri does more than provide a convenient
way to tell the audience what will happen to the characters;

71Way ,

Sll• Plot .. , pp . 117- 18.
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it· provides 'Euripides with the m0ans for emphasi zing . the

necessity of looking beyond th0 Gternal .realities whieh
are only appeaTance , to an inner reality for tho basis

of a moral ,

standard .

~thical

'

!hu•i pides has in his

Elest_~a
r

'.

stripped the legend of all th$ heroie glamour that had
'

surrounded it,

'

.

~

EV$n the murder of A$gisthus

it the same kind· of revulsion that

.

.'

with

cs~r1$s

a modern aud1enee WGUld

feel toward a supposed hero who delibQrately shot his

adversary ! n the baek,

The aircumstaneE)s or Orestes '

murder o:t Aegisthus are not heroie; th$ plr.m, hatcllod by

a less than noble rnind, is carried out with guile and
t .reaohery evf9n as a sneak might strike in the dark.

:As

for the tnurder of ClYtemnestra, lihttipides l eaves no
dQubt;

th~

murder is

an

abomi nation and

a denial

of

enlightened moral values in favor of untainld.ng orthodoxy •

Euripide s• lUegtljf} is not the tragedy of any one person,
·a :representative hero, it is the tragfoldy of a sooiaty so

taken up '"tth worldly c0nside:ratione that it is itldiffencnt

to the great and

nobl~

truths until it is too

lat~:

the

final disaste.r can n.o longer be avoi.d$d.

Electra. i s grieved by th0

£at~

of her father, but

the :real thorn in her side is her pov$rty, and lack of
p~sition.

orestes, too, 1$

griev~d

that his father has

161

not beem properly honored, but his real concern is the

regaining of his .i nheritance in a manner that "Jill expose
him to the least amount of danger.

Aegisthus' only

~onoern

is the retention of hi.s acquired wealth without :regard to

his own moral degradation.

Clytemnestra would make amends,

but her concern for herself and her ovm centinued comfort
outweighs her desire to . see that her children are justl.y
t:rea.ted,

So it is that Agamemnon* s oppression against

Iphe~enia

generated revenge and ea.eh successive oppression

gene:rated even

gr~ater

revenge until at last the revenge

is more horrible than the oppression.

The final touch of

bitter irony is added to the play when Euripides tells the
audience that the event that trig gered the \olhole chain of
op~ression

and

revGnge, the abduction of Helen to Troy,

was only an illusion, a phantom without substance or
reality .
The play seem$ almost to parallel the spiritual,
and political growth of Athens.

Clytemnestra as the symbol

of Athens is almo-s t unmistakable; the oppressor ha.s grown
t1r~d

and would retreat but cannot risk:retaliation,

Euripides have missed the parallel?

Could

His re.f erence to the

Sicilian expedition indicates that he did not..

He m.e ant

his play as a fearful warning, and it turned out to be a
prophecy.
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The thing that the modern reader must keep in mind
is that the Sophoclean Eltstra and the Eur:tpidean fJ.eptra
are not just refurbished versions of the

Ore~tm:ta,

The

points of similarity rest most clearly on the structures
of the plays.

In all three plays traces of the ritual

origin of the festival can be found; the whole sequence of
contest, tearing ... a,sunder, messenger, lamentation, dis ..
eov~ry,

reeogni.tion, and resur reotio.n which characterized

the original pr0sentations is, in varying d.e grees of
subt:tlty, p:resent.
All three playwrights

w~m&

philosophers.

Each had

a message p.artic larly suited . to the period in history in

w'hich he lived, and EJach message was tuned·'' to his : ndiv!dual
view of th0 world.

Aeschylus wrote when democracy was new

and his. O!e§,t q,i& looks on Athens i n the same

sculptor envisions a noble

sta~ue .

raann~r

as a

But Sophoeles and

Euripides produced thQir plays about the h$use of Atreus
when the ideal of democraQy ha<lsornehow failed to be
realized; the mold had cracked, the
the vision.

statu~

was talse to

Sophocles says that th:r.ough the strength of

each p&rt the visiol'l may st.i ll be saved •

Euripides says

it has crumbled from within and the vision is fading in
the face Gf a reality that ca:n no longer be ignored. .

CHAPrER V

Il'l CONCLUSION

One thing comes out
that is that the t hre
b~

separated f r om

th~

cle~rly

from all t he r a st, and

anei$nt poets

co~si d ered

here eannot

times in whicb they lived if they are

to be thoroughly understo()€1 .

Tb.eir lives wer e cr owded

with lang military service, ser·vice i n t:he jury cour ts, in
political assembly, and as t he lot might fall, in the
Counci l.

They eseaped. from a hard, sometimes brutal life

to spend their moments of leisur e with their artistic
cr eations · t hrough which they expressed philosophies that
were hamm-e;red out Gi' their own t hinking, f ighting, and
strug.g ling for existenc$.

It is small wonder that their

musings rose above the considerations of individual suffer•
ing to depict the agony of humanity as it strug·g les pain•
fully toward wisdom which is its · salvation or to suggest
standards that lead to mo:ral salvation.

Ea:ch of the three

poets brought a message to his au.diGnoe as he retold t he

story of the cursed house of At:r·aus.

Had Athens really

listened to her tragio poets her fate might have been
different.

It should never be forgotten that the ancient

peets were a living, breathing part of the history of their
times.
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AESCHYLUS

Aeschylus wrote the Ol•$s.te1f1 just two years before
his deathl!

'!'his ma$te:rpieef;l

¢Hatne·

at the end of a long,

rich lif'Et, a life filled with tho joy ot success .

His

WGJ:>ld had made giant strides out of the abyss o:f' human

misery into an era that promised freedom, equality; pros ...
perity

fOl'

all .

The

g:rthl.t

victor ies over Persia must have

seemed like a p:roof of the

wf s'dom

principles of governnv.a:nt .

The a t mosphere of the time· might

a;p.d trutb of Athenian

be compared to the tremen<ftous teel:lmg of well being and

strength the;t the young adult :fetels when he is at the peak
of physical and mental alertness .

'l"he

tim~

was so filled

with the exubeX>anee of success that no roem was left ror
pessimism, and Aeschylus was a part of these sueeessesc he
was a e·o urageous warrior, as his ep1 taph proclaims; he wa.s

recH>gnized as an aeeomplished artist

for his trilogies .

wh.~

won many prizes

Even his ¢ity had successfullY reached

what must haV$ seemed an iciieaJ. of justice in government.
In the

9tlste£~s Aesehy~us

recorded the social

progrE~ss

of

Athens; it vTas progress he himself bad been privileged to

observe within his o\>m lif etime; and beeau:se he wa.s a

poet he chose to do the rec0rd in symbolic terms through
the reinterpretation of the legend of the house of Atreus.

There is no questian that a modern audience would

the ~SM!WQFJ.

and the &hoepbq:J:1, · more interesting from the
di"ama.tic

entE~rtainmQr:rt

standp~i.nt.

of

than the final. play , the E\!.Dltnidei,

However, when the trilogy is viewed as a whole it is
obvioU$ that the first two plays

~x:tst

tor the purpose of

bringinrg about the solution presented in the last play.
Not only f rom the standpoint of a structural whole , but
from the standtJC.lint of the real message 0f the trilogy the

Agamemno.n and the ctoepgp:ri ..are just prepar ation f or the
mumenildE!J!

~Thich

c\llminatee in

th~

aohievement of tm1 ty O:f

all religious beli ef under the law, that great oode
written and 'Un'\vr1tten whi'ch all Greeks held in higheat

reverence.
unifying
It

The l'" everenee tor the law was the only really

fore~

in Greek life .

matt~:rs

not

~rhethe<r

Aeschylus ' trilogy glorified

the Areopagus b0cause he wa.s saddened that the more
radical democrats had restricted its functions ,

0:r

whether

he glorified the Court e:.t t hat particular time and td.th this

particular legend as an indication or hi.s · agreement with a
step toward greater indj,vidual f reod.om.. . Aeschylus had th$

same respect for the l aws of Athens as

So crat~s

displayed

when he drank the hemlock rather than escape into exile

as his friends urged him to

do~

Socrates did not accept

the verdict against him as a just one, but he did tieeept
his ()bligation as a citizen of Athen.s to submit to the law.
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So Aeschylu s saw irt the law of Athens the means of

b~ing

ing all the elements of Greek reli gion, the goddesses of
fertility, the violent spirits of the underworld, the
Olympians, and the concept of fate, into a. glorious unity
under Zeus and ymbolized by the Court of the Areopagus, 1

II.

SOPHOCLES

Sophocles \IJrote his llllectr&._toward the end o.f his
lifetime.

He grew to maturity in

®~

Athans which was the

cultural center and undisputed military leader of tne Greek
world.

His life symbolized .for his countrymen the ideal

ot perfection in life:

he was physically handsO'me, of

noble birth, wealthy, intellectually acute, and a successful artist •

During Sophocles • youth Athens

ti'aS

free from

fear of attaek, free from eeonomic problems, and free :from
any restrictions on int0lleotual eXpler ation.s.

Cottld suoh

a place be less than the nbest of' al.l possible worlds. 11

lverrall tn.a.int$1ns t hat

esohylus• suggestion that

the Revered Ones (Semnao), who traditionaLly dwelt in a
cavern nea~ the Areopagus , and the Furies (Brinves) we~e
the same was not founded on t:radit1on; and the two groups
were in fact so widely different t hat there was almost no
point of contact. Aeschylus united the two forces and
gave them a name from ano her source the Eumenides.
Arthur W. Verrall, Ji:u:rip~des ,jh£ £lat!gni~~~:t (Cambridge:
at the University Press, 159 , PP• 15...

But with the application of Protagoras • concept
"Man is the measure of all thingstt to all areas

or

thinking

it wa.s inevitable that the foundation of sooiE.lty vrould tend

to We>bble ..
gen~ral,

Frotago:ras was, c! course, referring to man in

but through interpretation individuals assmned .

the right to judge. according to a shifting, pu..rely indivi ..
dual standard.,

1he Athenian world began to move away from

the uni ty suggest ed by Aeschylus to a kind of chaos or
individual standards often based on po:rsonal gain :J.n

QOmfort, pleasure, or power.
Sophocles was the living example of the Greek ideal

of' soph.;rosme, self restraint, sorenlty.

For him this

pious system of life had ,.rorked; he cou.ld only assume tha t

the system could work for otbors .

If towar d the end of his

life, Sophocles saw the brig t vi sion of an enlightened
people begin t ·o fade, he probably felt that 1 t was not
system that

Wa.$

tb~

a.t fault but :rather that it vra.s th.a

individuals who were at fault.

His llllQ,Qtli carries with i t

a plea for the establishment of

standard ~

of mor .1

integrity that do not yield in the face of a.ny danger .
Athens had fallen into evil days when Sophocles
wrote his
city had

~ectr~ ..
b~en

The P loponnesian War was r g1ng, the

struok by plague , and little more than

deceit and treachery could

b~

0xpeeted from those in power .
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Sophocles .in his

m~ t z;gwas

calling for a moral

a~a}tening;

he was asking each individual to stand firm and resolute
against all evil regardless of the

p~rsonal

oost.

Perhaps

Sophocles felt that such a .moral awakening was the onlY
hope o:f' saving the glory of the Athens of his youth.
Sophocles• Electra alone and una.idad, upholds the cause of
righteousness.

She suffers physically as well as mentallY,

but this does r.tot deter he:r from her

coui'SEh

When all

hope fo:r aid with her eause fails, she is willing to
pur~le

the same course though it may, in all probability,

mean her death.

H r cause is vindicated by the conclusion

of t he play,

Electra is in herself a

kin~

of the pha es o:f Greek reli gion;

of embodiment of ma11.y

tbe i'$ot that she. ts

unwed amounts to a danial of her rights to fUlfillment,
rights t hat to ancient G:reeee were not far removed front the
fertility of

· h~

soil; the fact that she ded1cat®s her

whole exis tence to seeking

murder, for

r~tribu.tion

for he!' father's

he ac ts as an external conscience, resembles

the dedicat.ion of the Furies to tho punishment of cl·1mes
perp0trated against kinsmen;. and the fact that Orestes,
t-rhoso radiance ide.n tif1es him as Apollo• s agent, j,s little

more than an extension of Electra as Sophocles draws him,

provides the suggestion of the presence of the Olympians ae
a. motivating foroe and c.o mpletes the picture of all
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Electra ' s

elements of religion united in righteous action .
steadfast, unyialdlng b$havior in the face
El\vard~d

\11th t h

of

~vil

ls

triumph ant destruction of that evil.

Electra through strict adherence to moral pr:tnaipl won
her salvation.

Sophocles must have seen the pa!'a.llel

bet"reen the situation l!a.eotra faced , surrounded
by her

en~mies

she was

and well-wishers who had neith r the power

nor the moral strength to aid her , and
Ath ns faced •

a~

he situation

He must have i'Gl t that ..AJhen.s too could

find salvation thr ough strict

III.

a~herence

to mo:ral principle .

EO'RIPIDES

The JUc;lCt!:! was the last play by 1uripides ·produced

in At ens before his voluntary exile into Macedonia.

The

play came near the end of a long life that had been
sadd~ned

by disillu s:l.onment .,

In view of the progress in

intellectual and artistic de elopme.. t it is difficult to
believe th.at the period of peac$ betv.reen the final victory

over the Persian forces and thQ beginning of tho Pelopon•
n~sian

Wal' , lasted only

born at the beginning

of

about fifty YE.lars ,
t hi s

p~rlod

Euripides was

of peace and oame to

maturity when Ath ns was at the p ak of intellectual,

artistic, and individual

frasd~m.

BUt he was too young to

escape actual p rsonal expe1•ience in t:b.e most painful of'
all kinds of wars, civil war .

He found himself surrounded
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by men dedicated to personal gain and revenge .

His last

massage to Athens before his ex. le was t a t one m st
expect to be tn-onged; revengG is worse than useless for i t
pollutes that which might have been noble; -vritho t peaco,

forgiveness, an

gen~~osi ty

of spirit, a good life is

impossible .
The characters of Euripides '

~lect,;r:!

the various elements in Athenian society.

are syrn.bols of

Electra repre•

sents that element that is dedicated to revenge, revenge
mo tivated by the loss of position, wealth, and power .
Aegis thus represents that element that seeks v.real th, po¥rer

t

and position withou.t regard for the personal moral clegr rada•

tion involved in · ts achievement and retention .

Orestes

rep esents that element which tradition ealls heroic, bu.t
he can act only when the enexny is defenseless and

unsuspecting; when moral questionings stay his hand, he will
:l.gn.ore his misgiv·tngs to keep up appearances and maintain

his position . 2 And Clytemnestra is th~ID symbol of' Athens;
she has sinneGl, turnod false to the ideals she claimed;

personal comfort and well being are more important than
justice to her .

Clytemnestra's (Athens') surrender to base

2He does not respond to Electra's pleas until she
urges him to complet e the vengea.:p.ce or noe no more a man~u
Vide~ p . 150 .
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ma.ter:tali m brough

about her

destru~ti.on .

In terms of religious symbolism Electra, respresenting the Furtes, goddesses of r·ovEmge, and in reverse the
ertj_li ty, and Or stcs, i•epre -

Bevered Ones, go desses of

sent:i.ng Apo lo, the Olympian god of w:tsd.om and li ght,
join forces to destroy Clytemnestra, repre enting Athens,
\<Jho hacl s ccnmbed to Aegisthus, representing materialism

and 1:he ·pleas res of the senses.

C.ytomnest:ra, and

porhaps Athens, was destro ed from wj.th n by the very

na ure of

t

e elements she tried t o embrace.

·ea. ant, re re en ing tr e
appearance ; escapes

\ -Ti

o

ilit~

t hout pain.

that rises

Only the
bove

Only the just c

be

truly triumphs: t.
T!HG PLAYWRIGHTS COMPARED

IV .

Aeschylus,
he

"~;Tri t

ing

at

the

mon1emt

of triumph

sa\f

lympia.ns under Zeus de eloping into a groat mornl

:fo!'oe.

he

Qt;~stmig

records t-he development of this force

and invites the citizens of · thens to join in the triumphant
procession toward increased prosperity pro acted b

ju.stie$ .

vJhen Sophocles wrote his Electra, the dream of a \-Jell

ordored world gov rned justly had already begun to fade,
Tho

~lect,t:~

expresses his conviction

hat it is the nobility

of ehar·a cter attained by the in.d ivio:ual hat makes life
worthwhile, regardless of how or when defeat might eome .

Eur i pides was only fifteen years younger than
Sophocles, but that fi!tGon years brot1ght Euripides closer

t o t e ci vil war that ra.s t o de stroy Athens from within
an without .

The -i ffer ence s 11 pe!'sonality and tempera-

ment would accoun t for· the gr eat difference in the way

AthQns received the t wo poets..
i t he di sapproved
e i ti z()ns , ho

Sophocles was t:nore subtle;

of ' the behaviol' of' some of his fellow

expre a s ~d

But Euripide s, dedicate

:it i n a way thR.t did not antagord.z• .

as he rats to the evaluation of the

common code in t he lieht o:f et¢trnal moral standal'lli $,
expr~ss ed
ferenc ~

rot ests against the 'Worldliness and indif ...

hi s

of th.e eommon eiti ze:n to those things which he as

a phil osQpher and poet held to be most hi gh with a direct

f oroefulne s

t hat could end only in t h e oomplete

t ion of all. those he criticized.

H$

pen~trated

ali e~a·

the

surface real ities of his time s ; and when he discovered the

inner realities, mo st of' the act10ns and ide ls o:f the m.en
a:round him proved ba se ..
of thought , and

th<;~y

Socrates r ea ched the same level

killed hi m; perhaps it was beaause

F11Yripides was a poet and, therefo:rs , ex pr e.s sed hitnGel:f' in

terms of symbols that he ese a.ped Socrates ' f ate t hough he
did not es cape tho jeers of At hen s nor t he disillusionment

of the reali zat ion that At hens,, aft er a.l , was no t tha
embodiment of all tho se t hings most high.
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Each of' these three great playwrights discussed the
legend of the house of Atreus fr0m a different point of
view,

The legend appears in

th~ir

plays. reinterpreted in

the light of their individual observations of lif e and the

meaning of life,

The significance of their statements of

moral fact came out of the thought of their day, but the

truth and the universality of their statements can

b~

demonstrated even today.
V•

SOME MODERN APPLICA'l'10N8

There is no doubt that the modern world is more
complex than the world of Aeschylus.

But the world has in

its possession a great legal structure that can provide
order and justice

fo~

all.

It concerns itself not with the

murder of indiViduals as did the Court of the .Areopagus but
with the murder of nations.

The purpose of this ¢ourt, the

United Nations, can be fully realized only when indiVidual

forces learn to relinquish some of their ancient rights in
favor of new :rights; even as the F'uries o.f' the Oresteip.
relinquished their rights in. return for more benefie!Lont
onesPerhaps it is not shooting too far from the mark to
suggest that the m.oral fibe r of today-'s citizens might
well do with some

strengthening~

Individuals are not often

faced with the enormity of evil 'I)Thieb faced Electra, but
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one wonders if union. members who support union leaders
whose corruption is public fact would respond to a like
situation with the courage displayed by Sophocles' Electra.
Too often individuals tend to compartmentalize their
religious thinking so that the everyday chicanery of' the
business world, the bargaining for favor with influential
men in government, and. the thousands of petty corruptions
that offer themselves to eager takers a.r e passed off

~i th

a shrug, and those who deplere the practice are accused of
ttsour

grapes.'~~

In 1951, thirteen American educational institutions
awarded Dr . Ralph Bunehe as many honorary degrees; they

wer$ obvi0us1y delighted at the opportunity to pay t:d.bute

to a Negro.J

It i s with instances like this that the

publio deludes itself into thinking that it is tolerant,

But th$ wholesale refusal to integrate southern schools
demonstrates that for many .Americarts appearances, at least
in l'l'latters of race• determine the success or failure of the
issue :rather than the principle of hmnan di gnity .

The·

physician is honored in the community, as he should be,
but the garbage eolleatol' is depreciated even though the
performance of his duties is :probably just a.s i mportant to

.
3~Tederick L. Allen, The Bi~ · Cb,ange (New York:
l:Iarper and Brothers Publisners, l92J, P• 266.
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the general health, well being, and comfort as 1s the work
of the

physic!~.

Too often the success of an indi vi ual.

is judg&d by his position or by his possessions; Euripides
vrould urge a deeper look to find the inner reality and

discover true nobility.
One need not lo¢k far in American life to find
evidenQes of a materialistic philosophy.

Advertising,

~~ieh

is dedicated to the task of m.aking more and more people
want more and more things, has become a multi-billion
dollar

busin~ss.

Installment buying puts many products

within the reach of the average individual, and large

aempan1es have. provid~d expense aecounts for some employees
which more often than not prov·1de a more luxuriGus standard

of living than their everyday

li f~

affords.

The pressure

to make more 1n t>rde:r to b\1.Y' more spirals, and unless

the individual exercises control the things tend to dominate
his life.

To say that American life ignores intellectual

and. artistic pursuits would,

ofeours~,

be unfair, but

perhaps it wold not be unfair to question the ve:lidity of

a standard of values that allows

i~dif.ference

toward such

a precious privilege as the r i ght to vote.

lt is as a nation looks at itself eritically and

evaluates its progress in terms of eternal values that it

remains healthy and vigorous.

Tomorrow belongs to

t~ose

dare to stand courageously for justice, moral integrity,
and a moral cQde ba.sed on universal truth.

who
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